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Hello Agreement 
. Meet the locd band Find out the details of a 
deal between the Tahltan 
and a mining company 
making its stage debut 
tonight in Terrace 
\COMMUNITY ~ ~ b i  up north\NEWS A9 
Khgs > 
This weekend’s games 
against Kitimat just a 
warm up for the Coy 
Cup\SPQRTS B5 
“‘-b.ids overpower- estimate. 
’ By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN ’hoping for. 0 own estimate for the project - $10.225 the building, it hasn’t resulted in any firm cent. 
BIDS ON the proposed second sheet of 
, “  0 icehportsplex project have come in a 
. whopping $1:8 million higher than bids 
received just last summer. ~ Jack Talstra. contingency fund. B ,  pointing exercise,” Talstra said. “The bids from Wayne 
The 23 per cent increase now 1 es 
city council with much thinking to do 
about how to proceed with the project: 
son Construction, based 
eorge with extensive ex- 
area, once again came 
. in the low bidden with ,,a price tag of 
$10,5~0,000- $1,849.362 more than its 
project in June 2005 
It city officials were ?\ 
“I think that’s disappointing but as 
Todd Bertuzzi says, ‘it is what it is,’ and 
there it is - $10.5 dllion,” says Mayor 
City council decided in August 2005 
to retender the project this winter in 
hopes of fetching more competitive, bids 
on the project and perhaps attract a larger 
number of contractors than the bid pro- 
cess did last year. 
But just like the previous bid process, 
only three companies responded to the 
tender i d  projections have soared above 
and beyond estimates made by the city. 
In December 2005 the city laid out its 
million. That included an allowance for 
a 10 per cent rise in conswction costs 
adding up to $830,000 and a $625,000 
+ Bids received now.already exceed the 
city’s estimate and does not;include the 
‘$1 million contingency fund city officials 
have consistently said it also needs to 
make the project a go. 
process at the time was the bid might in- 
crease but I don’t think we expected for it 
to be that much,” says Talstra: 
Though the city says it has continued 
to pursue other options to raise money for 
commitments yet. 
than we can find donors so it’s a disap- 
City officials are expecting a report 
from its architect Allen Jury of PBK 
Architects in Vancouver Feb. 23. It will 
outline more specifically how the bids 
came in and if there is room to reduce the 
A third bid was receive 
“The final figure keeps jumping faster City Contracting of Kaml 
$1 1,790,000. 
struction and ‘Yellowridge Construction ’ 
are so 
Wed <in omore 
determine who is the low bidder,’? say 
director of leisure service 
that until the bids an 
it is impossible 
1 “It’s tough because I think our thought prices at all. thorp. 
Wayne Watson Construction nar- “PBK Architects will 
rowly edged Port Moody’s Yellowridge .bids and providing city staff with a report 
Construction Ltd.,’s bid of $10,600,000 which will guide us in dete 
by just $40,000. 
That’s a difference of just 0.57 pkr 
omen [he 
$ 
I ’  
\ ‘  
! He whl share any information h 
thorities ahd plans to make a trip to 
sure when. 
Michalko, who’s been a private 
years, says his business usually inch 
ance-related cases. 
He works withla number of 1 
porate clients on a referral-only 
E Going for gold 
ROGER HARRIS and Brian Downie have got their fingers crossed thb Canadian men’s hockey team will be playing in the gold medal 
match this Sunday, Feb. 26. They’re hosting a party at the banquet room of the Terrace Arena starting bright and early at 5 a.m. 
- when the gold medal game will be televised live. They’re inviting everyone in Terrace to get decked out in Canada red and white 
and come cheer on the boys to victory. The Terrace Downtown Lions Club will be cooking up a pancake breakfast fundraiser. It’s the 
first event held by the local Spirit of B.C. Community Committee of which both men are members. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
joined the search for seven 
Ray Michalko of Val1 
Surrey placed an ad in The Terrace Srundurd earlier this 
month as the first’of several advertisements 
tice individuals with any information on the 
to come forward. 
Mich@o says he hasn’t been h 
the missing women, rather he 
becoming involved in the cFe. 
“I’ve had a personal interest 
it for about a year. I have a cou 
’missing on a 450 mile stretc 
hearing anywhere in North 
have gone missing in that sort of limited area. 
“It seems to be unusual.’! 
He says, he chose Terrace I as 
him. 
He has received some tips on specific 
will follow up on every one, but won’t 
late to Tamara Chipman, 1 
Terrace from Prince Rupert 1 
He chose now to place ad 
“the attention the missing 
year and the extra time he no 
Although the ads haven’t 
solving his theories, he h 
“I think that based on-the 
ad was a good idea. I hope it 
it a little more and call th 
larly people who may be 
Olympian push underway 
to highlight Kermode bear 
BY SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN ‘ “We do believe it will be difficult 
for VANOC to ignore,” Harris said. 
“My intention is  we want to get in 
front of VANOC.” 
Late last year VANOC chair John 
Furlong spoke to the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce about 
Olympic opportunities outside of Van- 
Fouver-Whistler. In * interview with 
7”ie Terrace Standard he said the com- 
mittee has heard more about the Ker- 
mode bear than any other idea for a 
2010 emblem. 
That includes an endorsement from 
one of the world’s most respected an- 
thropologists - Jane Goodall, who ap- 
proached committee members about 
using the bear as its mascot, he said. 
“It certainly is a formidable item 
to consider,” Furlong said, adding 
VANOC will likely hold a competition 
late in 2006 to decide what the winning 
mascot; or mascots - will be. 
He disagreed the Olympic mascot 
lacks the prestige of the Olympic em- 
THE DRIVE to establish the Kermode 
bear as the mascot of the 2010 Winter 
Olympics in Vancouver is regaining 
speed. 
Former Skeena MLA Roger Harris 
and city councillor Brian Downie are 
spearheading a renewed effort to pro- 
mote the bear in the coming months in 
hopes it will be selected as the mascot 
by the Vancouver Organizing Commit- 
tee (VANOC). 
Ai prior drive in 2002 arid 2003 was 
unsuccessful in securing the bear as the 
symbol of the games - the Inukshuk 
was chosen instead. 
But with the organizing committee’s 
decision on its mascot for the 2010 
games not expected to happen until the 
end of 2006 Harris thinks the timing’s 
right to restart the lobbying effort. 
And he says the recent announce- 
ment that the province plans to rnake 
the Kermode its official animal (see 
story on Page A2) gives the project 
even more momentum. blem. 
‘The mascot is a very big marketing 
tool,” he said. “This thing speaks for us 
when we are not around.” 
And he said he’s impressed with 
the lobbying efforts of Terrace people 
making the case for the Kermode bear. 
“What is more important to me is 
th$t people are doing what you’re talk- 
ing about, they are thinking about it,” 
Furlong said. 
Harris says he and Downie, who are 
on a committee mandated to promote 
the benefits of the Olympics to all Brit- 
ish Columbians, will take Gimpy - the 
stuffed Kermode bear on display at the 
airport - on another road trip hoping 
to raise its profile and convice others 
around the province and also Alberta 
that it is the right choice: 
“There is no limit to how we, right 
across Hwy 16, will benefit if the Ker- 
mode is chosen as the mascot,” Harris 
said, adding it would lead to more rec- 
ognition of the northwest on the inter- 
national stage which could mean more 
toursism and investment here. 
I$ Paint time 
Society’s carving-’shed in the basement of the George Little House. He’s look- 
ROBERT E. Stanley Sr. paints a raven design on the wall of the Terrace Nisga’a 
ing for other Nisga’a artists to help decorate. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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Kermode, to-gain fame ’ 
.as BmWs 0 bff icial animal 
0 1 y m p i c s , *’ 
Austin said. 
If the in- 
creased profile 
can draw more 
tourism and in- 
vestment to the 
area all the bet- 
ter, he says. ’ , 
“Any t h i n g 
that brings at- 
tention to other 
parts of B.C. 
- espkcially our 
area , I tbink is 
Under Bylaw No. 13 13-1 993, and amendments thereto, 
every municipal street and road is designated as a snow 
removal route, and arking on them is prohibited during 
the winter months, g om November 15th to April 1 st. 
hi vAicb h t  impeder h o w  removal 
, and/or road maintenance work on any snow 
removal route can be towed. 
Also, it is an offence to place snow from any 
privata property onto the road Ri ht-of-Way; 
it creates drainage blockages, buries an plugs up fire 
hydrants, and interferes with routine snow plowing 
and/or road maintenance. 
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated 
d 
CINOF TERRACE 
rBy SARAH ZIMMERMAN 
THE PROVINCIAL government wants 
to make the Kermode bear B.C.’s official 
animal - a move, that could bring more 
attention to the northwest. 
The announcement was made Feb. 14 in 
the provincial government’s throne speech. 
‘The B.C. Spirit Bear is such a compel- 
ling symbol and such an inspiration, that 
your government will act to make it our pro- 
vincial animal,” said Lieutenant Governor 
Iona Campagnolo. “It speaks to the majesty, 
uniqueness, and mystery of our province.’, 
‘The B.C. Spirit Bear symbolizes the es- 
sence of the spirit of British Columbia. It, 
b 
8% 
* 
3 
Instant Cash Back. 
the most money on the spot. 
With instant Cash Back you can walk into H&R Block 
with yourtaxesand walkout with yourmoney, instantly. 
Now that’s fast money. Call 1-800-HRBLOCK or visit 
hrblockca for an office near you and get Instqt 
Cash Back today. 
n u  BLOCK 
evokes OW unique aboriginal heritage and a good thing,” lona Campagnolo 
*, * First Nations’ special relationship with this Austin says. j ,  3 
” Terrace (2501 635~2908 
$ i 
At participating offices: Must qualify. Sea offica for details. 
8 2006 HBR Block Canada, Inc. CNCBOl 
I‘ land and all who live upon it.’l_.I_ Local envi- 
Skeena NDP MLA Robin A%&n praised 
the decision by the provincial government 
but says it comes a little too late. 
emblem used for the 2010 Olympics,” Aus- 
tin says. “It would have been nice to see it 
ronmentalist Renee Mikaloif also praised 
the decision but says she hopes it translates 
into increased promotion of preserving their 
That will raise the profile of the need to 
eliminate black bear hunting because they 
, 
$J “I had hoped the Kermode would be the habitat. 
. 
At the ... 
... they have what you need to 
thk& care of your dry winter skin. , . . 
become the official emblem of B.C. before 
that decision was made.” 
He also supports the renewed drive’ by 
a local committee to promote the Kermode 
bear as the mascot for the 2010 Olvmbics - a‘  
carry they cahy the recessive gene that re- 
sults in white offspring are killed. 
“Well, I guess i f i t  helps raise the habitat 
requirements and the values”of having those 
bears, if it helps raise awareness in the pub- 
lic I think‘ it’s great,” Mikaloff said. ” 
“I just don’t want to see a bunch h little 
stuffed white bears’ and that’s our legacy, I 
want to see thriving living bears as the legacy 
and their habitat requirements honoured.’, 
0 
0 “ -  
decision which is still pending. 
“I think now that the government has g 
m+>. 
Comes in .ah&d and chosen the bear as the official animal I think there is a very good chance of 
it being chosen as the mascot for the 2010 
8, It I, . .  n 
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From front Mobile on 3.4 acres 
: ‘Plex bids ]exceed ‘budget 
Talstra expects cdy council and adminis- 
&tion to examine the report - likely in-cam- 
era at first - to help decide how to‘proceed. 
Based on the numbers before City council 
W it’s Unlikely it would have the Capacity 
rnrrow enough money to make the project ’ council fr 
o)without first going to a referendum. 
That’s because the combination of money 
dy and the city’s short term bpr- 
Of the bids 
,mitt4 last week. 
There  are probably about only fi?e <or 
options (a referendum) would 
de one of the options that might be consid- 
ered,” Talstra says. 
Two prior second sheet of ice and mul- 
tiplex proposals have been unsuccessful at 
referendum but Talstra says that won’t deter 
choosing that route if neces- 
sary. 
“It*S always a wony, ,I guess, but ulti- 
mately we are governed by the people that 
we serve and we are governed by the citi- 
zens of Terrace and how they look at things, 
so ultimately it’s their‘call,” 
falls far 
delicious 
flavours 
Don’t forset to take advantage of the extm.. 
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‘ Easy decision. Tough choice. 
hydroplaning. The slush will be plowed off one to hvo 
hours after the initial sah application. Please remember Lease or Finance? 
0 
4.9?++0 APWALR
Well-equipped from 550,790”” 
I 
See your B O C ~  Vo lbagen Dealer today or visit W.CQ 
I 
I 
I 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
41 09 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-571 7 No. 1 worldwide. 
-IS mting for 2006 P o w t  os of November 2005 and mh’n3 for 2005 h 01 of Apil2005. Cmsh-performance bored on US. equipped vehicle. Some features may be optionol in Canad 
wmr.iihs.org. “MSRP 529.950 for 2006 Pouot 2.0-litre Turbo gos engine with monuol tmnsmiuion. “‘MSRP 524.975 for 2006 Jetto 2.5-litre gas engine with monuol tmnsmission. *-*MSRP 
550,790 for 2006 Towreg V6 gor engine with 6-speed outomofic tmnsmission. All MSRP Prices and lease offin exclude options, PDI, licence, title, tmnspodotion, dealer charges, 
odministmtion/rcgisttion fees, PPSA ond opplimble tuxes. Frsight cod b 5615 on 2006 Jetto and Pow! gos models. Freight cost is 5715 on 2006 Touoreg mod& ‘Finance plans ond lea= 
progmms ovoiloble through Volknrogen Finance on oppmvsd credit. 3 . m  APR offer pertains to 60-month f i n o w  term only on new 2006 lotto 2.5-lilre. 2006 Jetlo 2.0T, 2006 msot  2.0T and 
2006 Powt  3.6-lilrs models. Purchore sxnmpls: s20,000 finaxed d 3 . W  for 60 month. monthly payment b 5367.43, cost of borrowing is 52.045.80 and toto1 to be repaid is 522,045.80. 4.9% 
APR offir pertains to o 60-month finance t m  onb on ~IOW 2006 TOtJorsg V6 model. Pumhosa Emmple: S20.000 finfmed d4.W for 60 months, monthly payment is 5376.51, cost of bom-ng  is 
52,590.60 and toQl to be repaid b 522.590.60. Down Payment mol bs FequM. lease mh offers OpPb (0 0 &month loose tum ond q u i r e  o down payment 01 tima of tmnrocfion. See dealer 
for full detoils. Deoler moy -11 for less. Supplies ore h’tsd. VehiKk O m d Y  op shown. Offsr ends Febmw 28. 2006. “ B a r d  on Jonuory, 2006 MSRP published prices. 2006 T o w m ~  
V6 model with outornotic tmnsmission MSRP S50.790; Morwdes-Bof~ ML 350 mo61 ri*l OI%JWJI* m m k i o n  MSRP 555,750.2006 BMW W SAV with outornotic hommiuion MSRP 559.500; 
Porsche Cayenne V6 model with outornotic tmrumksion MSRP 562200.0 Vdlm0g.n 2006. 
be 
For full details and a free demonstration, come see us today! 
301 \ Blakebum Skeet, Terrace, V8G 3J1 Ph: (250) 635-6567 a F ~ X :  (250) 635-4161 
Monday to Friday 8:OO a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
k’ 
i: 
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College forms art institute 
in honour of Freda Diesing 
( J  
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
N O R T H W E S T  
COh4MUNITY College 
(NWCC) will offer a unique 
art program beginning this 
fall that focuses on First 
Nations art of the Northwest 
and it will be named after a 
pioneer in the field. 
College president Steph- 
anie Forsyth announced last 
week the September 2006 
launch of the Freda Diesing 
School of Art and Design. 
Forsyth says the idea of 
an art program specializing 
in First Nations art has been 
brewing for years. 
“When Freda passed on, 
we wanted to honour her, we 
just didn’t know the channel 
to pursue,” Forsyth said, 
Forsyth says she was put 
in contact with Diesing’s sis- 
ter, Roberta Perry, who gave 
the college permission to use 
the late artist’s name. 
“We -are honoured to rec- 
ognize abd continue Freda’s 
legacy to the art world by 
establishing a school in her 
name,” added Forsyth. - 
11 For Perry, visibly emo- 
tional throughout the cer-” 
emony, it was an easy deci- 
sion. 
“I didn’t hesitate (to give 
my blessing),” said Perry. 
“She deserves to have .her 
name and art kept alive - she 
would have wanted it.” 
Perry added her sister’s 
main ambition was to keep 
the heritage of First Nations 
alive through her carving 
and teaching. 
Diesing ‘taught a num- 
b y  of prominent artists in 
the 1970s and ‘80s in Ha- 
zelton including Tsimshian 
Dempsey Bob. ’ , 
Bob says the importance 
, of the school’s establishment 
is immeasurable. 
“This has been a dream 
for us,” said Bob, who went 
on to teach with Diesing for 
several years. “We never had 
a school - Freda was our 
school.” 
Bob says without a rec- 
Nations art fell to the artists 
NORTHWEST Communib College president Stephanie Forsyth (far right) announced the launch of the Freda 
Diesing School of Art and Design. She’s joined here (from left) by artist Stan Bevan, Diesing’s niece Barbara 
Wallington, artist Dempsey Bob and Diesing’s sister Roberta Perry. The framed photo is of the late Diesing, who 
had a prolific career as an artist even though she only started at age 42. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
themselves. designing the school’s cur- northwestern B.C. to the comkunities of Ter- 
“We wanted to revive the riculum, says Forsyth. Previously offered carv- race, Prince Rupert and 
art so it wouldn’t die,” Bob “Rocque has extensive and jewelry courses at Kitimat, including totem 
said. “We were holding on to poles at Kitsumkalum and 
our culture by a thread and the RCMP detachment here. 
Freda was the thread. . original art community, as signschool. Before her death in 2002 
“Ifyoudon’tteach,where in a car accident, she was 
are you going to find the given an honorary diploma 
next Freda Diesing, the next Diesing hersel said the motherand Swedish father, from NWCC, an honor- 
(Haida artist) Bill Reid?’ . college head. began her career as a caryer ary-. doctorate from UNBC 
said Bob. “You don’t know and a National Aboriginal 
who will be artists.” Achievement Award. 
Bob, his nephew and col- 
Jeague Stan Bevan (Tahltad 
(Tahltan/Tlingir/Nisga’a) elry and print making. 
were presented as advisors The college is working SOMEONE rummaged Walsh Ave., Scott Ave. and 
and part-time instructors for with Vancouver-based Em- through or entered several McRae Crescent. 
the art and design school. Local RCMP caught a 
Rocque Berthiaume, a Design to offer a four-year the Horseshoe overnight 19-year-old male and 16- 
lechirer at the University of art program, which will be Feb. 9. , .year-old male, both from 
Northern British Columbia 
.(UNBCj and NWCC will be 
charged with developing and cus on First Nations art of Pheasant St., Thomas St., investigate. 
experience working in the the college will now be of- 
local and international ab-- fered through the art and de; 
well as having the privi- Diesing, born in Prince 
lege of working with Freda Rupert in 1925 to a Haida 
Theschool’s offering will 
include programs at the cer- 
tificate, diploma and degree 
level and will initially fea- 
when she was 42..She con- 
tributed many of her works 
Tsimshian) and Ken McNeil ture carving, weaving, jew- Ve h i I es I 0 oted 
ily Cam Institute of Art and vehicles in the west end of 
part of the school’s offerings 
and will be distinct in its fo- 
The thief, or thieves, stole ; Teqase, prowling around -7 
vehicles. Police continue to’ ’ loose items in vehicles along 
Terrace &’District 
Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 250-635-7282 
Better Savings Certificate 
5-Year Term Deposits 
Available in RSP’s and Non-Registered Terms 
.Full or Partially redeemable after 90 days. 
~ . . ID .D .D . .U . . . . . . .DD.D . .D .~ .D . .D .D~DI  . . 
L 5-Year Rates k ’  
EJ@II!ER~jlilll@O~@U!E~ 
SALE ENDS FEBRUARY 25TH 
BED, BATH, KITCHEN, LEATHER CLOTHING, JACKETS 
FIRST NATION‘S GIFTS AND SOUVENIRS 
TIPS, that’s 635-8477. CrIlern will not be mqulred to cavoal thelr Identity or 
8ECURPfY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Security e Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
Access Control 
Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
0 24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
“24 Hour Pmperiy P&ec!ion“ 
877-71 3-9588 
250-638-6070 
Fax: 250-638-6001 
4443 Keith Avenue, Temce, B.C. 
News In Brief 
Food auditors wanted 
HOW GOOD is the food in hospitals and other health 
care facilities? I . ,  
The Northern Health Authority wants to check into 
safe food handling practicesbnd is joining with other 
>health authorities around the province to hire a firm to 
do an audit. 
“Developing a method of measuring safe food han- 
dling across the province will enable health authority 
facilities to easily share best practices and solutions to 
challeriges that may confront individual facilities,” says 
Ron McKerrow, ,an official with the Provincial Health 
Services Authority, the body that is coordinating the 
job. 
I Last year, the health authorities combined to ‘set 
standards for cleanliness at health care facilities. 
The fodd handling audit will take place this year. 
‘ Time to change, or not 
THE PROVINCIAL government wants to know if it 
should follow the lead of the United States to extend 
daylight saving time by four weeks beginning next 
year. 
The extension is viewed by the Americans as one 
,way of saving energy by creating more hours of day- 
light. 
So far, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec have 
announced they will follow the American lead. 
The proposed change would mean that daylight sav- 
ing time would begin on the second Sunday of March 
and end the first Sunday of November. 
The change has been proposed in the U.S. as an en- 
ergy-saving measure since prolonging DST shifts an’ 
‘hour of daylight timq fxom moming to evening, which 
is the period of greatest enerwusage. 
Public comment is invited .by March 10, 2006, 
through e-mail to: AGWEBFEEDBACK@gov.bc.ca. 
People can also write to,Strategic Planning and Leg- 
islation Office PO Box 9283 Stn Prov Govt, .Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 9J7. 
I ‘  
7 
Flying (high4 
THE NORTHWEST),Regional Anport set a record in 
January when 7,342 people passed through its doors. 
, It’s the highest January total going back to 1997 with 
the next closest being January 2001,when 7,281 people 
either landed or departed the facility. 
There was only one’missed flight because of weather 
in January, down from dght recorded as being missed 
because of weather or for other reasons for the same 
month in 2005. The airport came close to breaking the 
loO~OO0 mark in 2004 when 99,062 passengers were 
counted and last year with 98,369 people: 
Coal flowin8 to Rupert 
COAL CONTAINED in 1 cars from the northeastern 
coal ‘inhe of Northern Energy and Mining was recently 
unloaded at Ridley Terminals in Prince Rupert. 
It’s the first shipment of that kind of premium-coal 
from the,northeast in several years and mine officials 
expect that business to grow. - 
ing to make Ridley Terminals a very bu 
NofiemEne&hd W n g  
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HERE’S YOUR T U  CHECKLIST ‘ 
With the 2005 Income tax fillng 
deadline loomlng, It‘s tlme to make 
sure you pay as little tax as posslble. 
Here are a few t/& for keeplng your 
money out of the hands of the Canada 
Revenue Agency. 
Submit your return on tlme.Thls year’s 
ffllnj? deadline has been extended 
If you arenY lncludlng recelpts 
because you havenY recelved them, 
attach an explanatory note to yovr 
return and submlt the material later: 
You may not have tax slips for all the 
Interest pald by bank accounts and 
other Investments durlng the year; 
oartlcularlv If amounts are smalla 
’ 
to Qonday May I ,  slnce the normal 
’ e Aprll 30 deadline falls on a Sunday. 
, If you don’t flle on tlme, you could be 
subject io penalties and Interest. The 
penalPy for late fillng Is 5% of taxes 
owing, plus 1% a month 
on the unpald balance, up 
to 12 months. Those who 
have filed late ‘returns In 
Y0ult.e 
earnel 
the CI 
yearb 
One o 
any‘of the prevlous three 
years could face hlgher 
penaltles. Interest on 
outstanding amounts Is 
charged at the uprescrlked 
rate,”set each quarter. The 
annual rate on overdue 
taxes In the first quarter 
of 2006 Is 7%. 
If youh  self-empioyed 
or are the soouse or 
Kevln Marleau 
Investment Remsentatii 
tlllhqulred io report Int6resi 
lncludlng Interest pald by 
L and noted on your prevlous 
lotice of Assessment. 
the modcommon causes ol 
tax return.processlng delap 
i iyou use commercial 
somvese* to prepan, your 
Income tax return, consider 
electronlc nllng. You ,can use 
the CRAb NETFILE rervlca 
to submlt your personal 
Income return dlrsdly tu 
the CRA over the Internet 
If your rsturn Is sirnola YOU 
common-law partner of someone 
who has self-employment Income, 
you have untll June 15 to file. 
Even If you don’t have cash avallable 
Po pay all outstanding taxes, submlt 
your return on tlme. You’ll avold 
penalties, although you’ll stlll be 
llable for Interest on the balance. 
Don’t mlslead the tax collector. 
Deliberate tax evaslon by Imeklng 
false statements or altering records ’ 
In addltlon, you’ll be llable for 
outstandlng taxes, plus Interest. You 
could even be subject to crlmlnal 
may be able to use ELEF/LE, W~ICI I  
allows you to rile uslng a touchtone 
telephone. M E M B E ~  c k  
PLANNlNGON 
MAKlN6‘AN RRSP 
C0N;TRIBUPIoN 
“THIS YEARS 
’I 
Can Cost 50% Of the taX evaded. Consider E m a d  Jones, a ’ 
ioca!-fuil service investment , 
deajec US t0 book your 
charges. RRSP appointment ti When completlng. your return, take 
advantae of all avallable credlts 
Frequently overlooked , Items Rules of the Road - sttat@?s I 
include tuition fees, eWb1e moving 
expenses, chlld-care expenses, 
charitable donations, the GST credlt Mamh Or March a8 &O0 P a m a  
(for those who are ellglble), and the 
at the end of the year. Be sure to 
clalm provlnclal tax credlts where 
appllwble. 
Make sure processing of your 
return goes smoothly by lncludlng 
all requlred documentatlon. If 
everythlng Is In order, you‘ll recelve 
your tax refund sooner. Be sure to 
for building stock postfoiiw. 
at,W Edward Jones odace ’ 
age amount If YOU are 65 or older I all Keyjfi o ~ l ~ ~ f i  TO Radwe 
YOUf &If at -a02 Of 1477wbi282 
~ ~ & ‘ V i d ~  h V e S b l ’ 8  
Include T4 slips and recelpts needed 
for deductlons and credlts. And don’t ’ 
forget your RRSf? contrlbutlon slip. (280) or i477-w 
1 ‘?>716 Lazelle Avekue 
%race, B.C., V8G I f 2  a 
I! 
. . .  . . .  . J , 1 . , . . , - .  - 
. .  , .  
. . . . _ -  
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I :  Port man ’ 1  
- I “I le$ a good job in the city 
I ’ Working fornthe man every night and day 
i 
i been. , 
I THAT SNIPPEb.of a lyric from Tina Turner’s 
i ’ Proud Mary about sums up David Emerson’s 
And I never lost one minute of sleeping 
Worrying ‘bout the way things might have 
1 ? ?  , I i  
s o  crossing the floor from the Liberals to take up a 
cabinet post with Prime Miniscer Stephen Harp- 
I t  er’s Conservative government. 
I) i There’s been plenty of outrage to go around 
over th’e concept of Mr. Emerson who was over- 
whe&ngly re-elected as a Liberal in the Vancou- 
ver Kingsway riding on Jan. 23 now almost casu- 
‘ally tossing his voters and supporters aside. 
That Mr. Emerson should resign and seek again 
the confidence of the voters of his riding,should c 
1 
1 
1 %  
go without saying. But don’t count on that hap- 
’ pening. This is power politics in the big leagues. 
I j i l  
On the surface, none of this seems to have a lot 
I 1 One of Mr. Emerson’s responsibilities is the 
‘1 to do j i th  1-_ the northwest. Think again. 
j 
’/ federal government’s Pacific Gateway initiative. It was a strategy cultivated by the previous federal 
I 
I + L Likral government to open up the transportation 
and trade connections between British Columbia 
and Asia. 
In the northwest) that means the containergport 
at Prince Rupert, the most solid go-forward eco- 
nomic initiative €or this region in decades. 
In his previous life as the Liberal minister for 
industry, Mi.. Emerson flew to Prince Rupert last 
year to personally aimounce federal dollars for the 
” 
1 
1 
I 
pr t .  It demonstrated his level of commitment to 
1 
&e project. Now that he retains his cabinet seat, 
regprdless of what party now forms the govern- i I 
) ‘ .’ ment, his commitment to the port continues. 
I 
“I very much am committed personally and 
1 
I 
emotionally to the north. As a kid, I had an af- 
finity for the area from Dawson Creek to Prince 
George and to the coast. It’s in my DNA,” said 
, Mr. Emerson at the time. 
I ’ All of this then is good news for the northwest. i 
i“ Also good news is one of Mr. Emerson’s other 
I 
i 
i 
1 ;
B c
i 
! 
1 
responsibilities, international trade. “This and the 
port will go hand in hand. 
Obviously it isn’t going to hurt to have Mr. Em- 
erson in the new government. Skeena - Bulkley 
Valley ‘MP Nathan Cullen,-although not in direct 
reference to Mr. Emerson’s situation, put it wise- 
1 ly just recently when he said getting things done 
is more about relationships than about ideology. 
’What does huh is the fashion in which Mr. Em- 
erson &d Mr. Harper acted. That judgement may 
have to wait for the next election. 
It’s from The Who. “Then I’ll get on my knees 
and pray. We don’t get fooled again.” 
J 
I And another, snippet in a rock and roll classic. 
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comspondents for their time and talents 
/, 
’ . , 1:’ . .  
Those urban fokjust don’t get it 
RECENTLY THERE’ was 
an article in Cross Countgt 
magazine entitled “Death of 
a Sawmill,” a story about a 
man named Jim Hurst and 
how, after over 25 years in the 
saw milling business he was 
‘forced to auction off his mill 
and permanently layoff his 70 
employees. 
Jim’s business was the eco- 
nomic backbone of tiny Eure- 
ka, Montana., a sawmill town 
since the early 1900s. 
The factor that drove this 
decision was his inabilitv to 
be able to access fiber. Sound 
familiar? 
From his office window,Jim 
could see the dead and dying 
trees standing on hillsides just 
west of the mill. They might 
as well have been standing on 
the moon, given the senseless 
environmental litigation that 
had engulfed the Western U.S. 
federal forests. 
This past month Dan Mill- 
er’ our ex-NBP Premier, in 
a presentation at the recent 
natural resources forum in 
Prince George observed that 
“Resources play the predomi- 
nant role in earning the money 
that ultimately pays for health 
care, education and social ser- 
vices.” 
He went on further to state 
that “simply put, too many 
people who live in the large 
urban centers do not under- 
stand that our economic suc- 
cess depends on the resource 
sector. “ 
“It is only when Lower 
Mainland and Victoria resi- 
dents understand that 60 per 
cent of the money that pays for 
their large double-double or 
soy decaf frappuccino comes 
from the export of natural re- 
i’ seem to understand or appreci- tant issues. 
This attitude comes from the ate. r> 
I like David Baxter, but notion that we can’t be’ltrusted 
his presentations don’t hit the with those important decisions 
mark in creating the empathy as all of the informed people 
we need. are sitting around a table in 
I don’t want the urban folks Vancouver. 
to understand the economic re- The problem with all of this 
lationship, although that is im- is as the urban populations 
portant. I want them to under- grow so does their input into ‘ 
stand the social relationship. ” important resource and land 
p We need them to really ap- t ’  use decisions. 
breciate that we should have In a charged political envi-, 
the confidence in each other ronment, where numbers mat- 
to let each of US decide how ter in elections, the urban view 
best to manage the environ- wins the day. 
ments we respectively live in. It is why environmental 
.”ha1 is a much harder lecture groups run their public rela- 
togive. tions campaigns in the Lower 
We in n ~ r a l  areas SO we Mainlandnot in rural commu- 
don’t line up to give our input nities. 
into decisions on rapid transit The Jim Hursts of the world 
in the Lower Mainland. are the people who have grown 
,ROGER HARRIS 
sources, that there can be a 
meaningful discussion of eco- 
nomic policy for B.C.” 
and I share many 
of the same views around re- 
sponsible resource develop- 
got him in trouble with his of industrial over generations. 
own political party. 
But this is not an article to 
beat up the environmentalists 
Or “advocate for the 
plore another view of the rural 
- urban divide 
Dan 
Nor do we get involYed in up and lived in a rural setting views that many times whether Or not a certain type 
I The decisions they make 
in their business practice kre 
done with an understanding 
that his business is generation- 
al in nature. 
His responsibility to his 
children is demonstrated in 
should or shouldn’t happen in 
Victoria. 
best equipped to make those 
ed by the outcomes. 
We recognize the 
industries, but rather to ex- decisions are the Ones impact- 
But there is no end of folks 
David Bmter, an econo- 
mists with the urban Futures in the large urban centers who have a view on any develop- 
his management of the land 
today. 
Institute in Vancouver, ‘peaks 
often and passionately on the 
importance of rural communi- 
ties and the role they play in 
driving the economy of the 
province. 
” His presentations are en- 
tertaining’ informative and at- 
tempt to raise the issue in the live in each a Of us setting o choose is 
larger urban consciousness. 
ment that occurs quite frankly As businesses like his are 
forced to close the migration anywhere in the world. 
These are the kind of People of people to the larger urban 
who have opinions containing centers will only accelerate. 
the notion As populations shift to the 
cities, the loss of the local ex- 
of the value system that com- pertise we need if we are truly to to protect the environment for 
pletely discarded in their de- future generations goes with 
The lack Of 
Using strong economic ex- liberation. it. 
amPles he shows the role the 
play in the 
provincial economy, a notion 
the. populations Of larger 
ban centers quite frankly environment and other impor- appearing. 
There is equally a systemic 
lack of confidence in Our abil- 
ity to make informed and in- 
telligent decisions around the 
The great irony here is as 
concern for the environment 
increases. public understand- 
ing on how to achieve it is dis- 
Certification could save lives 
WHEN THE provincial goverp- 
ment appoints a special coroner 
dedicated to your industry, you 
know your work is risky. 
And when 43 workers died 
in 2005 in the forestry industry 
(no telling how many suffered 
severe injuries), double the ’ 
number of fatalities the previ- 
ous ycar, it’s time to train for a 
second career. 
I’m told much of the danger 
stems from trying to log the 
higher, steeper slopes of moun- 
tains as timber on the level in 
the valley bottoms dwindles. 
If the crown had insisted 
upon reforestation by timber 
ckting companies ‘from the be- 
ginning, perhaps we would have 
ks s  neied to log vertical slopes. 
Every farmer knows you 
have to plant if your plan to har- 
vest, but for some reason forest- 
ers never got that concept. Now 
loggers are paying with their 
lives. 
One practice loggers used 
through the years was the 
springboard, pictured in the 
January 4, 2006 issue of The 
Terrace Standard. 
It looks like the logger is 
kneeling on an ironing board 
glued perpendicular to the trunk 
of a huge cedar somewhere on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
He’s holding a chain saw, the 
chips are spraying, and the vista 
beyond him resembles the Swiss 
Alps with little more than but- 
tercups between him and a bay. 
Springboards, I’m told, were 
first used by loggers in the old 
days. Two men worked a cross- 
cut saw back and forth, eight 
feet or so above the ground, to 
be above the snarl of roots so 
they could saw into a uuiform 
part of the trunk. 
If a logger fell off the spring- 
board - which rarely happened 
- he fell on to reasonable level 
ground. 
If the springboard is used to- 
day, the logger perches over a 
steep incline with nothing but 
tiny branches below. 
Springboards were slabs 2 to 
4 inches thick cut from a sapling 
with a trunk diameter of about 
eight inches. That produced a 
springboard narrower than a 
man’s boot is long. 
To position the springboard, 
one logger describes cutting a 
slot into the root portion of the 
tree just half an inch bigger than 
the board is thick, then driving 
wedges underneath or above the 
board to hold it in place. 
WCB regulations insist every 
the logger jumped. He worked 
without a tether, yet fewer were 
injured then than today when log- 
gers work on snow-covered, slip- 
pery slopes without traction. 
To expect a man to stand on a 
slope in snow, wielding a heavy 
chain saw, dodging limbs and 
showers of snow is goofy. 
And to do all this, risking life 
and limb every day, without even 
an extra few cents per hour, is be- 
yond comprehension. 
“Doesn’t that worry you, sit- 
ting on a board 8 inches wide 
holding a chain saw?” I asked. 
“No,” the logger said. “If 
you’re worried you shouldn’t 
have gone to work out there.” 
“Doesn’t your family worry 
logger carries an axe with him. about you going to work in the 
The logger describes being morning when you’re doing 
able to reach and cut around this?’Iasked. 
a whole trunk with just one “No,why worry.” 
springboard if you have slot That must be the attitude 
right. necessary to go to work in star- 
“You can swing the board light every morning, weighted 
around to just about anywhere down with a monster chainsaw, 
you want it. Then you tighten and start scaling a slope where a 
the wedges again,” he says. mountain goat would pay close 
From one to three spring- attention. 
boards could be set around a Maybe the new fallers certi- 
tree. Some even cut a board to fication program will improve 
lay across, like a construction safety in the woods to the point 
where no special coroner will scaffold. 
To get on the springboard, beneeded. 
I 
When Vesta Douglas passed away Feb. 
8, The Terrace Standard put out a call to 
readers to send us their memories of this 
proliJic educator, volunteer and philan- 
thropist. We received memories and anec- 
dotes from former neighbours, colleagues 
and students. 
Resporises came from as far away as 
Inuvik, the Nortdwest Territories, Ontario 
and Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. 
Some of those inemories are printed be- 
low arid you cari find more on page B3. 
They will also appear on our Web site at 
w ww.terracestandard.com and clicking on 
the “letters” iab at the top of the page. (1 
I/ 
On behalf of Vesta, 1 
(I thank you 
Dew Sir, < 
On lwlidf  of‘ llic family, of Vcsta Douglas, we 
\vould I ikc IO thiilik thc populutioii of the community 
for the ciirds, Ilowcrs. lxiking. visits and all kindness 
shown to hcr. As liimily iiicmbcrs, we know Vesta 
would hnvc been touched by !lie kindness you cxeni- 
plifietl at this limc. 
We th:itik c ~ l i  illid CVCIY O ~ I C  of YOU. 
We ask your forgiveness in  rcquesiing you to ac- 
As Vesta quoted. 
“Life is precious. 
Death is inevitable, 
Cherish each other, 
Be of good cheer.” I 
cept this less personnl ;icknowlcdgement. 
Rod and Charlotte,Cameron 
Terrace, B.C. 
She taught us tolerance 
Dear Sir: 
I am a former resident of Terrace, I was born and 
raised there. I am also a former student of Vesta, 
Douglas. Good old Riverside School. 
Mrs. Douglas taught me in Grade 3,- but 
’ what she taught LIS was far more than was in the 
curriculum. She taught us tolerance, acceptance, 
comradeship, sharing. She recognized and reward- 
ed hard work. Who of her students can ever forget 
“Gum Showers” or the occasional dime for work 
well done? 
Vesta - Goddess of The Hearth. She welcomed 
us into her home like we were her own. 1 guess we 
were the children she could never have. She left us 
a signal, if wc went to visit. If the garage door was 
open and the car was there - come on in. Then there 
was the blackboard on the side of the house so we 
could leave her messages. 
Her husband Doug,so soft spoken and gentle, 
just took all’of her openness and generosity with us 
in stride. He’d just sit there and smile and periodi- 
cally interject. 
Mrs. Douglas entered me in the local talent festi- 
val the year I was in lier class. It was a Bible read- 
l;ingland>for it 11 received aCertificate of Merit. I read 
the piece in front of morning assembly”on’ii’coup1e 
of occasions and after one of them she expressed 
some disappointinent at the way I had presented it. I 
cleaned up niy act let me tell you, I didn’t want to 
disappoint her again. 
She was a grand lady, full of the joie de vie, with 
a heart of pure gold. It’s funny but just the other day 
I was thinking about Terrace, and Riverside School, 
the years I spent there, the teachers I had there, and I 
wondered how Mrs. Douglas was doing. 
I had heard through family members that Doug 
had died. Lessons that 1 learned from Mrs, Douglas 
have gone way beyond the classroom and I for one 
will never forget the indelible mark she left on me. 
Thank you Mrs. Douglas, for everything. 
Ken Harris 
Renfrew, Ont. 
Vesta always told the 
truth, even when you 
didn’t want to hear it 
Dear Sir, 
Vesta has been my mentor for 40 years’and I was 
privileged to be part of her life. There were not many 
things we haven’t talked about and I always knew 
she would tell nic the truth even if i t  wasn’t what I 
wanted to hear. Her influence on so many of us in  the 
community 113s been profound. 
She bclicwcd i n  the potentiid for good in everyone 
and did her best to draw thilt out of YOU. I can’t think 
of a worthwhile CilUSC that she-did not support. 
From her bclovcd Child Development Centre to 
the curling rink, arciia iitid music festival and every- 
thing in between. 
Many a child madc it  a priority to visit Vesta and 
her beloved Doug on Hallowe’en to see the witch 
who would be dressed sitting on the porch to give 
out candies and swcep them out. 
I spoke with her about what the city could do in 
her name ... and was set straight immediately. 
“I’ve received far more from Terrace than I have 
ever given. I’ve dedicated niy life to serving children 
and the less fortunate. Nothing else is required.” 
With a little prodding on my part, she said, per- 
haps some playground equipment would be accept- 
able. 
A truly great lady who has made our city and our 
lives so much richer by her presence among us. 
Marylin Davies 
Terrace city councillor 
Terrace, B.C. 
She was an inspiration 
Dear Sir, 
Mrs. Douglas was an inspiration to all of us. She 
was always open and welcoming to anyone who 
came to her door. 
Always interested in what was happening in our 
lives and as I went overseas to teach, she wanted to 
know all the details and often collected information 
for me in case I missed it here in Dubai. 
Melissa Davies 
teacher at the 
American School Dubai 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
She took time 
Dear Sir, 
My earliest memory of Vesta Douglas was her 
engaging smile, and kind words. 
She took time and seemed genuinely interested 
in my viewpoint, even though I was only eight years 
old. 
I remembered her bending over to my level, as 
we had a meat talk about the weather. Vesta’s suint 
/ I  
The Terrac 
teachers were expected to be authoritarian rather 
than understanding. 
There are other Terrace teachers that we all re- 
member with fondness, but Vesta was excellent, in- 
telligent company for adults, too. 
She was a welcome presence throughout our fani- 
ily’s long history in Terrace and she’s sadly missed. 
John Harris 
Vancouver, B.C. 
lives on iiTerrace, the city she so loved. 
Margo Bates Froese We were all neiahbours v -  ~ - 
Surrey, B.C. ’ Dear Sir, 
Mrs. Douglas is someone that will not be forgot- 
ten anytime soon. She lived next to us on the bottom 
of Lanfear hill and showed great friendshiu and gen- A grand lady 
Y I 
/ I  Dear Sir, 
As a Co-fOUnder’ofthe Performing arts festival in 
Terrace, it is an honour such a spirited and Positive 
lady helped and supported the festival with such un- 
She Wi l l  remain in Spirit, with such pIeaSUrC, 10 
all that worked SO closely with her and 1 feel SO hen- 
oured to have known such a grand lady. 
erosit‘i, to us around her. 
In the 1960s, the O’Brien, Euvernian, Labelle, 
LIcweIIyn, Can;eron, us Braanis, Peterson atid 
Thomas- families all surrounded her house as neigh- 
good cheer w~len we stopped her door. 
CIiristmas, she atid Iier liusbatld \,,auld spoil 
8iich of us with Christmas goodics and of course at 
i?allowecn she had greiit joy in adding to our candy 
bags. She taught US in the ncighborhood by cxiitiiplc 
derstanding and appreciation of the arts. t bours. Slie would always be there at her door with 
Gin1V’ 
Courtenay, 
0 
VESTA DOUGLAS speaks at the opening cermonies of Riverboat Days in 2003. 
I 
/ 
// 
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been much blessed by having known Doug and Ves- 
ta Douglas and by the love they showed to me and 
our family all those years so many years ago. 
Dr. Leah Seaman 
Inuvik, N.W.T.’ 
Condolences from the 
MP’s office 
Dear Sir, 
As the constituency assistant to Nathan Cullen, 
MP for Skeena-Bulkley Valley, who is currently on t 
vacation, I wish to express condolences on the pass- 
ing of Vesta Douglas. . 
There are few in this comniunity or the surround- 
ing region who are not aware of who Vesta was or of 
her many contributions. 
I had the opportunity to meet Vesta at different 
events around town and was always amazed at how 
she could keep a crowd hanging on lier every word. 
‘TO watch lier capture the full iittctitioti of our youth 
was enlightcning. 
-Her sense of humour was catching. One always 
knew whcn she would throw in a joke as she would 
get this-!winkle i n  her eye. 
Vcsta Douglas touclied niiiny hearts by her gen- 
erosity and kindncss. No matter whether otic goes 
to the curling rink, the libriiry or thc Child Develop- 
ment Centre we can still fcel Vesta’s presence. 
Vesta’s liuniour illid gcntlcncss will be greatly 
ni issed. 
Franboise Codet 
constituency assistant to 
Nathin Cullen 
MP, SkeenyBulkley Valley 
to our town a very long time ago, her to teach and 
him to,work in the logging industry, for ‘ 
Shortly after they arrived there was a fire that de-’ 
stroyed their house. The loggers, mostly unemployed 
at that time, just got together, went down there and 
built them a new one, just because they were Vesta 
and Doug. That was the sort of respect just grew and 
grew with every year. 
Vesta taught just about all the children in the new 
town, and also was called to do master of ceremo- 
nies at all sorts of functions, and she was a master at 
all that. But she was always a school teacher. I wrote 
a bunch of short stories most of which I shared with 
her. 
“Les,” she said, “you should get these published. 
I told her that I had circulated them to an assort- 
pany.” I 
’ 
ment of publishers and received an assortment of re- 
jection. I met her some time later and she asked how 
the search for a publisher was going. Reverting to 
my best political jargon, I said I was still e i n g .  
Slie said, “Les, don’t lie to me, I know you’re not 
trying hard enough. Get going, these are good. Don’t 
sit on your duff and tell me you’re still trying.” 
She then scolded me for some minutes. I have 
’ been scolded by many teachers and some preachers, 
but never, never did I get a scolding like that one. 
” 
verted to j.yy,@ng bUf.12 
she would tell you truths 
self that you probably did not want to hear. 
Out in the public I sat transfixed, many times, 
listening to her. Always polite and near perfect, al- 
ways the best and politest, but always getting the 
point across without offending anyone. In public she 
never, that I can remember, ever said anything bad 
Though lots of them, like me, deserved it. 
She set me straight 
Dear Sir, 
I was saddened to hear of the passing of Vesta. 
Vesta truly embodied all that is The Spirit of Ter- 
Vesta believed in Terrace,,its citizens and espe- 
The “Vesta story” I always tell fondly dates back 
- favourite te race. 
Dear Sir, 
Mrs. Douglas was my favourite teacher in the 
cially the children. Sadness in NmWmTm 1 
Dear Sir, to when I was first elected to city council in 1988. It’ was with sadness that last weekend I heard 
of Vests's p&sing:jMy very good friend Joany 
(O’Boyle) Ferguson called me from Victoria to let 
me h o w  and we reminisced about what a wonderful 
person she was in our lives as young people and in 
the life of our home town, Terrace. , 
~y 1nother Vi Seaman, my sister, my grandad 
and I were close. neighbours of Doug and Vesta and 
we children were always welcome to drop in and 
share Some company, Some tall tales, and always 
Sotlie laughter! 
Joany and 1 said we’d never forget Vcsta’s boom- 
ing I;iugh, I know there were Some very hard things 
whole world. 1 Will always remember her and dl the 
good times we hag. 
She Was always a Very Caring PerSon t0 Our fm- 
ily. 1 remember on one Halloween night my Sisters 
and my brother went over to Vesta and Doug’s ’ 
house. On that night she made all of us sing a song if 
we wanted candy and she,would count to three and J 
if we weren’t out the‘door she would chase US With 
a broom: 
She will be greatly missed by dl of our family. 
P.S. Vesta Douglas taught me at Clarence Michiel 
School. We had a science project to do. She helped 
me and 1 got first place. 
Alice and Dianne Watmough 
Thornhill, B.C. 
Being young and enthusiastic I Occasion- 
deem 
not appropriate for chambers. Suspect as the 
sound quality Of the broadcasts were in those days, 
VeSta would faithfully watch and my faux pas would 
not go unnoticed. The next morning I receive 
a phone call from Vesta. 
“David, language Of that nature is Only used by 
people with a poor vocabulq and 
good vocabulary! Chope better words next time.” 
The first tilne I countered with* 
elected to my city council are they?’ 
In subsequent phone calls* never ‘lied to m*e 
excuses and always promised to try and do bettcr. 
Vesta will be missed but I am confident that her 
decades of service and devotion to Terrace will con- 
tinue on ad infinitum. , 
use language Or expressions Vests 
’ 
you have a 
hear 
On TV the lime,” and she said, they are no‘ 
in the lives of the Douglases but we always saw them 
seeing the positive, telling a story, finding Some h i -  
May you rest in peace Vesta. 
David D. Hull 
former Terrace city councillor 
Abottsford, B.C. 
What a mentor 
Dear Sir, 
I met Vesta Douglas in the fall of 1955 when I 
came to Terrace in my first teaching position at the 
Skeena Jr./ Sr. High School. 
As a member of the local teachers association 
Vesta gave, at that time, much help to new teachers 
in the community including myself. 
She projected an enthusiasm within the teaching 
profession to the then newcomers to give to the com- 
munity and to the students. 
As a young teacher at that time I benefitted from 
the mentorship that Vesta provided not only to the 
students that she taught but Blso to ,the young teach- 
ers that were fortunate to have been exposed to her 
wonderful person. 
Mike Chambers 
Fort St. John, B.C. 
Skeena Junior teacher 1955-58 
A rare bird 
Dear Sir, 
Vesta is a rare bird; a celebrity who deserves her 
fame. She was well loved as a teacher, since she was 
full of affection and common sense at a time when 
- 
as well as by word. 
race. 
Les Watmough 
She will be greatly missed by all of us in Ter- 
Terrace, Bill Braam B.C. Shewasmy’ 
mourand carrying on with life. - 
- 
In summary, I would like to say that my life has Cont’d Page 53 , 
TOM HARRIS, a Salvation Army minister from Hazelton and a friend of Vesta Douglas sings 
Amazing Grace at the interment of her ashes Feb. 15. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO . 
.. - 
Sportsplex cost will only add 
to city's budget problems 
Dear Sir: 
my voice to George Chinn's 
recent letter to the editor op 
posing the multiplex proj- 
ect. 
Surely in a city where 
90 per cent of its residential 
streets have no sidewalks 
and inadequate street light- 
ing, it should be obvious 
that there are more impor- 
tantpriorities. I 
' Indeed, some of those 
streqs even have three foot 
deep open ditches on each 
side of the road. 
~t is plain to me that in 
time for our elected officials 
to start to respect the demo- I would d S 0  like to add CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
cratic process and honour 
the wishes of the majority of 
its citizens. 
I understand that we have 
become used to being lied to 
and ignored by our federal 
and provincial politicians 
but as a democratic society 
we will be completely lost if 
we start accepting this kind 
of behaviour from our lo- 
cal municipal politicians as 
well. n 
Gary Mills, 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Mail Bag 
our present economic situ- 
ation, going into debt for a 
second sheet of ice makes 
absolutely no sense. 
Despite the fantastic spin 
of the proponents of a sec- 
ond sheet'of ice, it will bring 
no economic benefit to this 
city. 
Instead, as Mr. Chinn 
suggests, we can be sure that '' 
it will only add hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in op- 
erating costs to a city bud- 
get already stretched to the 
limit. 
Unlike Mr. .Chinn how- 
ever, l do not see the need 
for another referendum. 
The people of Terrace/ 
Thornhill have already spo- 
ken on this matter and i t  is 
Raise,taxes? [Wait just, a minute 
Dear Sir: It's"coming, but it ain't removal budget money has are already above ground on 
This is an open letter 
to all the recently elected Chris Spangl, 
municipal people whom, I Terrace, B.C. 
here yet. And it certainly is 
not warranted until you can 
tell> me where all the snow 
gone for the last three years 
when I have no snow in my 
yard and the freaking irises 
Feb. 1,2006. 
guess, represent me. 
,all knew that I (and my fel- 
low Terracites) were going 
' to own a brick in the wall o 
the old Cgop building, prio 
to the municipal elections, 
OLARSHIPS So, whomsoever of you = SCH 
unity are important. They are the future and we want to help. The Terrace Standard, 
ortunities to all 2006 graduating high school students! It is our commitment to the future. 
Community Newspapers Association, and the B.C. Press Council are offering local and would like' t o  offer you the chance to' state your1 case, 
prior to my freedom of in-' 
formation request. , 
Secretive, high -end busi- 
ness deals, have wounded 
.this community for far too 
long. c 
rships are open to all high school students in B.C. and Yukon. Applicants must write a 
500-word essay on the topic:'If you were to spend one day as,publisher of this community 
what changes would you make, and why? The essay, along with school and contact 
must be submitted to theTerrace Standard office by April 28, 2006. The local 
winner's submission will be forwarded to the B.C. & Yukon Community Newspapers Association for 
udging. There will be three recipients: 1st place at $5000, 2nd place at $3500 and 3rd place at $1500. 
6h ,  hey. Did you hear 
that Jimmy Pattison owns 
the air that we breath? OK, 
just another rumour. 
Personally, I likesome 
form of consensus. I like 
the idea that I can have a say 
in how my tax dollars are 
showing up for municipal 
0 
Recipients will be presented the award at their graduation ceremonies. Good luck! - (Newspaper and BCYCNA stall are exempt from entering) 0 
- ' t  
ence), but, give me a break. 
There must be some kin 
I of bigger effort made by 
council to give notice to 
us,' lowly peon taxpayers, 
regarding how you plan to 
spend my tax dollars. 
Honesty in politics. God 
Now you 
taxes. Some 
veiled way of building a 
sports/multi/googleplex 
thing. 
I seem to recall some pre- 
vious councillors stating that 
they would hold the line on 
municipal tax increases un- 
til this economy showed at 
least a measurable gain. 
- 
1 forbid. 
Purse 
snatch 
disgust ' ,  
Dear Sir: 
I would like to express 
my disgust toward the young 
women who snatched my 
mother's purse on Feb. 16, 
2006. 
This beautiful senior does 
not pose a threat to anyone. 
She is a kind and trusting 
woman who would probably 
have given you money if 
you needed it so badly. 
Walking every day is her 
livelihood. 
And I hope this enjoy- 
ment is not lost for her. ') 
Thank you to the gentle- 
man who stopped to help 
her. 
Shame on you, girls. 
This lady has lived in 
Terrace for over 40 years. 
She is a proud mother and 
7 grandmother. And should be 
Carla McColl, 
Terrace, B.C. 
treated with respect. 
DISCOVER .NATURE'S FINEST ARTWORK FIRSTHAND. 
2006 Escape XLT 4x4 BUILT FOR YOUR EVERYDAY ADVENTURES. 
STANDARD FEATURES 3.0L DURATEC 30 OOHC,VG, FOG LAMPS, PRIVACY GLASS, AWFM STEREO WITH IN-DASH 6-DISC CD CHANGER, PERIMETER 
ALARM SYSTEM, SPEED CONTROL, FRONT AND REAR FLUOR MATS, REMOTE KEYLESS ENTRY SYSTEM ANU 16" CAST ALUMINUM WHEELS 
$Q DOWN 
/MONTH 48 MONTHS 
P W L Q Y I A E D  FOR LEAS 
SEL Model Sho 
XLT Model Shown. 
CAPABILITY, OVERHEAD. STOMGE CONS 
MESSRGE CENTER WTH TIRE MONITOR 
WITH ROLL STABlLlM 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REO'D. 
A FIREARM 
SAFETY COURSE 
wiii @in Februav 27" 
at 3406 Eby St 6-9pm 
The P.A,L. program teaches: 
Firearm Safety 
I 
ERRACE 463 1 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
@OTHVI FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL ~ 4 s  
t I 
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BUSINESS REVIEW Rem0 is a male Pitbull X approx 10 moths old. He is a very friendly playful boy with lots of energy for long walks and ball chasing. He would make a very good companion for a family that has the time to spend with him. 
a -  - 
.. I I 1 I 
SKIERS and snowboarders line up at the chair lift at Shames Mountain. FILE PHOTO ! 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
> -  
i Wan’na buy a ski hill? food and health 
solutions 
- 
c 
BY SARAH A. ‘ purchased by a Vancouver- 
ZIMMERMAN ‘ I  based investment firm called 
A SHAMES Mountain Ski 20/20Group. 
Corporationofficial confirms “We’re talking to one of 
the hill is for sale -, for the their agents,” Martin said. 
right buyer. “They’ll give us some ideas 
tor and investor in Shames Shames is looking for a 
Mountain, says it is in in- buyer interested in sinking 
formal negotiations with some capital into the hill to 
the same company that was better take advantage of the 
involved with the deal that opportunities the terrain of- 
saw Ski and Ride Smithers fers. 
Gerry Martin, a direc- around valuing it.” 
L .  I 
“We would like to get of operating it as a ski hill j i Cometoour 
somebody in there with 
some dollars to take it to the 
next level,” said Martin. 
“It really needs another 
lift in there and there’s a lot 
of terrain in there we could 
access with another chair.” 
The facility has potential 
to also become a four season 
operation, but needs signifi- 
cant investment in  order to 
make that a reality. 
“It operates in the black, 
but it doesn’t pay a return to 
the investors,” Martin said, 
adding the board back feeds 
the operation each year to 
keep it going. 
“People have the impres- 
sions it’s a money maker 
- it’s not,” he said. “It’s re-’ 
ally more of a community 
service.” 
’ And for that reason he ers suffer. ‘ ! .  
Cholesterol Clinic as opposed to taking out the chair and operating the area 
some other way. 
f 
And get in touch with your arteries 
The corporation has been Heart disease is the leading cause of death in over 1, in 3 , 
hit with rising insurance Canadians. Risks include high cholesterol, age, family history, 
costs which now account smoking, excess body fat, diabetes and high blood pressure. 
for 10 per cent of its gross 
Find out your personal risks by booking an appointment with our 
pharmacist and/or dietitian and receive: 
revenues I and rising safety , 
inspection costs. Since those 
services were privatized in 
recent years the cost of in- 
spections has risen from the 
$300-$400 range to between 
$3,000 and $4,000 per year, 
Martin said. 
The hill’s also been faced 
with two post-Christmas 
openings in the last four 
“You miss that Christ- 
mas period and it’s tough,” 
Martin says, adding the late 
snow also means area retail- 
A Cholesterol Check 
Blood Pressure Check 
Diet and Nutrition Information , 
Appointments recommended. A nominal fee will be charged for this service, 
free with Save-On-More bonus points. , 
Tuesday, February 28th, 10 am - 4 pm 
< 
4731 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
years. 250-635-4021 
’c 
I 
Good return 
for investing , .  
in youngsters o m  said the corporation isn’t in- ’ 
terested in selling the facili- season pass holders who j 
ty unless it is for the purpose 
And he says it’s hard on 
The brightlife’“ Heart Health Program is made 
I G%d posslbiethrough an educational grant from miss out on days at the hill. 1 themakersofthefollowingprodu~: IT MAY seem odd to pair investing in children with the 
ecnnnmic nrosneritv of a business.-but not according to i L 
Ir---r----J - -  - - - _-  -
Charlie Coffey. 
Th-e executive vice. president for government and busi- 
ness development for the Royal :B”siizk’i ipoke- passionately 
about the benefits of investing in youth at a Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce meeting here Feb. 16. 
The luncheon was attended by members of the early 
childhood education c o T u n i t y  in addition to local busi- 
nesspeople. 
It was, hosted in part by the Council for Healthy Early 
Childhood,[> an advisory committee of the Make Children 
First initiative, a provincially sponsored program linking 
early childhood educators and the community. 
Coffee’s message was that businesses developing family- 
friendly policies and procedures will see a positive rekrn on 
that investment down the line. 
Promoting early childhood education’ helps improve 
school performance and down in later years contributes to 
increased lifelong learning potential and performance. 
I He gave tangible examples of how businesses can con- 
tribute to youth including reading to children in schools, 
sponsoring children’s teams and activities and networking 
with other businesses to promote investing in children, he 
said. o 
I 
That may result in changing the culture of business to 
encourage family friendly policies that in hlrn results in long 
term retention of employees. 
“The future well-being and economic growth of commu- 
nities around the entire world rests in small hands - chil- 
dren’s hands,” he said. “We must make smart investments in 
children and early childhood development.” 
b 
“Because good friends 
don’t let friends ride junk.” 
-Bruce I 
I - . ~ -  I ~ 
8 T t I  A N N U A L  F O O D  D R I V E  
Bring a bag of non-perishable hd itam bnwcen 
February 27th and March 1 lth to your local 
Curvcr and join with no service f& AU @a 
. wiil be donated to local food banks. 
3228 M u m  St. 
Terrace, BC V8G 2N1 
I 
i , 
! 
I 
i 
i 
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A”rl ORGANIZATION 
lobbying to prevent fish 
farms in the Skeena estuary 
says a reccrit agreement 
between a group in the 
Broughton Archipelago 
and n major aquaculture 
company is nothing more 
than a desperate attempt to 
fix a bad situation. 
Marine Harvest Canada 
and thc Coastal Alliance 
for Aquaculture Rcfonn 
(CAAR) a group of First 
Nations and cnvfFonmcnta1- 
Skeena River. I 
“My message to the in- 
dustry and provincial gov- 
ernment and the sustain- 
able aquaculture committee ’ 
is do not misinterpret this 
agreement as a green light 
to move fish farms into the 
north,” Williams says. 
“We are not prepared to 
turn the estuary of the Skee- 
na into an experiment into 
different methods of fish 
Panning,” Williams said. 
“Our agenda is quite clear 
Id 
1 * isis - made a orlc-yeilr agree- - we want to see a moratori- 
nicnt to move ndult salmon u m  on fish farms in the north 
from Tribune Cliilnncl to a sooner rather than later.” 
site Lhrtlier i\Way from the , But a full fledged mora- 
major migratory r o w s  for torium likcly won’t happen 
Tlic piigrccment promotes Austin says the aquacul- 
- ’ rcscnrch into the impact ture coniiiiittec - which is 
of farmed salmon on wild made up of six opposition 
stocks ind looks into the NDP members and IJfoiir 
viability of closed contnin- Liberal government mem- 
nicrit and was praised by bers - is mandated to learn 
Skeena NDP MLA Robin more about both sides of the 
Austin, who chairs the Spe- issue before making recom- 
cia1 Conimittee on Sustain- mendations to the provincial 
able Aquaculturc, as a good government. ‘ “We do not want to see a 
Fricnds of Wild 1 geographic expansion of the 
industry while we are trying 
year, says the agreement to come to solutions to solve 
only ‘ serves to remediate’ this problem,” Austin said of 
ecological damage already the committee. 
done and does nothing to “Having said that, the 
prevent fish farms frorn ap- committee is not in a posi- 
pearing i n  the north. tion to have any direct influ- 
Members of the group ence on the applications that 
supported Austin in the 2005 are currently in the system 
provincial election and are we have no right of veto.” 
now unhappy with him. Austin said he would be 
“This agreement is at best surprised to see a geograph- 
a desperate measure to miti- ic expansion of fish farms 
gate the damage that exist- until the committee’s work 
”ing fish farms cause,” says is complete. 
Terrace resident and FOWS The committee plans to 
chair Andrew Williams. hold community forums 
Me’s particularly con- around coastal communities 
cerned about the pending in the coming months. It will 
applications ,by PanFish, also invite scientists and oth- 
I a company looking to es- er groups, including FOWS, 
tablish three open pen fish to make presentations to the 
farms at the mouth of the committee. 
’ wild shlmon. I iiny time soon. 
group formed last 
0 
G- 
’ .  o 
Andrew !,Williams Robin Austin 
CITY OF TERRACE 
is seeking nominations to 
THE ORDER OF TERRACE 
The Order ofTerrace is given to select individuals in recognition of outstanding contributions 
to the well-being of the City of Terrace, and t? recognize significant achievement and service 
to the community in a wide variety of fields, including (but not limited to) busrness and 
.entrepreneurs, arts and entertainment, science and academics, health and educatlon, sports 
.and youth leadership, volunteer and community service, and charitable donations. 
If YOU know someone that you feel should be considered for the Order ,of Terrace, please 
submit their nomination (in confidence) before March 3,2006* to: 
The Order of Terrace 
Mayor and Council 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2x8 . 
Nomination forms and criteria information may be picked up at City Hall, or by 
calling Denise Fisher at 638-4722, or online at www.city.termce.bc.ca 
*Nominations previously submined will also be considered, however if information on the 
individual has channcd.  lease contact the City to provide updated information. 
, 
li Siiialler class sizes, cscellciit instriictors a d  a c;iiiipii; right in  your own 
cotiiiiiunit)! Add low tuitioii ; ind n clioicc of coiirscs and programs that 
lead to recognized degrees. dip1oiii;ir and certificates and you linve 
i 
i 
the NWCC advantage. 
In Terrace.. . 
Bachelor ,of Science in  Nurs ing  (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnerdlip with UNUC and CNC, is offcring the BScN program. 
Application deadline is March 31. Apply at  UNBC for the Terrace progixni. 
i 
i 
Practical Nursing Certificate Program 
The 12-month program coriibities classcooiii, lab work, and on-the-job training. 
Social Service Worker 
Learn tlic skills needed for 3 career in social services. 
NE WI Trades Access (Clmsrooiit G Shop) 
Tuition-&e opportunity to esplore trades career options and upgrade your 
education so that you can enter into a trades training program. 
Trades ’ 
Entry-level Trades (ELTT) and Apprendceship Training in: 
Automotive - Repair Technician 2 
Business Adminis t ra t ion  Certificates, Diplqrnas and Degrees ’ 
Transfer credits to universities, 3 professional accounting associations and 
professional nianagemeiit associations. Earn Athabasca University’s 
Bachelor of General Studies degree a t  NWCC with a Business 
c Administration Diploma plus additional NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Oitliiie) 
Job-ready skills for adiiiinismtive positions in  ofice and business settings. 
Career ’& College Prep (C/ossr(iorrr 
Tuition-& high school Icvel courses for adult learners to coniplete prognrii 
prerequisites or graduation requirenrents. > i  
C o m p u t e r  Technology (Clnssroorir ij. Orrliric) 
Develop 3 wide range of coiiiputer skills for a” great career. 
’ i 
i 
J i 
i 
i 
i University Credit courses. 
Choose frok a range of first and second year transferable courses and get a jump 
on your degree. Earn a two-year Associate Degree in Arts, Science, or 
Criminology then trarifer to a NWCC caree;prograril or a university. 
Flexible delivery lets you choose the classroom, online,~telecoilference, hll- or 
part-time, day-time or evenings.Visit the Web site for a complete list of 
Oir/iirc) 
’ 
1 .  
Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
Nowfir//- nrrd yart-tiriie.iri tlra rlossroorrr nt Errnce cclirryirs 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Progrnnu prepare you for a rewarding career. 
Home Suppor t /Res ident  Care At t endan t  Program 
Prepare for a rewarding carecr ;IS n valuable nieniber ofthe health care team. 
, 
Carpentry 
Community-based Carpentry and/or Timber Fnriung delivekd in your conlmunity 
Culinary Arts Certificate & Diploma Progrants 
Heavy Duty/Commercial Transport Repair Mechanic 
NEWf WeldedFitter 
Welding 
Universitv Credit 
, Millwright (Industrial Millwright) .I 
Distance Education courses include:) 
Etglislt 20 1 ,  Etlglislt Literatwe - Beowiry to Neoclassicistti pelecot$retice) 
Ettglish 202 English Literature - Rortiartti+tti to Presetrf (Telecot$retice) 
Math 115 Pre-Calc~rb (Otrlitie) 
Math 190 Ritu~ples gMat/iettiafics)r t i e  Elettietitclry Eacher (Orrlitte) , 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
Yo wr Toys ta ea/ers 
_ _  _. , -  . . ..,. ..., _ -  . .  . .  . . . . .  .... .~ _ .  . 
, \  
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r /  Mining company and Tahltan 
strike revenue sharing deal 
THE TAHLTAN have the social and other impacts people during’its operating 
ratified a deal providing coming from the mine. life. 
them with money, jobs and The payments to the The ratification means 
business opportunities tied to Tahltan Heritage Trust Fund the Tahltan will now support 
a potential major copper and are to be based on the profit- NovaGold’s environmental 
gold mine in their traditional ability of the mine. approval application pro- 
temtory north of here. So far, NovaGold is fore- cess, which the conipany in- 
Details of the vote con- casting a mine life of at least tends on starting by spring. 
cerning the Galore Creek 20 years with estimates of Rattray said the detailed. 
project of NovaGold Re- an after-tax annual cash flow work on the ratified agree- 
sources that took place last ranging from $200 million to ment will now begin. 
year have yet to be released $350 million i n  its first years And he wouldn’t directly 
but one Tahltan leader, T d l -  of operation. comnient when asked if the 
tanCentralCounci1 president The devclopment still has ratification is a vindication 
Curtis Rattray, said it passed to go through the provin- for himself and for the cen- 
by a comfortable margin. cia1 environmental approval tral council, which has becn ‘ 
“It went well,” said Rat- process but the conipany criticized over the past year 
tray of the ratification. is anticipating a niid-2007 by other Tahltan factions. 
Thedeal is worth millions construction start with coni- Those factions Iyave said 
to the Tahltan, who live in mcrcial production to hcgin the ccntral council shouldn’t 
the Iskut-Dease Lake-Tele- in  20 10. be making development de- 
graph Creek region north As many as 1,000 people cisions without consulting 
along Hwy37. will be needed to construct the elders. 
Vancouver-based Nova- the mine and it  could require “I’Il leave that to the po- 
Gold has committed itself a workforce of jus[ over 500 litical analysts,” said Curtis, 
to job training and hiring of 
although he did say he was 
personally pleased with how 
things turned out. 
NovaGoldofficials earlier 
said they were pleased with 
the way the vote worked out 
and looked forward to build- 
ing on their relationship with 
the Tahltan. 
The relationship between 
the Tahltan and NovaGold 
stands in contrast to the 
situation with two other re- 
source companies, Shell and 
Fortune Minerals. 
In the face of opposition 
from some Tahltan, Shell 
stopped esploratory work 
for coalhcd nicthane gas in  
the Klappan while Fortune 
went to court 10 get an in- 
junction to liave a blockade 
into the area lifted. Fortune 
has anthracite coal deposits 
i n  the Klappan. 
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COUECIION 
A~ENC~ES 
Lid. , 
Process Serving 
Collections 
Baillff 
Court Bailiff 
Credit Reporting 
Fax (250) 638-8633 
(250) 635-7649 
(250) 638-8591 
m BChydro uI 
DJ. (Jim) Owen 
Line Mariager 
Field Setvices F m :  2 50-638-5635 
emaft jimowen@bcbyd+o.com www.bcbydmcom 
Proud metiher of Clianiber of Cornmerce sitice 1999 
5220 Keilb Aue., Terrace, 
B.C. Canada, V8G 4R5 
NoI?~” Coast Disfribiifiori PIX 250-638-5615 
Proud member 
of the Chamber 
of Commerce for  
28 years. 
, 4620 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
638-81 41 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for  4 years. 
3228 Kalum St., Terrace 
’ 638-8800 ‘11 m - 4s Lareltr Terncr, E.C. V8G 1S2 proud member of Chamber of Cnnmerce since 1983 1 1  
, Prmd member of’the Chamber 
-< of Commerce slnce 1985 
4946 Greig Ave., Terrace 635-2909 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce 
for 3 years: I First Choice Travel 4736 bkelre Avo., Terrace, B.C. 6352277 
I I 
78  Years of Proud member of the Chamber 1 of Commerce since 2005. I I $T Baskets Unlimited Service Is Worth -Gifts by Dcxign- i- 
&UR I LlQUlDE/ TY Industrial gases impccabfe statement of good taste - a gmat reflection on youl uirwl,,s , V i r r ~ & ~ b ~  Cor/arnl.4ppdation Ildidiy 
Tlmnk tiiu YNronie Iiirlb@v Grt WrU Iktm& 
Skeena Md1 
Owner/Designer Terrace, B.C; 
(250) 635-4334 V8G 4 R9 
Proud member of tbe Chamber of Commerce for jyears. I 
1’ 
, 
i elebrati,ng 
~ 
Since September 27, 1927 the Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce continues to serve small 
a leadership role in building a healthy, vib!ant com- 
munity. While many may not realize it, every busi- 
r -  
and medium sized businesses as ’ 
“the voice of business - the voice of , 
choice” in Terrace. 
That’s something to celebrate.. . 
seventy-eight continuous years of 
working as the voluntary organiza- 
tion that was established to promote 
civic, commercial, industrial and ag- 
ricultural progress for Terrace and 
district.. . and to work for sound leg- 
‘ islation and efficient administration 
at all levels of government. 
The week of February 20 - 24 the 
Terrace & District Chamber of Com- 
merce celebrates Chamber Week. 
Chamber of Commerce Week was 
established as a way of raising the 
’ profile of‘the role of the chamber 
movement across the province. The 
Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce exists to 
make our community a better place to live and pro- 
vides an avenue for Terrace business people to play 
ness and every citizen benefits from ’ 
the role the chamber plays. 
Through the promoting of a great- 
er understanding and appreciation 
of the Chamber at the local level, 
Chamber of Commerce Week offers 
an unparalleled opportunity to en- 
gage community and business lead- 
ers to support and enhance the work 
The Chamber movement in Ter- 
race, British Columbia and Canada is 
an effective power with a history of 
persuading government to jniprove 
businesses to thrive. If you are,not 
currently a member of the Chamber 
movement, you are mis,sing valuable 
opportunities to progress and make a difference. 
It’s a good thing ... for business. 
NORTHWEST 
REMANUFACTURED INK JETS, RIEEONS MER cAnmlmEs . 
Proud member of the Terrace 
Amemkrol  8hfOOFlnanrlrl Cmup 
BMO Bank of Montreal 
‘ 4666 bkelse Avenue 
Terrace, BCVBG I R4 
4833 W E L L E  AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 TS 
CANADA 
TEL (250) 635-21 57 
FAX (250) 635-2988 
TOLL FREE (877) 635-21 57 
3 of the Chamber. 
” the economic climate necessary for 
TRANSPQRTATIQN ,>I. E S Y S T E M S  LTD= -* 
\ 
I LAZELLE MINl 1 STORAGE 
I ’  Proud member of the Chamber of Cowmerce for  28 years. I 361 I Biakeburn, Terrace Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce for  d l  years. TEDA - Fishing for 4883 Laze& Avenue, Terrace 635-250 7 I1 w 635-2 728 Economic Omortunitv m m  I
ing firm and a product should be in hand within fif- 
teen weeks. “In this day of advanced communica- 
tions, we absolutely need to be presenting ourselves 
powerfully and clearly. By taking this step we have 
definitely enhanced Terrace’s chances of attracting 
attention from investors everywhere,” says Jeannine 
Knox, TEDA’s Secretary who has led up the team 
working on this piece of work. Knox is confident 
that “the website alone will knock people’s socks 
Off !” 
M - A m L - L  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerci for 21 vears. 
TEDA, Terrace:s economic development group, 
is always out there fishing for the big economic op- 
portunity. Sometimes it ,is trolling, sometimes it is 
casting and sometimes it is just gearing up. And no 
matter how many times it walks back from the river 
with no fish in the box, TEDA is driven by the idea 
that it still needs to fish often if the big one is to be 
caught. So, who is this TEDA group - this group of 
economic fishermen? 
TEDA is composed of a Board and two employ- 
ees, Dave Menzies, TEDA’s Economic Development 
Officer, and Thecla Fladhammer, TEDA’s office as- 
471 1 A Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
mrmr.all-westglazs.com * tewac&ll-westglarr.com 
11 63811166 11 
But a website and film do not by themselves add 
up to succ6ss: TEDA is about people meeting with 11 
.I ., I 
sistant. TEDA also currently enjoys the consulting 
services of Roger Harris. The Board is a mix of ten 
leaders seven of whom have been chosen by a selec- 
tion team made up of City Councilors and Chamber 
Directors. The other three are liaison representatives 
from the’ City Council, the Chamber of Commerce 
and Northwest Community College. . 
Meeting once a month, the TEDA Board re- 
views the work done by Dave Menzies and the proj- 
ect committees and then sets a course for the next 
month. Rather than be directed too restrictively by 
the strategic plan, TEDA is always shaping efforts 
around initiatives that promise the highest returns 
on effort. In a recent example, TEDA put some of its 
Droiects on hold as it dashed to enmge a comoanv 
people and working with people. The economic 
fishing grounds find the TEDA team speaking to 
entrepreneurs, educators, politicians, bureaucrats, 
stakeholders, corporations, academics, boards and 
societies. It is a soup of meetings out there, and at 
every turn, TEDA seeks advantage for Terrace. Eco- 
nomic fishing tactics are energized by cooperating, 
listening, sharing, visioning, lobbying, brainstorm- 
ing, presenting, negotiating, advocating and inspir- 
ing - sometimes all at once! 
Can TEDA boast of catching any big fish in the 
last little while? No, but TEDA team members can 
boast of becoming seasoned and resolute fishermen. 
And the fish are coming. They are coming in form of 
container traffic to and from Prince Ruoert. They are 
Cindsaqt 5 
CARTAGE & STORAGE (1  973) LIMITED 
h i e d  frciglit m-tice lo Slewm, Islnil. Ilc%w Like, Tclcgr.lpli Crcck, i’riiicc 
Huperl, lilliiivsl. M%wct, Qiiccii Cli;irloIlr Ciy, S:iiiiL\pil :iiid Sniillicn. 
Heavy 1i:iuling specinlisw, reefer vans, piclwr trucks, 
hiboys, lowbcds, pilot cws, forklifts. 
Short h:lul or long h:iul hlcmber Alliccl Van Lincs 
Soviiig I ~ C ?  tioilbiwst siticc 1909 
T C ~ C  635-6203 Rupert 624-6747 M S S c t  626-5020 
PROUD CHAMBER MEMBER FOR 28 YEARS. 
Proud member of Chamber of Commerce since 1992 
“The Choice 1s Clear” 
. . I  II
bcnt on a major relocation. As Dave Menzies pits ii, 
“TEDA necds to be able to shift priorities overnight 
and throw its best efforts at real opportunities.” 
A recent priority has been marketing the cco- 
nomic advantages of Terracc. One project under 
development is a film on the lifestyle in Terrace. 
Bert Husband, the Vice-chair of TEDA enthuses 
that “although the film isn’t quite finished, already 
it’s terrific and it’s sure going to encourage investors 
and personnel in major British Columbian and Al- 
benan centers to have a close look at Terrace.” Hus- 
band notes that the first version of this film will be 
completed in February of this year and that the final 
version with new film footage will be complete in 
coming in the form of oil pipelines pus’hing out hom 
Alberta. They are coming in the form of mines that 
will be driven to unload their ore bodies by a super- 
cycle in the commodities market. They are coming 
in the form of extraordinary opportunities around 
energy solutions. They are coming in the form of in- 
dustrial possibilities in the Terrace-Kitimat Valley. 
And when these developments come - and they 
will come soon - the race will be on to convert them 
into real sustainable opportunities for Terrace. And 
where will TEDA try to be when this is all happen- 
ing? - Right in the thick of things, midstream, haul- 
ing the fish in. 
BRAKE 0 I Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce for  15 years. 
Proud member I 
Chamber of 
635-0078 Commerce for  
~ y e a r s .  
[ I 1<T iE l  of the 
W e ’ v e  p o l  l o c a l  a r l i l u d e  
RADIATOR 4526 Greig he., 
635-8 100 Terracs, B.C. 
July. The film got its impetus from a focus study that 
TEDA,commissioned to better understand the urban A 
Proud member of the I Chamber of Commerce since 1988. Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce slnce 1999. ~ perceptions of communities like Terrace. “When we saw the results of the study,” Husband says, “we 
knew we had to have a tool to set the score straight, 
and this film that we’re making will go a long way to 
correcting the distorted sense that many people have 
about OLU community.” 
A second project underway is the development 
of a website and display materials that will elegant- 
ly communicate the economic attraction of Terrace 
and its surrounding region. The work for this has 
been contracted out to a leading northern market- 
a ’ 
\ 
“ERRACE REDI-MIX LID. 
5302 Lloyde St. 
P.O. Box 40, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 
Concrete Pumping Richard Green Retaining Walls 
35 Meter Reach Plant 635-4343 Westcon Pavers 
Man Holes Office 635-4981 Allen Block 
Custom Precast Fax 635-2294 Terra Force ’ 
Septic Tanks Res. 790-2553 Patio Slabs 
Culverts Concrete Stains 
Fibre Mesh, Rebar Colors &Sealers 
Custom Cutting & Bending Insulated Forms 
Proud tnember of the Climn6er of Cotntiierce for 9~lears. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Cotnrnerce for  14 years. 
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 
Tbesday thru Saturday - 1O:OO a.m. - 500 p.m. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2NG 
#lo4 - 3302 Kalum Street, 
Phone 635-6630 
Terrace Economic Development Authority 
#201-4621 Lakelse Avenue, Tetrace, B.C., V8G 1P9 
250-6354 68 
fax 250 635 4152 ernail info@teda.ca 
I 
I Keith Ave Drive Thru & Skeena Mall 
I 
Keith Goodwin 
W.D. (Bill) Henderson 
, Karen Waldie 
email: anw@telus.net 
I Security Systems 
C hu bb Security’ Systems 
#5-5008 Pohle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S8 
Tel. 638-8321 Fax: 638-1338 
w.chubbsecurity.com 
Proud Member of the Chamber of Commerce for I7 years 
#204-4630 Lazelie Avenue Terrace BC V8G IS6 
€ m d :  info@ 1637cfdc.bca Websik: w. 1637cfdc.bc.cq 
Phone: (250) 635-5449 Fax: (2501 635-2698 
. .  
. 
i 
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I A i? A TRADING LTD. Log and Lumber Exporting Custom Cutting Standing Timber I 4812 Loen Avenue the Chamber of Commerce Proud niember of the 
Chamber of Conamerce for  14 years. 
4650 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
638- I400 1 .-- 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 18 years. I Terrace. B.C of the Chamber OFFICE: (250) 615-2841 of Commerce ' FAX: (250) 615-2842 I 2o02* e-mai l :  dmar1in6@lelur.ne( vaci in CANADA Proud member CELL: (250) 615-2494 IlUlMCE LUMBER COMPANY LJD. 11 4900 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC, V8G 5L8 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace 638-7283 , 
I' a 
i 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce since 1985. 
4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
(1 Toll Flee 1-800-6674556 I 
Fax: 250-638-1467 www.speedee.ca 
63517181 J I 
Terrace Visitor Information 
Cjentre Enjoys Second < -  ? 
Best Season .Ever-. .. 
i 
4 
TERRACE 
141187 VENTURESLTO. 
Proud member of the 
I I 
I I Proud member of Chamber of Commerce since 1978 I 
1 
mber of >Commerce for  13 years. : 
5720 Highway 16, Terra I 
3 
I 
t 
i R. EMERGENCY SERVICE 1-60 
I 4605 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace I 
I 635-5420 0 I This Dast vear saw the Terrace Visitor Informa- of the year are the school holiday months of July I I . r  
tion Centre eniov the second highest recordcd year and August. However, the months of May, June, 
of visitor stops \h,en 10, 816 visitors dropped in to 
the centre on Keith Avenue. The highest recorded 
year was, 1997 when 1 1,607 visitors stopped by. 
This past years total was short ofLihat 1997 re- 
cord by 79 1 visitors. However, it was an increase of 
2,330 visitors over the 2004 recorded: 
This past year saw an increase i n  European and 
out of province traffic. Thc provincial traffic re- 
niained roughly the same as the previous year. It 
didn't appear that the Canadian dollar or gas prices 
affected the American travclcr as their numbers 
were up. The Northern BC area led the province 
in increased visitor numbers. The busiest months 
September and October are really busy as well with 
what is called the 'grey traveler'. ..retired couplcs 
who enjoy traveling with less traffic as opposed to 
the heavier summer months. 
Doubling as the Chamber office and the Terrace 
Visitor Information Centre, the VIC is open Mon; 6 
day through Friday throughout the year and open 
every day of the week from mid June to the second 
weekend in September. 
The Terrrrce Visitor lilforniarioii Centre has beeri 
inanaged by the Terrace & District Cliamber of Corri- 
~iiercefor over 15 years arid is operated by afee-for- 
service arrarzgeiiieyt rvirli the City of Terrace. I' '1 
- - - - - - - 
I 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Cornmerce for 15 years. 
Skeetra Mall, Terrace I Proud member of Chamber of Commerce since 1986 4542 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace I 635-6855 - www. nationa Ica r.com 
- Sweeper (dust controlled) 
-Line Painting & Stencils 
your parking - Pressure Washing 
Lot K~~~~~ - Residential Driveway Sealing 
* Lawn Care & Landscaping 
_ _  _ .  
638-0153 (Ros.) 63S-0830 ( F W  
615-6921 (CON) 
Proud member of Chamber , 
Proud member ' Snow Removal 
(JlaInber * Building Maintenance 
Jcojninerce Property Management 
since 2003 Call Ed (250) 615-8638 
of Commerce since I999 I I  
- .  
t 'I' I 
i :  
Hitting the Hjghway ' 
The green log building on Keith Avenue, affec- 
tionately known to the Terrace & District Chamber 
of Commerce as the Chamber office and the Visitor 
Information Centrc, is not really hitting the highway 
but the controversial and dcbatable green colour is. 
After much controvcrsy and many years of hav- 
ing to answer ..." Why did you paint it green?' ... 
and will become more internationally accommodat- 
ing and recognizable. 
As Tourism BC was dropping the 'dreaded by 
Terrace folks' green, it gave the Chamber a great 
opportunity to submit our "special projects" grant. 
If approved, we would get rid of the green colour on 
the logs and revert the building back to its natural 
Proud member of Chamber of Commerce for 20 yean 
4431 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
email: northernsigns@telus.net 
Serving the Pacific Northwest since 1973 
Ph.: 635-3393 Fax: 638-8333 . 
The Yellow Gift  House 
4525 Keith Ave, Terrace, BC 638-1808 
i 
L 
the Chamber, tlirougl; a special project fund from colour. - ,  
Tourism BC, is changing the colour of the Visitor 
Information Centre back to thc natural colour of a 
log bui Idi ng . 
This past year Visitor Infoitnation Centres, that 
are managed by local organizations and not run 
by Tourism BC, could submit a one time local im- 
provement project, for up to $1 0,000, 10 cnliance 
Around the same time Tourism BC was announc- 
ing changes in their corporate logos and colours. 
The current colours of green, white and black will 
be changed to blue, white and yellow. And informa- 
'tional highway signs will also be changing colour 
' their centre. 
As part of our special project funding we were 
also able to order two more flag poles for the Visitor 
Information Centre. Currently we have two poles 
upon which we fly the Canadian flag and the Visi- 
tor Information Centre flag. Within the next eight 
weeks you will also see the Province of BC flag as 
well as a City of Terrace flag flying proudly to greet 
our visitors. 
Within the same time frame you will also see a 
natural log building greeting our local, provincial, 
national and international travelers as they stop by 
the Terrace Visitor Information Centre to see why 
Terrace is such a great place to visit. 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce s h e  2000. I WDLBIWDEWT m IWDUIPRIAI. SUPPLY 
Proud rnernber of Chamber of Commerce sirice 1997. 
281 5 Kalum Street -I 
Phone: Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M4 . 
(Old Kermode Auto Sports Building] ' 250-638-0248 
(BehindTim Hodom Drivelhrogh] FOX: 250-638-0963 
;- I 
, I/ 'I1 
of Commerce for 26 years. 
\ Courtesy Travel) 
I #110-4550 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Proud member of Chamber of 
Commerce since 2003. I 47 1 8A Lazelie Ave., Terrace 638-8522 Q 4912 Hwy, 16 West, Tm 4916 Hwy, 16 West, Terrace 6356558 * 18003134558 6357187 * 140&313.7187 
www.terraceautomall.com ~~,terraceautomalI.ccm 
Phone: (250) 635-0101 
Lee Normandy Fax: (250) 635-0103 
Owner, Operator Email: checkenpizzaBtdus.net Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce for 7 years. 
Proud member 
of the 
Chamber of 
Commerce 
for9years.  
Terrace Carrmt Centre Ltd. Qr 
Proud member 
of Chamber of 
Commerce for 
13 years. 
LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE 
BY CONTAINER OR VAN 
To All Points in Canada & USA 
WORLDWIDE-OVERSEAS MOVING 
PARK AVENUE, 'Recognizing our local businesses and 
&e excelknt serwiie ttieypmvidel" 
I STOREFO~YOURFLOOR . II 
3202 Munroe Sqeet, Terrace 
, 635-2976 
'uary 22,2006 A1 2 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Fc 
Proud member of the Chamber 
, 
I of Commerce since 1991. 
1 
ACADlA NORTHWEST MECHANICAL INC. 
RESlt)ENTIAL & COMMERCIAL I NTERIORS onned & operared', 
W PLUMMNC H E A M  REFRIGERAllON pRoFEssK)(rws 
635-7158f635.4770 FAX6354156 1.-566-7158 
24 HOUR SERWCE BONDED 
Z L E N N O X m  
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for27years. 
m-mom-mnn 
l I I BuildingCentre /63 3207 Munroe St., Terrace 9 1-800-470-3648 I Proud member ofthe Cbamber of Commerce for 17 years. ,4610 Laze& Aue., Terrace l L 3011 BLAKEBURN, TERRACE 
i I 635-6567 , " ,  
I 
! ,  
635-6606 Proud member of Chamber of Commerce for 25 years. 
I 
I Proud member of the 1 
Q I p * d d  member of the Cbamber of Commerce for 5 years. ' I '  I 
I 4535 GREIG AVE 0 TERRACE 0 635.1412 I 
' / I  n 
Reasons ' 
' ' ,  
,32,500 
to Celebrate... 7 
Group insurance tips for your business. 
When you make a change to your 'company's payroll - adding an 
employee, changing a salary - remember i t  may have an impact 
on your group b m f i i  plan. Some benefits, like disability coverage, 
are based on the employee's earnings, so contact your benefit plan 
administrator with the current in formation. 
Brought to you exclusively by your Chambers 
of Commerce Group Insurance Plan. agent. 
That's how many lives JobWave,, has 'changed! 
JobWave is' the most successful employment pro- 
gram in the(history of British Columbia, continu- 
ally bringing innovation to the field'of job place- 
ment. Since its inception JobWave and its affiliate 
programs have helped over 32,500 BC Assistance 
clients return to the workforce. This BC govern- 
ment-funded program is available to job seekers 
and employers throughout the province, from urban 
centres to remote rural communities. 
JobWave is brought to you by WCG Internation- 
a1 HR Solutions - people who know BC's job scene 
and what it takes to get those quality jobs ... fast. 
Founded in 1995, WCG International HR Solutions 
is based in'victoria yd is listed by BC Business ' 
magazine as one of the province's best employers. 
This employment leader delivers innovative 'em- 
ployment and skills training solutions, as well as 
progressive, Internet -based solutions to employ- 
ment and hiring, and proprietary technology busi- 
ness solutions. 
JobWave knows that success is built on-team- 
work. The JobWave team includes the dedicated 
staff  members at JobWave itself, along with a wide 
range of community of governments businesses, 
business associations, community agencies and me- 
dia partners. 
As one of the team, the Terrace & District Cham- 
ber of Commerce is committed, along with Job- 
Waves to building strong futures and dynamic com- 
munities. Together we help people to achieve their 
best and businesses to achieve their potential. 
We're working for a better British Columbia for 
everyone. One job at a time, one person at a time, 
it's a new wave to work - the best way to hire. 
For more information on JobWaves call the 
Chamber office at 635-2063 
. 
14fh.Annualg~ Trade Show 
, Preparations are well underway for the 14th Annual Terrace Trade Show. 
Taking place April 13, 14, & 15th booths are selling fast 
and this year's Trade Show promises to be the best one yet. 
The Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce is proud to offer this 
showcase. I .. ~ <- for . .local. g ion a I bus i nesses ,and 
MEMBER BENEFITS 
Please contact 
FRED LINDSAY 
c/o Clarica I 
6352387 
Located at Wightman & Smith 
If interested in 
Life Insurance - Accidental Death 
Disability - Dental - Extended Health 
I, 
v Chambers of Commerce 
Group Insurance Plan' 
HEALTH SERVICE 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for  15 years. 
12-4736 Lakeise Ave., Terrace 
635-5980 
, . . ",C*, >-.*, 
~ , ._.^.. ...*,..-s* - 
If your business or organization would /;&e to partake 
in this year's 14th Annual Trade Show call 
Debbie Simons at 635-2063 and book your booth today 
. I  
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce since 1978. 
II TOTEMFURNITURE II 
Developing Innovative Solutions To Improve 
Quality And Productivity For Industry. 
Ph: (250) 638-0886 www.udl.com 
ALLNOQTH 4 CONSULTANTS UMVD 
4445 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone (250) 638-0808 Fax: (250) 635-4667 
Cell: (250) 6153591 
email: djnetzel@allnorth.com 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce since 1992. 
4501 Lakelse Avenue Terrace 11 638-1158 1-800-813-1158 11 
I 1 
3 
I Pacific Northern G a s  Ltd. 635-729 1 2900 Kerr Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 419 ' Grads, Wddlngs, Annlverserles, Blrthdap, Evenfngs Out, Alrport Servlesr, Proud member of Chamber of Commerce since 2004 I Proud menlber ofthe Chamber of Commerce rince 1978 I 1 
I 
I 5karana Sawmills ~estfiast?.rfflfi~W A Division of TopKnots Hair Studio midk&cd 4625 Greig Ave., Terrace 638-8322 ' auto choice Special iz ing in Transmissions, Diesels, Electrical & General Automot ive  
Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific 
3671 Highway 16E, Terrace, B.C. 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce since 1984 
Skeena Sawmills a division of West Fraser Mills 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce for 6 years. 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce since 6996. I 635-2292 
Proud m e m k  of Cbamber of Commercefor 6years. 
I Proud member of the Chamber of Commerce since 2004. I I Proud member of the Chamber I of Commerce since 1993. Chamber of Commerce since 2005. 
i 
i i 
of Commerce since 1982. 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C. V8G l J 7  
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Proud member of Chamber of Commerce slnce 1996 
MILT LINDSAY 
Tel: (250) 635-6802 Toll Free: 1-888-770-6767 
email: rccranes@telus.net I '  
Progressive 
I Ventures Ltd. 11 
Proud member of the 
Chamber of Commerce for 22 years. 
#4 - 5008 Pohle Ave., Terrace 
635-7459 
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce since 1995. 
I S 
HOTELS I I N N S  I SUlTES 
4828 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
w.sandrnanhotels.com 
25;0=635=49a5fb 
1% 
mm 
Liability Bonding $0 Logging Equipment *.Mobile Homes 
Commercial Homeowners, Tenant Boat R.V.'Sm. Aircraft Travel 
PROUD MEMBER OF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE FOR 28 YEARS 
1 E 
I #186-4717 LAKELSE, AVENUE, TERRACE www. paragonteraace.com I, 
8:30 am - 6:OO pm 0 Monday - Saturday Fridays Until 9:00 pm 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
I BAND Box544,Hwy16 
\ I Proud member i t h e  Cbmber of C m A e  since 1988 
' 1  . .  
, .  
Proud member of the Chamber 
of Commerce f i r  28 years. 
imum $200 purchase 
i 
I 7 ,  , -  
iMP takes his oath of office 
;SKEENA-BulWey Valley MP Nathan Cullen will keep a 
:high profile critic position and will take on an issue near and 
:dear to NDP leader Jack Layton. 
: As the new NDP caucus was sworn in Feb. 13, Cullen 
‘lost the youth portfolio he had previously but keeps envi- 
Ironment and parks and takes on Layton’s former portfolio 
:- climate change. - 
: The youth portfolio went to Layton’s wife and fellow 
;NDP MP Olivia Chow. 
Cullen will be on vacation until the end of the month, but 
legislative assistant Jerry Toews says Cullen is very excited 
about the appointment. 
a” “That’s one of the key priorities of the NDP and always 
-has been so it’ll be a major priority going forward,” Toews 
{said of the environment portfolio. 
And asrcritic for climate change Cullen=will have added 
:responsibilities with a Conservative minority government. 
E “The Conservatives have threatened to pull out of the< 
:Kyoto accord,” says Toews. “So that will be a huge respon- 
ility going forward.” 
In addition to Kyoto related issues the government is ex- 
ted to grapple with a review of the Canadian Environ- 
’ SKEENA-BULKLEY Valley NDP MP Nathan Cullen 
takes his oath of office Feb. 13 in Ottawa. The person 
giving the oath is Clerk of the House of Commons, 
Audrey O’Brien. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED .- - - -  
“If you look at traditional NDP, values, there’s h e a d  the 
envihnment and education - those are the big three,” says 
Toews. “It’s a strong endorsement of the work Nathan did 
:mental Protection Act (CEPA), the legislation which deals 
:with sustainable development, pollution prevention and sci- 
:ence-based national environmental standards among other 
; ;EL. . IPE 
,li.UUVD. 
last time.” Cullen also remains on the standing committee on the en- < i i vironment and sustainable development. Cullen was one of 29 NDP MPs sworn in last week. 
8 
nuary vv rmer than, normal 
!MOTHER NA- treated Tekace to a warmer January 
!than usual, keeping winter at bay with several record high 
Precipitation totalled 148.4 mm, 
Wind speeds blew over 30 km/h for 19 days. 
168.2 mm for the month. 
temwratures. : ’he first month of the year averaged a temperature of 0.7 
: C, the warmest since 1992, and higher than the average tem- 
: The average maximum temperature of 2.3 C tied for the 
. : second warmest in 50 years, the yeaf records began. 
: On the warmest day, January 24, the temperature rose to 
; 8.1 C, making it the wannest January 24 ever, breaking the 
; old record of 6.6 C set last year, and the fifth warmest day 
1 ever recorded for, the month - the warmest January day hit 
: 9.4 C in 1962. 
4 Rainfall increased above normal to 73.3 mm but snowfall 
; decreased with only 97.6 cm recorded. 
: perature of -1.2 C. \ ’  
I, 1 
PREMIUM MEAT CO-OP 
(1 
If you are interested in investing in the co-op 
owned abattoir in the Smithers-Telkwa area, 
please attend the open house at the 
Sandman Inn, Terrace 
Friday, February 24,2086 
I :00 pm. - 1000 p.m. 
j.7 
Northern 3-Year . 
Cashable Escalator ~ 
Term Deposit 
A c===q- 
Great Rates: Fully Cashable 
RRSP Loans at Prime* 
Deadline March 1,2006 
Year 1 - 3.5% 
Year 2 - 4:0% ’ 
Year 3 - 4.5% 
‘subjtct w jnalmdit approv 
N 0 R TH E . R  N 
S A W I N G S  
C R E D I T  U N I O N  
4702 Lazelle Ave Tel: 638-7822 
/ 
, .  
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Tired Sore Feet 
AeckPain 3 ..Shin Splints 
Bunions Morton‘s Calluses 
Neuroma ” ”may be suffering nneedlessly“ 
BaccPain 
Announcing at last an examination of discovery that normally costs 
$65.00 is yours free by booking your appointment in advance. 
We will examine your foot and footwear fos problem indicators. 3 .  
Create a wei ht bearing pedograph of the foot. 
Provide body%alance anal sis and demonstrution. 
Discuss with the client the d y  iscoveries of the examination and w 
Note: Your medical may pay for orthotigs. (Check your plan] 
I 
TD Canadian Equity Fund: The 
you don’t want to miss. 
~ 
Let the TD Canadian Equity Fund 
be your tigket to help you reach your 
investment goals this RSP season. , history, 
This Fund aims for superior, long- 
term growth by investing primarily 
,in high-quality Canadian companies. w 
These include many of Canada’s 
largest and most established 
businesses representing a broad range 
of industry sectors. This Fund may 
be a good choice for the Canadian 
equity portion of a diversified 
portfolio. As 
the TD Can 
som 
I 
t Call us today at 1-800-866-8783 or visit 
\r\nrvw.tdcanaclatrust.com/funds 
anadla ‘Ira& ‘ Available through TD Canada Trust branches, TD Waterhouse and independent dealers. 
\ 
ID Mutuol Funds ore monoged by TD Asset Management Inc., o wholly-owned subsidiory of The TorontoDominion Bonk. Available through TD Investment Senrices Inc. (principol ’distributor: 
ill Woterhouse Conoda Inc. (Member CIPF) and authorized dealers. Commissions, tmiling commissions, monagement fees and expenses ol moy be assoaoted with rnutuol fund investments. Please read lh 
prospectus, which contains detoiled investment information ond is available from your deoler, before investing. The indicated rotes of return ore the historical onnuol compounded toto1 rehrms for l e  period endin 
lonuory 31,2006 including changes in unit value ond reinvestment of all dstn’b@ons and do not toke into account soles, redemptions, distributions or optionol charges or income toxes poyoble by any wril 
holder that would hove reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guoranteed or insured, their volues chonge frequenly and post performance moy not be repeated. 1. Mutual Funds Representatives wii 
ID Investment Services distn’bute mutual funds at TD Conodo TNst branches. 2. TD Watehouse Conodo Inc. is o subsidiory of The TorontoDominion Bonk. TD Waterhouse Conado Inc. - Member CIP 
ID Waterhouse and TO Mutual Funds ore t rodemoh  of The TorontuDominion Bonk. TD Aset Management Inc. is a licensed user. 
I ” ’  ’ ” ’  
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June 25,2005 - 6 Months 
Ryder Loveman Nole Kalan Wilson 
31 2005 - 5.5 Months 
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Around Town 
MEMBERS of the local Diabetes Education 
Clinic are staging a regional workshop this 
Friday. FILE PHOTO 
All day Diabetes 
dialogue 
TERRACE IS about to be inundated with health 
care professionals descending upon the Best 
Western Terrace Inn for a professional workshop 
on Diabetes. 
The Diabetes Update for Professionals and 
Caregivers takes place this Friday, Feb. 24 and lo- 
cal organizers say it’s a first for the Northwest. 
“This is like a template,” said Lilia Heslenfeld, 
manager of the Diabetes Education Clinic at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. “We’ve been looking forward 
to [Friday] and bringing together Northern Health 
like never before.” 
The purpose is to get all the Northwest’s Diabe- 
tes educators to come as speakers and participants 
will return to their communities with a model of 
shared care and capacity building, added Heslen- 
feld. 
The participants, who had to book in advance, 
include a wide range of health care providers from 
registered nurses, dentists, physiotherapists and 
ambulance attendants. 
“Recipients will have increased knowledge 
about Diabetes and Diabetes care,” said Trudi Ma- 
clean, the clinic’s nurse educator. 
Heslenfeld says sharing knowledge is especial- 
‘ly imI;‘ortanfin the North because-of the spread out 
population. . 
“We work in isolated communities,” Heslenfeld 
said. “The education, networking and camaraderie 
(during the workshop) will lead to far-reaching 
contacts that are tremendous for Diabetes educa- 
tion. 
More than 120 people have registered for the 
workshop that takes place between 8:30 a.m. and 
4 p.m. 
1 Elementary bands 
getting together 
THE 2006 band retreat for elementary school band 
students from five local schools (including Veritas 
and Centennial Christian) goes this Friday and 
Saturday. 
The Dare to Dream Foundation and the elemen- 
tary band teachers use this event to help develop 
and enhance the activity in the classroom. 
The events for the Friday night and all day Sat- 
urday include sectional practices in a classroom 
setting and Grade 6 and 7 full band rehearsals. 
The event is made possible with more than 75 
,parent volunteers and corporate support. 
The young musicians will also take part in other 
fun activities, such as a pizza party and sock hop 
during the Saturday sessions and are topped off 
with a gala concert featuring all the Grade 6 and 
7 bands and special guests Don Clark, Julia No- 
lan and Laszlo Klein - all accomplished musicians 
leading the retreat. 
The gala concert is on Saturday, Feb. 25 at 7 
p.m. at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
. Artists: your, help is 
wanted at the GLH 
ROBERT E. STANLEY Sr. is hard at work 
painting traditional Nisga‘a designs on thc walls in 
the basement of the George Little House. 
It’s called the carving shed - a place where 
Nisga’a artists can work and where visitors can see 
the art they create. 
The Terrace 
Nisga’a Society 
signed a three- 
year lease with the 
City of Terrace 
in December of 
2005 and is in the 
process of prepar- 
ing the space to be 
used. 
Stanley is 
looking for more 
Nisga’a artists to 
volunteer their 
time and efforts 
to create a space 
that reflects the 
Nisga’a culture. 
“What I’m do- 
ing now is look- Robert E. Stanley 
ing for artists to put up designs dGwnstairs on the 
walls,” says Stanley, who has already painted a 
sun, raven and killer whale on the walls. 
MELODY Park is from left: Rossano Valmonte, John Taunton, Christa Klukas, Brian Wilson and Brian Condie. The Terrace band’will be play- 
ing tracks from its self-titled debut release tonight at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. MELODY PARK PHOTO 
66 Locals. I 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE HOMEGROWN authors of the hot single Hello make their anticipated 
Terrace stage debut tonight at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Melody Park can be forgiven if its members hope it will be some time 
before they play here again. ’ 
Since the December 2005 local release of their self-titled debut album, 
copies and now Condie is hoping for two things: national dlistribution and a 
video shoot to accompany-the single Hello. 
The CD’s first single has been on the local airwaves three to four times a 
day and Klukas says it’s starting to draw attention here. 
“From young to old, everybody likes it,” said the song’s enthusiastic 
singer. “I’ve had kids and parents approaching me and a 
Condie describes the band’s,music as a “playground of sound” that is 
It’s that energetic playground that the fivesome will bring to the stage 
“IJm excited for Wed sday,” Condie said. “Nopefully we get a good 
And while the band dreams of success outside the region, it wants ’to 
salute its roots. 
That’s why a portion of the proceeds from each ticket sold for shows 
here, in Kitimat and Prince Rupert will go toward the school music programs 
ineachcentre. 
“A lot of who we are is community and as a group we can do so much 
more than individually,” said Klukas, who was born and raise 
“We wanted to do something to support the area.” 
The 7 p.m. show will feature opening music from local s 
Klukas says it was important for her to release the album 
forming locally because they feel this could be the start of someth 
“The window of opportunity is right here and right now,” , a u k  
“We’re living the dream.” 
Melody Park will play the Mount Elizabeth, Theatre in. Kitim 
and Prince Rupert’s Performing A r t s  Centre March 10. ’ 
Tickets for tonight’s show are $20 and can be boug 
Since the CD has been available locally in January, it has sold about 500 and Standard Radio. 
. 
the five-piece group has plunged headfirst into the music business, says gui- ~ Park and where they can get the CD.” .. 
tarist Brian Condie. 
“As of Jan. 15 (2006) we‘re in this full time, 100 per cent,” said Condie, 
who quit his job coordinating and running gas to the regional airport. 
For Condie and lead female vocalist Christa Klukas, who were part of the 
band Snowbaby, the October 2004 formation of Melody Park was just part 
of an evolutionary process. , turnout.” 
“We’ve been writing songs for a number of years,” Condie said. “We just 
didn’t want to be a cover band anymore.” 
When the band hit the studio in March 2005, they found something spe- 
cia1 in the mix. 
Joining Klukas and Condie were drummer Brian Wilson (who also 
played with Snowbaby), Rossano Valmonte on keyboard and bassist John 
Taunton. 
Threatened with a break in the creative process, the band decided it 
couldn’t keep a lid on it and stayed the course, says Klukas, emerging with 
a 40-song repertoire. ’ themainact. 0 
The band began the recording process here and finished it at Vancouver’s 
Greenhouse Studios. 
“Once we popped our heads up (after,the recording process), doors start- 
ed opening up,” Klukds said. 
Condie says reaction to the 1 1-track CD has been very positive. 
“It’s the first time recording companies are contacting us,” Condie add- 
7 I 
groove-based eclectic rock and pop. 
tonight, says Condie. 
‘ \  
ed. 
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You’re invited to *eat *in.,p 
on Earth. 
“Multiculturalism is 
about fearlessness, accep- 
tance, justice, tolerance aEd 
a society at peace with it- 
self,” said John Chen Wing, 
an association member. 
So while you shouldn’t 
expect a food fight to break 
out, you should expect your 
palate to touch down in the 
four comers of the world 
and in between. 
Dickson says in the past, 
the potluck has featured fare 
from India, China, Poland, 
Chile, South Asia, First Na- 
tions and more. \ 
“Terrace is such a diverse 
community even if it doesn’t 
appear that way,” Dickson 
said. 
Food may be at the heart 
of the yearly culinary cel- 
ebration but those in at- 
tendance will be treated to 
much more, added Dickson. 
The decor includes a map 
By DUSTIN 
QUEZADA 
PEACE WILL be on the 
menu this Saturday as an 
international spread will 
be offered at ,  the Terrace 
and District Multicultural 
Association’s annual 
mu1 ticul tural potluck 
dinner. 
The event, now in its 21st 
year, grew to the point last 
year that it moved venues to 
accommodate the more than 
400 people that attended. “ 
This year, the big scde 
feed will again be held at the 
Kitsumkalum Community 
Hall Feb. 25. 
And organizer Jane Dick- 
son says,as the event has 
doubled in size, the core val- 
ues have-remained. 
“It’s a community pot- 
luck for people to bring an 
international dish, share 
food and celebrate cultures,” 
Dickson said. 
Because everyone in ev- 
ery part of the world has to 
eat, cuisine is a surefire way of origami, doves symboliz- Multicultural Association. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
to share culture. ing peace and, for the kids, I 
“When people sit down taking part is easy. Purchase potluck gets going at 5 p.m. 
to eat with each other there’s There will also be sev- a ticket and bring a dish for olds and up) and\ $1 (10 For questions, contact 
an element of trust and ac- a family of four. Jane at 638-1594 or Nirmal 
ceptance,” added Dickson. on hand for the evening that The dish you bring be bought at Misty River at 635-3583 and Gary at 
635-6000 to help with set-up 
fat ly  with the theme chosen Wally Hargrave. your own nationality, added The community hall on Friday night. 
for this year’s potluck Peace If your mouth is watering, Dickson. doors open at 4 p.m. ind the Bon appCtit! 
that people can identify their 
origin with a pin, hundreds 
FROM left, Jane Dickson, Rani Parmar, Coco Schau and Ewa Luby show their m z  
ticultural spirit during last year’s potluck dinner hosted by the Terrace and District 
post-dinner pifiatas. 
era1 community entertainers 
Tickets are $5 (1 1-year- 
years and under) and can 
Those ideals tie in per- will beemceedby Reverand doesn’t have to be one of Books. 
I/ CITY SCENE r .Joh Mann’s Would like to thank you all 
,For coming. 
We hope you had Fun. 
AGO the cast and crew would like to 
acknowledge the support of the 
following businesses and individuals 
\\ 
Nancy Stone,Archer. Steve Little. 
The Back Eddy Pub. 
Emma Rotelho Laurel Mclntyre. 
Best Western Terrace Inn. Pendragon2Computers 
Cathy at Images. Darron Smith. 
Chris Cain. Jerry Stuehing. 
Pat Jacobs Amy Spencer. 
Rylee Spencer. The Kinsmen Club 
Dave Wymn. of Terrace. 
Skeena’Valley Golf and , Joe ficchirtti 
Aniiettc Martindale Country Club 
,Brian McIntyre. 
I 
We would also like to thank our Families, without 
their support this production would 
not have been possible (i 
c, 
* 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
I 
i , 
were nominated for their performances. Dench is/ 
also up for best actress at next month’s Oscars. It 
plays tonight only at 7 p.m. at the Tillicum W i n  
Theatre. Admission is $8. 
H The Terrace Amnesty International Action 
Circle A80 hosts itb monthly film presentation 
Wed.nesday, Feb. 22 and will ‘screen two movies 
starting at 7 p.m at the Kiva Cafd following its 
monthly meeting. The group has chosen “violence 
against women” as the theme because it is leading 
up to March 8, International Women’s Day. 
Trafficking Cinderella is a look ’at the macabre 
world of forced prostitution and trafficking of 
women froml’eastern ‘Europe to the West and 
North America. Also, Sacrifice tells the story 
of how each year thousands of young girls are 
recruited from ‘rural Burmese villages to work in 
the sex industry in neighbouring Thailand, where 
an offer of employment in is sadly a rare chance ’ 
for many families to escape.extreme poverty. 
WTheTerraceandDistrictArtsCouncilpresents 
the London war-era comedy Mrs. Henderson 
Presents on Feb. 22. It’s the story of dame Laura 
Henderson (Judy Dench), the newly-widowed 
W Celtic Rain, of Prince Rupert, and local band 
Dr. Fishy perform at the Skeena Valley Golf and Soh0 cinema and turns it into what would become 
the ‘ historic Windfill Theatre. She hires the The Terrace A d  Gallev Presents Mapping, Country Club. Dr. Fishy will be joined by fiddler 
irascible Vivian van Damm (Bob &skins) to run the Intimate, February’s mixed media exhibit Jaron Freeman-Fox. The all-ages show starts at 
it and re-open its doors as Revudeville. n e  film featuring Works from 30 women from the 7 p.m. Tickets $10 for adults, $5 for ages 13 and 
itself was llominated for a Golden Globe for best ’ Northwest. On display from Feb. 3-26 at the under. ‘!Available at Misty River Books and the 
musical or comedy, while both Dench and Hoskins gallery - 4610 Park Ave. Yellow House Gift Shop. 
’ 
live music 
eccentrii 7o-yga-oid who buys an abandoned Visu a I Arts 
. 
’ ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
GEORGE’S PUB: Feb. 24-25 Shoes That Fit; 
March 3-4 3rd Degree. 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalVWed. 
karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams.”A great opportunity 
’ to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
atmosphere. All you need is your instrument 
because there’s sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws and music 
, kit and all the amps you’l1,need. 
‘ to dance to Saturdays starting at 4 p.m. J ’ 
0 
’ Cinema Dr. Fishy - play w i h  Rupert’s Celtic Rain Feb. 25. Details in Community Calendar below. 
<A D I’or 
#113 - 4716 Lazelle Ave 
t 
1 
o Return your 
We accept bi-metal drink 
containers ranging 
from small single serve 
tins to large tomato 
and apple juice . 
JUICE TINS 
Annual General Meeting 
’ COMMUNITY EVENTS Tuesday to Saturday) will have a winter coat sale. 
Adult jackets will be $3 and children’s jackets $1. 
Kermode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 330 - 530 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need of help and support in school. Peer 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours reauired in araduation Dorlfolio. 
FEBRUARY-MARCH 
The Kitimat Centennial Museum presents Family 
Traditions II: an exhibit by Henaksiala First Nation 
artist Chris Wilson featuring banners, paintings, 
and carvings by Henry Robertson. Through March 
19th. Mon-Fri 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sun 12-5 p.m. 
FRIDAY, FEB. 24 
The Heritaae Park Museum hosts the annual 
’ February 23, 2006 
istrict Community Services Office 
#304-4546 Park Avenue 
Election of officers will take place. 
Nominations from the floor will be accepted. 
I For more information, please ea// 635-4232. 
Maple SyrG Sugar Shack Festival. Organized 
French, it’s an afternoon of fun for the entire 
family featuring french entertainment and music, 
a barbecue, games, prizes and maple syrup on a 
stick. From 3-7 p.m. on the museum grounds. 
For more informatkn contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. by the Terrace chapter of Canadian Parents for 3110 Kalum - Right beside Sears 250-635-3779 
Open Mon. to Fri, 830 am - 5 pm Sat. 10 an - 6 pm Closed Sun.’ 
8 am - 11 urn Daily, 900 2nd Ave West, Prince Ruuert 
The Northern Heafih Authority presents the 
parent and child Mother Goose Program on 
Thursdays from Jan. 12 to March 2, 2006 from 
10:30 to 1130 a.m. at the health unit. Simple 
rhymes and action songs to delight your baby 
(newborn to 18, months) and help develop 
language and communication. No charge. Come 
as often as you can. To register, call the North 
West Health Unit 638-2200. 
The Terrace Women’s Resource Centre (4542 
Park Avenue) hosts Friday drop-in dicussion: 
Gender Lens on local issues. Call 638-0228. 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
Vance 
Hadley 
“President‘s Gold” 
On Success on attaining 
FRIDAY, FEB. 24 
Mountain View Christian Academy is planning a 
special afternoon to encourage 3- to 4-year-olds 
to enjoy the world of reading on Friday, Feb. 24 
from 1-3 p.m. at 4927 Agar Ave. Sponsored’ by 
the Ministry of Education, this event will include a 
puppet show, games, refreshments, door prizes 
and an opportunity for those in the community 
to find out more about MVCA. For questiosn, call 
Paul at 635-551 8. 
I 
I 
I 
For +he month of January &, 
ROYULlPAtE ’ Royal LePage Terrace I
m c E  
hosts its annual potluck dinner at Kitsumkalum Kitsumkalum. - Parent connection, information 
Community Hall. Doors open at 4 p.m. and dinner workshops for parents and fun activities for kids. 
begins at 5 p.m. Admission is an international dish Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
1 for four and a ticket, which can be purchased at Transportation is available. Everyone welcome. 
Mistyfiver Books. Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
Skeena Family Resources presents free programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
I 
31 I ‘1 TheTerraceand District Multicultural Association 
SATURDAY, FEE. 25 
SATURDAY, FEB. 25 
Terrace Light House and Aglow Int‘l of Canada 
sponsors a celebration of God’s presence with 
music, formal dress and a buffet dinner at the Best 
Western at 7 p.m. Special speaker Anne Klassen 
and worship leader Starlene Starlund. Tickets 
$15. Call 635-1935 for ticket info. 
MARCH 3,17 & 24 
The Terrace Legion Branch 13 is staging a four- 
night karaoke contest (remaining dates March 
3, 17 8. 24) with registrations at 730 p.m. and 
Competitions beginning at 8 p.m. each evening. 
Cash prizes for 1 st, 2nd and 3rd are on the line and 
will be awarded March 24. The best three out of 
four nightts will be used for judging so every night 
is important. All members and bona fide guests 
welcome to come out and watch or perform. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 4 
UNBC Terrace’s Northwest winter SDeaker series 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch ‘n Bitch, co-ed kniting 
circle every Thursday from 790-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1 :30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. To book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1 for 
Bab sName: 
Date & Time of B i r h  
Jan. 24,2006 at 435 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 11 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Rochelle 8, Anothony 
%by sister for EverrW 
Ella r shlynn Poole 
. 
Baby‘s Name: 
Philip Alexander IV Howard 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 3,2006 at 859 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Thelma & P. Chris 
Baby‘s Name: 
Thomas James John 
Date 8 Time of Birth: 
Feb. 4,2006 at 1 3 8  p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents Jennifer & Edwin 
Baby’s Name: 
Andrea Dat  & Denise Time of Villanueva B i r h
Jan. 25,2006 at 9: 14 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 3 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Adji & Dennis 
“Bcrby sister fer 
Kuya &i Diko“ 
,, Check out our site or cal 6387283 for advertising information 
Baby‘s Name: 
Sydney Rachel Nelson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 8, 2006 at 6:OO a.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 7 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Gail &Jeff 
Baby% Name: 
Precious Rayvin-Dawn 
Maureen Dennis 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 29,2005 at 1050 a.m. 
Weight: 2 Ibs. 5 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents LilaRose & Elmer Sr. 
“Baby sister for Waylin, 
Mednck, Georgia, Sonia, 
Shannon, H a d  & Elmer Jr.” 
resumes March 4 with Trudy Mothus and “The 
Adolescent Hero(ine): Teconstructing dults as 
Antiheroes.” On Thursday, April 13, Deanna Nyce 
presents “University learning 8. successes of 
regional delivery”. All talks start at 730 p.m. at the 
Terrace UNBC campus, 4741 Park Ave. Free and 
all welcome. 
Northern Health and the community care facilities 
licensing program invite licensed family and 
group childcare facilities staff, board members 
and childcare volunteers to meet the local 
licensing officer, Barbara Mahon and review basic 
licensing requirements. The Terrace Health Unit 
auditorium, Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 6-8 p.m. 
RSVP requested by calling or faxing the licensing 
program at 638-2507 or 638-2256 (fax). 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
registrations for pottery lessons at the new 
community pottery studio. Call Linda 635-1767. 
Cafenara is bringing back by popular demand its 
acoustic jams every second Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Upcoming dates are: March 7 & 21, April 4 & 18, 
May 2 & 16. 
The Terrace branch of the B.C. Schizophrenia 
Society sponsors a series of educational 
presentations on brain disorders. Feb. 15: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who is hallucinating; March 15: understanding and 
communicating with someone with mania; April 12: 
understanding and communicating with someone 
who has delusions. All presentations at 7:30 p.m. 
at the health unit auditorium at 3412 Kalum Street 
(use side door). Free and all welcome. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop, 
located at 4544 Lazelle Ave. (open 10-4 p.m. 
~- PSAS , “ - -  
( ~ ~ ~ ~ e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , @ ~ ~ w b ~ e . a t :  ieiihe.net 
Join us at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre! 
information. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens’ Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 730 p.m. 
Saturdays atithe education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Come 
network with other writers, share goals, markets 
and tips. Newcomers are welcome. Call Sarah at 
638-8899 for details. 
The Terrace Amnesty International Action Circle 
meets on the last Wednesday of every month at 
the Kiva Caf6 at 6 p.m. Anyone welcome. 
Support After Suicide support group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other’s 
stories and begin healing. Support is provided by 
people who have walked the same path. Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 7-830 
p.m. Call Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
The Kiva Caf6 hosts a staff potluck for NWCC 
students the last Sunday of every month from 6- 
9 p.m. Every month has a new theme. Free for 
students. Non-students can come with a dish. 
Call Karen at 638-6398 for information. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month from 
8-11 a.m. The centre’s general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
Baby‘s Name: 
Anika Michelle Baber 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 1,2006 at 9:05 a.m. 
Weight: E Ibs. 4 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Michelle 8, Mike 
“Baby sister for Reece” 
Baby‘s Name: 
Ciara lsobel Diaz Branco 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Feb. 2,2006 at 355 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 2 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Danielle &Joe 
“Baby sister for Jordan 
L? Macey“ 
FridayBaturday February 24,25,2006 
Elementary Band Retreat - New musicians are invited to 
participate in band clinics and attend and give concerts. 
Friday evening - Calendonia Band Concert 7:OG p.m. 
Saturday evening - Elementary Band Concert 7:OO p.m. 
Sunday February 26,206 
Tri Band Telethon - Listen to new musicians and support the 
students as they raise money for their annual band trip. 4:OO 
Saturday, March 4,2006 
Theatre Newfoundland Labrador- Tempting Providence Nurse 
Myra Bennet was @ne of the first outport nurses who became 
a legend for their skill. Known as “Florence Nightingale of 
the North, she travelled by foot, horse, dogsled, and boat 
along the 320 k rugged Northern peninsula. “Warmly human 
and unexpectedly compassionate.” Terrace Concert Society, 
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She made 
learning fun 
for everyone 
Dear Sir, 
I received my copy of the 
Terrace Standard this after- 
noon, and when I saw the 
front page, I burst into tears. 
Whenever I ani asked 
who my favourite teacher 
was in my years at school, 
I’ve never had to think 
twice. 
was Mrs. Douglas. She 
taught my Grade 2 class in 
1962-63 at Riverside El- 
enientary. 0 
Actually, that year 
shelwas challenged with 
both grades 2 and 4 in the 
same cl:issroom and 7 was 
able to teach all of us very 
well I thought. ‘’ I 
I always believed that 
I learned more because of 
her. 
(J She would both chal- 
There \vas no doubt i t ’  
1 
lenge and encourage you to 
do your best. 
0 If we struggled along the 
way, we knew she was there 
to help.’ 
She made learning fun. 
In later years, when I vis- 
ited Terrace and happened 
to drive by her little green 
house, I‘thought of her, not 
knowing whether she still 
lived there or not. 
Just last year my broth- 
er told me that she still re- 
membered me. 
Imagine, she ‘remem- 
bered me, one of hundreds 
of students she probably 
had through the years, and I 
was only in her class for one 
year. 
She will be greatly missed 
but always remembered 
by those who ever came to 
know, her, even f6r such a 
short period of time, such as 
myself. 
Jo-Anne Stainton 
Prince George, B.C. 
< 
“ You were 
right on, 
Vesta 
Dear Sir, 
I I was fortunate to have 
had Vesta’ Douglas as my 
Grade 1 teacher at Clar- 
ence Michiel Elementary, 
that was in 1964 ... just a few 
years ago. 
It saddened me to hear 
of her passing away but of 
course she was a most prac- 
tical teacher and woman so I 
do not doubt that she would 
poo-poo the idea of her actu- 
ally living forever, so must 
we all pass. 
I still use a phrase that I 
learned from her in that ear- 
ly school grade. 
Whenever she would 
catch one of us yawning, 
which I was used to doing 
after having spent many a 
nap time in Fndergarten 
with Mrs. Mitchell in the 
old Civic Centre, she would 
point at us and say “Eggs for 
breakfast.” 
It took me a few grades 
to get the drift that when one 
eats eggs at breakfast and 
one opens one’s mouth (in a 
yawdwhile passing on juicy 
first grade gossip/or what 
have you) well, you can 
see the spots of egg on your 
tongue as evidence. 
She also did not spare 
the rod, as my next strong 
Grade 1 memory was one of 
being a littie s..t and poking 
the rear of a boy in front of 
my desk with a sharp pencil 
as he stood up to answer a 
question. 
One stood up when talk- 
ing to a teacher then. 
He squawked more than a 
little bit and I got a firm and 
embarrassing smack on my 
behind. 
Needless to say, I did not 
do that again, and kept on 
not doing that sort of thing. 
Later in life, after I was 
married. my new wife Eliza- 
beth and I ran into Vesta 
Douglas and a friend of hers 
in the Maritime Museum in 
Vancouver. 
She was gracious and af- 
ter looking me over just a,bit 
remembered me from way 
back then. 
There are those that might 
say there will never be one 
like her again ... personally, I 
hold out the hope that there 
is already. 
You were right on Vesta, 
you really were. 
Grant Harris 
Smithers, B.C. 
There was no generation 
Christina Heslenfeld generation Prince George, B.C. 
N O  gap with Mrs. Douglas. 
gap for Vesta 
She will be 
Looking back at my missed ’ 
Dear Sir, 
childhood in Terrace, Vesta 
Douglas was always there. 
She had donated thou- 1 came to Terrace five 
sands to the music festival years after Vesta Douglas 
and fall fair, had given mov- had been honoured with the 
ing speeches and hours of title Freeman of Terrace and 
volunteer work at various long after her retirement 
functions. from her paid teaching ca- 
But Vesta also lived ev- reer. 
ery moment giving to and I first met her when she 
engaging with others. was the guest speaker at a 
I recall one day sitting at stpdent ceremony. 
Images by Karlene when I I was impressed with her 
was 14 or so. humour and her sharp wit as 
She had come in to the shegavesoundadvicetothe 
salon and due to the limited assembled young peopI<e. 
number of chairs, had to sit In spite of -the age dif- 
at opposite sides of the room ference, she was “with it,” 
as the friend who accompa- relating to,young people at 
nied her. their level. 
Her advice was sound 
niy chair so they could sit 
together, Vesta said “This is Her vision of the future 
why I love teenagers.” 
Dear Sir, 
When I offered her friend , 
andclear. 
was astute. 
She did not mince her 
words as she talked to stu- 
dents about their opportuni- 
ties and obligations in shap- 
ing their future. 
She received a standing 
ovation. 
Subsequently, I witnessed 
Vesta perform equally bril- 
liantly at other meetings and 
celebrations. 
Over the ensuing years, I 
met a number of her former 
students and teacher col- 
leagues who remembered 
Vesta as a supportive, kind 
role model, still educating. 
She always saw the best 
in each person she’inet and 
the best in each situation that 
presented itself. 
f 
She will be missed. 
Vesta was the kind of 
person who, if the eggs fell 
out of her shopping bag and 
smashed, would say “let‘s 
have omelets for dinner.” 
Art Erasmus 
retired educator turned 
school trustee 
Terrace, B.C. 
T 
The War Amps pavs tribute to . . -  
GnadaS 
Military 
Her ita ge 
To see a listin1 01 our Canadian Military 
Heriige documentaries, visii cur Web site at 
mw.waramps.ca or order a pamphlet 
hv callinn 1-800.250-3030. 
Guided meditation cd’s &healing ..&?$Z&& 
e:. 4. -J 
sound cd’s by renowned i?#:,+iq 
49 1 metaphysic musicians. 
... Come in anddiscoveryounehf I/ 
6; 
invest in the Local Economy 
Northwest Premium Meat Co-op is offering investment shares for 
the development of a co-op owned abattoir in the Smithers-Telkwa 
area-the investment you can nelp to grow every day. 
To receive an Offering Memorandum or further information please,, 
contact: 
Eugen Withver Harold Kerr Chris Yates 
Northwest Premium Meat Co-op 0 
Hankin Avenue, Box 278 Telkwa, BC VOJ 2x0 
846-51 38 846-5092 846-541 2 
THE ZOO6 CHRY5LER JEEP DOD6E VEHICLES ARE HERE 
Cash purchase PLUS or hase for 
t PER MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS WITH 
9.350 TRAM. DOWN ‘0 !XCURITY PAYMENT OEPOlilT. OR EQUIVALENT ,297 O/o PURCHASE FlNANCIN6m FOR 36 MONTHS *, PLUS FREISHT [ ‘1.050 I 
0 
2CbKB6 thrysler PT C r u i s e r  
.S 2.4L DOHC SMPl engine 5-Speed manual transmission 
AM/FM CD Stereo with 6 premium speakers 
Advanced multi-stage front airbags e Tilt steering 
Power driver & passenger 1-touch windows 
Rear window defroster Sentry KeyTm Engine Immobilizer 
Cash purchase PLUS 
Ol0 PURCHASE 
FINANCINSm FOR 0 36 MONTHS * PLUS FREISHT [*I .o~o 1 
B4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesdav, Februaw 22,2006 
You are invited to attend the social and dance 
Saturdayf February %%,2QOQ at 8:QQ porno 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
Dress i s  semi-formal 
For more information, call 635-5225 
N O R T H E R N  
S A V I N G S  
- “ C R E D I T  U N I O N  
TERRACE KINSMEN 
~ ‘,Mine swine 
ometimes you come across a proposal so 
vile and audacious you have to read it 
twice to convince yourself that you read 
it correctly the first time. So it was for me 
when I encountered the news that> Huckleberry 
Mines was applying to the BC government 
€or an amendment to its discharging permit. 
More of this, plea later, but first some background 
information to provide some context so that you 
may more fully appreciate its absurdity. 
Our forebears called the fluid, mercurial metal 
they obtained by the reduction of cinnabar quick- 
silver. We aptly call it mercury, after the fleet foot-, 
ed messenger god of Roman mythology. Scientists 
labelled it Hg, short for the Latin hydrzgymm, 
meaning watery silver. 
Mercury is magical stuff. You can float billiard 
balls in it. You can put it in a graduated cylinder 
and measure temperature changes with it. Dentists 
mixed it with other materials and packed hollowed 
out molars with it. They don’t do that anymore. 
Since the time when hatters went mad because 
they used it in the construction of their wares, 
mercury’s slippery toxicity has come to be better 
understood. 
Fuel your search engine with mercury, hit the 
return key and i t  won’t be long before you find the 
word “autism.” 
There are strong linkages between mercury and 
autism, as was discovered by medical researchers 
desperate to find the reason why, in this land of 
wealth and opporhmity, approximately one child 
in 150 is afflicted with some form of this insidious 
neurodevelopmental disorder that manifests itself 
in markedly abnormal social interaction, difficulty 
in communicating and strange patterns of behav- 
iour. 
It turns out that kids get mercury in utero from 
mothers who’ve absorbed it from an industrial 
waste-tainted environment andor are leaking it 
from mercury-based amalgam in their teeth. 
It’s also been discovered that ,thimersol, a formi 
of mercury that is many times more toxic than 
mercury itself, is used in the manufacture of vac- 
cines which well-meaning nurses have been inject- 
ing into infants for quite some time. 
Eating mercury-tainted fish is another way to 
build up your mercury supply. 
It works this way: once it enters an aquatic en- 
vironment, mercury is converted to organic meth- 
ylmercury and is taken up into the food chain and 
ultimately into fish. Methylmercury is a known 
neurotoxin and when consumed by pregnant wom- 
en it readily crosses the placenta and targets the 
developing fetal brain. 
It transpires that mercury is so efficiently accu- 
mulated in the aquatic food web that fish at the top 
of the food chain may have levels of mercury in 
their muscle tissue that are one million times high- 
er than the mercury concentration in the water. 
Because of this extreme bioaccumulation, it 
takes very little mercury to contaminate a water 
way and its fish. 
It’s abundantly clear that all of us - particularly 
pregnant women - should endeavour to decrease 
our mercury consumption as well as work assidu- 
ously for decreased mercury pollution. Especially 
since we now know that mercury never disappears 
in the environment, ensuring that contamination 
today will remain a problem forever. 
So, what are the men at Imperial Metals, the 
owner of Huckleberry Nines, applying for? Just a 
permit to dump five million cubic metres of waste 
from their tailings pond into Tahtsa Lake per year 
- the equivalent of 114 railcar loads per day. 
For those of you unfamiliar with it, Tahtsa 
Lake is part of the Nechako Reservoir, which is 
the headwaters of the Upper Nechako River, the 
largest tributary of the Fraser River. 
Through a network of lakes and hydroelectric 
tunnels, Tahtsa Lake is connected1 to both Fraser 
River and Kemano River. 
Chief Leween of the Cheslatta Carrier Nation, 
whose teintorial land encompasses the Huckleber- 
ry Mine and Tahtsa Lake, calls the effluent “Huck- 
leberry soup,” a deadly broth made of copper, mer- 
cury, zinc, and other harmful chemicals. 
The application to amend the permit to allow 
discharge into Tahtsa Lake was unanimously op- 
posed by the Regional District of Bulkley-Necha- 
ko at their Jan. 12 meeting. 
According to a Lakes District News poll among 
local residents, 100 per cent of the interviewees 
were against the application. 
Jobs should never take precedence over the en- 
vironment. In this case jobs are hardly an issue as 
the mine is slated to be closed in 2007. 
It remains to be seen if Campbell’s Libs will 
refuse the application or do the fishy thing and ac- 
cede to the wishes of a company that just happened 
to have donated 16 grand to them. 
I 
CHLOEALLISON cheers for her dad, and River Ki‘ngs foryard, #9 Darcy Allison during the River Kings final playoff game against Smithers 
at the Terrace Arena Feb. 12. The Kings downed the St,eelheads 3-2 to take their second game in the best-of-three series and advance to 
the Kal Tire Cup against arch rival Kitimat to determine the CIHL champs before moving on to the Coy Cup in March to compete against the 
province’s best teams for the title of Senior AA Men’s League champions. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
0 
?-Kings how fearless 
THE RIVER Kings skate into their second, and 
if necessary third, Kal Tire Cup game against 
Kitimat this weekend, readying themselves for the 
upcoming Coy Cup after ending their sophomore 
CIHL season in second place and advancing after 
eliminating their competition. 
Terrace smacked Houston 6-4 and then settled 
for a five-all tie to end the regular season. 
Coach Trevor Hendry praised his players, say- 
ing the team needed the points. 
“Taking three out of four points is good. Hous- 
ton only had one loss coming into this series,” he 
said, adding that the River Kings can go away 
knowing they can beat any team. 
After dropping the Steelheads 7-5 in the first 
playoff game in Smithers, where Nate McNama- 
ra scored his first goal, the River Kings returned 
home to disappoint their fans with a 6-2 loss. 
The squad rallied and returned to battle to a 3- 
2 victory to advance to the championship game in 
the CIHL - the Kal Tire Cup - against Kitimat. 
Coach Trevor Hendry said the team fought 
back because they had no choice. 
“It was do-or-die today,” he said. “I couldn’t 
be more proud of the guys.” 
The team had lost several players to injuries 
and the remaining squad stuck to the “system” 
they had planned. 
“Darcy (Allison), Mario (Desjardins) and Troy 
Butler stepped up,” he said. “Brad (Norwood) did 
unbelievably great. He covered thz net well.” 
Norwood, who replaced Burny Carlsen in 
the second game after Smithers went ahead 5-1, 
saved multiple Smithers’ shots in the third game, 
and came off the ice completely relaxed. 
The former Terrace bantam and inidgel rep 
netminde; said he never gets nehous and that 
they’re “just fun games.” 
“I’ve done it a million times,” he said. 
Hendry is confident that Terrace will win and 
“They should be worried about us,” he said. 
The River Kings will face the Ice Demons, Fort 
St. John and either Coquitlam or a north Vancouver 
Island team at the Coy Cup in Kitimat March 7 to 11. 
, 
warns the other teams to be ready. 
Bantam. reps outplay, outshoot foes 
THE BANTAM reps netted a 4- The bahtams wallopped the Cory Hubbard scored one each. to score. 
3-4 record in several challenging 
recent tourneys. Leblond came up with two saw our local boys, and girl, tie the playing well in the net. 
The bantams split three games goals, Turner scored one along visitors 6-6 then slam them 7-4. The team’s secon 
in Vanderhoof for a third place fin- with Joey Cormano and Will Fish- Lee Muir, Joey Cormano and with Prince Rupert, this time play- 
ish against teams they met for the er. Chapen Leblond scored three each ing in the coastal city, proved to 
first time this season. ’ Then the squad lost 4-1 on overtheweekend. be a challenge thankslto the host’s 
Prince Rupert was a good little ’power play goals to Vanderhoofs CeasarKenyon, Will Fisherdd goalie. 
teani with a good goalie and the A teani, probably one of the stron- Corbin Legros netted two each, Terrace outshot Rupert 42 to 15 
players weren’t as big as feared, gest A teams in the province, Ben Reinbolt scored one goal. 
said coach John Amos. Amos said. Scott Simpson had four assists. Joey Cormano managed to get 
Their game finished in a five: Simpson netted the team’s lone Reid Turner and Colby Ames had 
all tie, a fantastic comeback after goal on an assist from Leblond. one assist each. , In the second game, Terrace 
Rupert was up 4-2 after the second The Bantams travelled to a Kiti- The team outplayed and outshot 
period. mat tourney and came away with a Prince Rupert in theis first meet- Reid Turner scored two and Lee 
Reid Turner scored two. Chap- 1-2-1 record Jan. 20. > ing, but Rupert netminder Jordan Muir, Corey Hubbard and Joey 
en Leblond netted one and Ben They blasted Burns Lake 8-0, Vanderwiel played very well and Cormano scored one each. 
Reinbolt and Scott Simpson scored tied Prince Rupert 4,4 and lost 5-3 kept his squad in the game, said Amos said the team was missing 
one each. to Whitehorse and 6-4 to Kitimat. coach John Amos. two of its big defencemen, Colton 
Garrett Muir stood on his head The weekend’s top scorers in- “On Saturday we figured how to Dunsmore and Kevin Haworth. ’ 
in net in the third pcriod, making cluded Reid Turner with seven score on him and outplayed them Dunsmore suffered a broken 
some big saves. goals and Chapen Leblond with in the third period,’’ he said. wrist earlier in the season and 
“Another five minutes and we’ six. Prince Rupert had a shorter Haworth was suspended after re- 
would’ve won. We didn’t lose, we Scott Simpson and Joey Corma- bench and tired in the third period, ’ taliating’ against a Rupert player 
just ran out of time,” Amos said. no netted two each. Will Fisher and giving the bantams several chances who hit him in their last meeting. 
Williams Lake AAA team 5-2. The Prince Rupert series Jan. 27 Amos credits Garrett’ 
but had to settle for a 1-1 tie. 
one in for the team’s lone goal. 
blasted Rupert 5-2. 
Basketball girls slam‘their opponents 
Thornhill, Skeeha and Nisga’a players rule the courts at home and away 
SKEENA AND THORNHILL Junior girls basketball have 
treated fans to a series of bam burners this season. 
In Jan. 20 play, the Smithers A team slipped past the 
Skeena Grade 10s 39-3 1. The Skeena Grade 9s crushed the 
Smithers B team 51-23. Houston‘s #2 team beat Skeena’s B 
team 35-33. The Skeena Grade 10s fell to Prince Rupert’s 
second team 43-29. 
Audrey MacKay, Skeena athletic director, said the games 
were “barn burners.” She said in the past, Prince Rupert 
teams dominated but this year the teams are closer in ability 
and more competitive. 
In Grade 8 girls action, Skeena dropped Thornhill 30- 
18. Thomhill’s junior girls squeaked out a 28-27 win over 
Mount Elizabeth, lost to Hazelton 37-18 then rebounded to 
trounce Smithers B team 41-15. 
On Jan. 30, Thornhill Grade 8 girls scored a win and 
a loss to visiting teams&#&nhill fell @&ount Elizabeth 
42-28 then came back to beat Hazelton 25-21. The Nisga’a 
team levelled Prince Rupert Secondary 52-34. 
Thomhill Grade 8 girls travelled to Smithers for two 
wins and one loss Feb. 4. Thomhill beat Houston 36-33 and THE SKEENA Grade 9 girls listen to some coaching advice during their game against 
Hazelton 45-43 and droppec$?game 54-23 to Nisga’a. . .C+.&u? the Thornhill Grade 9 girls at Thornhill Junior Secondary Feb 4. The teams battled for 
every point and Thornhill won 33-29 in overtime. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
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GENTLEMAN IN his 60's is 
looking for a good honest worn- 
an that knows what she wants. 
service. Great prices. Excellent 
selection. Fast, friendly, dis- 
COM for your next adventure. 
www.bcandalbertabedand- ' 
breakfast.com has over 500 
BBB's online! Call Robyn at 1- 
800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
SKI 8 STAY at SUN PEAKS AE- 
SORT1 Vacation rentals of new Con- 
dos & Chalets, 1-4 bedrooms. Full 
kitchens, f/p, hot tubs, slope-side 
locations. 1-800-81 1-4588 www. 
Dea Motres'Yoga Ceria*.e 
New miniset starting ' Fob. 27* 
NEW STUDENTS WELCOME 
Relax, Energize, Relieve Tension 8 Stress 
1st CLASS FREE 
- 
Phone: (250) 635-3336 
121,4506 Lakelse Ave., 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 
I 
.IT'§ I N F O R M A T I V E  
IT'S FUN 
.IT'S FREE 
TerraceTotem Ford is pleased to present another Car 
Smart Seminar.The seminars are designed to give women 
the relevant information they need to make informed automotive decisions. 
The seminar wil l include: 
How to Change aTire 
Fluid checks 
Explore the many a r k s  under the hood and undercarriage of the vehicle 
The seminars are fun, interactive, informative, and it's FBJE.There wil l be 
refreshments, door prizes. The number of participants is limited; therefore 
women are required to pre-register. DON'T DELAY CALL NOW. 
Oi l  & Filter information 
Brake Inspection 
Date: Tuesday, March 7th, 2006 
Time: 7-9:OOpm 
(registration at 6:3011rnl 
errace 
Penfecostal 
Assern bly 
'' phone 635-2434 
351 1 Ebv Street 
t All family Sunday School 930am Sunday Morning Service 10:30 am Sunday Evening Service 630pm 
ax 635-5212 
%G'2Y9 
LIVING S$ONES CHURCH 
Sunday Morning Service 10 a.m. 
Evening Prayer Service 630 p.m. 
3302 Sparks St. 
-' ' t t4TERt. (ATIQNAL 
, 
PO BOX 1 142 PH: 250-635-8830 
Terrace, B.C. 250-61 5-6063 
V8G 5P7 ernail: Iivinastones8monarch.net 
TPA Youth Online: www.fym.is.drear;l'ing.org 
P lace:-Te-rrace Totem Ford- 
Y I n  
I MacKav's Funeral Service Ltd. 
ZlQN BAPTIST CHURCH 
Sparks at Keith Avenue 
"God Loves You, And So Do We" 
PASTOR: MARK ASSELSTINE 
Terrace Church Of God, 
3341 River Drive, Thornhill, Be 
250-638- 1 56 1 
Pastor: Arnold Miller 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1x7 
hmd srvda Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
kooddbn 24 hour pager 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
The Rev'd. C. Douglas Campbell, Rector 
Church Phone: 635- 9019 
Wednesday: r : O O  pm. Holy ducharist 
Rectory: 638-7948 
nday: 1O:OO am. I-lol Eucharist. Sunda 1 School, Nurse Su  
Check out this 
Classic Vintage 
1945 Model 
Only one prduted February 25. 
Regularly maintained, 
61 years on original bM, 
many more miles left. Very little rust, 
hd o few wrinkles on the body. 
Wil blow a gasket if overheated. 
Rear end needs a new muffler M the 
old one is becoming louder with age. 
Comes with spare tire and 
soft spll rear seat. 
Xapp? Diri&Iay 
Eooe from pour 
TERRACE ALLIANCE CHURCH 
to know CIzrist arul make him knowndogether 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7727 
Christ Lutheran Church 
3229 Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. 635-5520 
W Q W S H I P  SERVICE XI a.m. 
WORSHIP SElXVICE 3 -.me 
weekendservices for a// uues 2nd 4th Sundays ' Stanley Lewis Smith- 
1916 - 2006 
Stan Smith passed away January 24, 
Predeceased by his brothers Thomas, 
Robert, Jim, Gilbert, Allen, Harold K.C. and 
Frederick, and by his loving wife Georgina, 
November 16, 2000. 
He i s  survived by sons Lewis (Betsey) and 
Brian (Mary) and daughter Joyce (Lorne) 
Gulliford; by grandsons Kevin (Tamara), 
Kyle, Scott (Kaza) Smith, Wayne Gulliford 
and granddaughter Dawn Gulliford; 4 
great-grandchildren and several nieces and 
Born in Glasgow, Quebec, Stan saw 
active duty in W.W. II. He moved his famil 
to Terrace in 1946 where he worked wit 
his brother Harold, then in partnership with 
the Julseth brothers (Terrace Transfer). The 
, family moved to Kamloops in 1953. He 
' 
retired from the Royal Bank in 1980. 
A memorial service was held January 30 in 
the Kamloops Funeral Home Chapel. 
, Tearase EvangeDical 
Free Church 
4640 Park Ave. 
Ph: 635-51 15, Email: tefcQtelus.net 
Sunday Morning Worship: 1 O:3O a.m. 
SACRED IXEAB'X' 
CATXKOLIC PAEtISBI 
4840 Straume Ave., Terrace, BC 
635-23 1 3 (fax] 635-5873 
Pastor: Father 'berry Brock 
9 pounger si&! f 
DOGSLED TEAM would love 
your freezer burnt meat. 250- 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (8p6) 
GOURMET HOUSE restaurant 
is looking for experienced full/ 
part time waitresses. Drop re- 
sumes off at: 4554 Greig Ave., 
Teyace. No phone calls please. 
VP3) 
638-01 50 (5~3)  HE. UNDERGROUND 
centre with a pool table, foos 
xes, internet, e@ ... forstudents in grades 7-12. .. from ZOO-1 1:OO p.m. on F 
nce.located on north side of bu 
"Now you together are Christ's body; but each of 
you is a different part of It." I 
1 
. .  -. -,- . 7 
/i 
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VANCOUVER TICKET 
Located in the"Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts and Sports.,, Sea- 
hawks Superbowl, Canucks, 
Brooks & Dunn, Aerosmith, 
Korn, Queen & Paul Rogers, 
Russell Peters. Hotel accom 
/I SERVICE 
c 
PETER'S BROS, PAMWG LTP. has positions open for: 
1. Construction Superintendent 
2. Experienced Paving Personnel 
3. Truck Drivers 
4. Crushing Personnel 
Above average pay packa e, excellent bonus program, 
necessary. Phone enquiries are welcome. Please call us a1 
(250) 492-2626 or faxnresumes to (250) 493-4464. 
71 6 Okanagan Avenue, East 
Penticton, B.C. 
V2A 3K6 
above average benefit and fl RSP program. Relocation no1 
avail. 1-800-920-0887. 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct! 
8 8 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sa/ft 
You enjoy working wi th  people and are dedicated 
to top quality service. You are a self-starter with 
good communication skills, computer knowledge, 
and experience in furniture sales will be an asset. unfin or pre fin Fir .... &.99sq/ 
1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
1 .  
fin, many choices.$l.99sq/ft 
, Oak. Made. Ash el 
P/euse apply in person with resume: 
Attention: Manager 'I 0 4501 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace TOTEM FURNITURE APPLIANCES neered .................... ... $2.99~1 TONS MORE! 1 -800-631 -3342 ' SPEEDY CASH has an immediate opening for 
an exceptional part-time 
at our Terrace office. 
Interested candidates should personally submit 
their resumes and cover letters to: 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
On behalf of the girls Sandra, 
Sheila, Sharon and myself, I 
would like to sincerely thank r~ 
the management and staff of 
Janitors Warehouse, Northern 
Motor Inn, Furwest Bus Lines, 
The Alley Cats and friends for 
LADIES SNOWBOARD BOI 
Airwalk. Size 6. Like new. $2 
250-638-801 5 (8p3) 
D SPEEBY CASM 
'1 
HOUSE OF REPAWE P PAY DAY AD VAN C ES 
#103-4660 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Babine Forest Products Company, a joint venture between 
West Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native Developmenl B Corpora tion, has a challenging opportunity for an 
innovative and highly motivated individual as a 
has an opening for a 
MAKE S7,OOO.OO 
OVER & OVER. 
NO SELLING, no cold calls, 
MLM, ongoing training, auton 
ed system. www.advantage1 
ferences.com/manna 1-8 
297-8032 
This is  a fast paced environment a n d  requires 
an individual who can remain cool and 
organized under varying situations. . 
The correct individual will b e  required to: 
Schedule service calls 
Order, receive,,stock and sell parts 
Solve problems and technical issues with 
customers in person and on the pho 
Handle warranty claims and enquiri 
Apply in person with resume to: 
Webb House of Repairs 
4637 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
We are leeking highly motivated Journeyman Millwright(s) (BC 
andlor Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
knowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high qualitysewice and support to help our 
operations group meet our safety, production and quality goals 
within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
Ideally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
They will have demonstrated their abilities to, apply their trade 
skills and knowledge effectively. 
Above average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
skills are required. Good leadership skills and working within a 
computerized maintenance system are assets. 
Our Millwrights work days: afternoons and graveyards. Rate o 
pay is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
Qualified applicants should forward their resumes to the 
Human Resources, Babine Forest Products Company, 
P.O. Box 4000. Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO or fax it to 
(250) 692-4595 or email to: Earen.olson@westfrarer.com 
prior to March 15,2006. 
I We thank all candidates for their interest however, o n 4  those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
NEW FRANKLIN pellet stove. 
Heats up to 2,000 sq. ft. hc- 
cessories and 30' of chimney. 
$2,000. White washer and dryer 
$350.250-635-4730 OD31 * 
' ,  
Farm Auction Sale. Twin Riv- 
ers Ranch, 5829 Horsefly Lake 
Road, Horsefly, BC February 
25,2006 11 :OOam. Phone 250- 
620-341 9 or 250-296-9065. 
Watch for signs. To include: 
Restored Antique 191 4 McClary 
Wood Cookstove, Household, 
Farm Equipment, Travel Trailer 
and Utility Trailer, Poultry Equip- 
ment, many misc items, Hay 
and Tools. To preview: Friday 
Feb. 24 starting at noon, also 
morning of sale, Saturday, Feb. 
25. 
CONSIGNMENT AUCTlON 
featuring the Joe Nouch estate 
sale, plus farm equipment & 
misc. consignments. Saturday 
April 29, 2006 10 a.m., 8794 
Nouch Frontage Rd. H.wy 16 
and Nouch Rd., 9 kms west of 
Smithers. Complete line of tools 
and supplies from Joe'sfabricat- 
ing business. For a complete list- . 
ing call 250-847-1588 or check 
out the website www.7mhorse- 
sale.com (click on Nouch Es- 
tate). Consign your items today 
for presale advertising. Consign- 
ments accepted on site April 27 
& 28th. Sale managed by Char- 
lie McClary auction and Real Es- 
tate Services. Office 250-847- 
1588 Cell 250-877-1 770 (8p3) 
MIKES AUCTION Ltd. is having 
auctions on May 13,2006. Farm 
sale at MiLo Ranch on Cheslat- 
ta Road, Southside of Francois 
Lake. Tractors, farm equipment, 
saddles and rack, chicken, 
ducks and geese, and June 3, 
2006: furniture and antique sale 
at Grassy Plains Hall, southside 
of Francois Lake. Consigments 
welcome at both sales. Call 
Mike or Ella @ 250-694-3497. E- 
mail: mikes1 00t3telus.net. Visit 
our new website mikesauction. 
homestead.com. (7p3) 
- 
SCHEDULER II 
,Casual, Terrace, BC 
Under the general supervision of the Home Support Coordinator, you wi 
provide direction to Community Health Workers and other staff, as well a 
responding and reporting any inquiries and complaints related to the deliver 
of home support services. You will also prepare and adjust schedules i 
accordance with care plans and applicable collective agreements for th 
Health Service Delivery Area or portions as assigned. 
Qualifications 
Grade 12 with a relevant post secondary certification in office administratior 
You will haw proficient computer and key boarding skills; typing 50 wpn 
working knowledge of IBM computer systems, preferably Microsoft Office an 
scheduling systems. You will also have one year experience and a backgroun 
in health care, or an equivalent combination of education and,experience. 
Hours of Work: As required 
Wage Rate: 
Closing Date: March 3,2006 
Please forward resumes to: 0 
Doreen Cyr - HR Assistant 
3412 Kalum Street 
Terrace. BC V8G 4T2 
81 7.27 - 8 18.81lhr 
CASUAL/AUXILIARY OPERATORS 
Billabong Road & Bridge Maintenance, Terrace 
Operations, is now accepting applications for 
casual/auxiiiary operators. 
The minimum driver classification required i s  a clean 
class 1 with air. 
Applicants must have a current level 1 First Ai 
and WHMIS. Drivers abstract to be supplied with 
resume. Must be construction oriented. 
Application forms can be picked up 
Administration Office located at: 
5720Highway 16 West 
Phone: (250) 638: 7 88 7 Fax: '(250) 638-8409 
Affention: Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
- .le;ra&j; 6.C. V8G24C3 ,I - I " ,  . ~ ~ ,- 
Gitxsan Child & Family 
Services Society 
Specialized Child, Youth and 
Family Services Worker Fax: (250) 615-4831 
E-mail:TerraceHRQnorthernhealth.ca northern healtt 
We thank all applicants, however; onb those short-listed will be contacted. The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society i s  seeking a person (on a contract basis) to provide specialized services to Gitxsan 
children and families in' six Gitxsan communities. This position 
will be on an as required basis. 
Under the Supervision of the GCFSS Team Leader, the worker 
wi l l  work with GCFSS Social Workers to provide one-on-one 
specialized services to children andor families to meet the 
sbjectives of plans that are developed, based on the individual 
needs of the clients. - .  
The successful applicant will have specialized ski l ls and experience 
n the following areas: 
Life Skills coaching 
Parenting Support 
Grief and Loss 
rhis i s  a sample of specialted skill areas only and i s  not a complete 
isting. Other Professional, human and social services, cultural and 
spiritual skill areas are required. 
Qualifications 
1 A minimum Certification in a human and social services 
program. 
* A minimum two years proven experience in Human Services or 
related social services field of work. 
1 Must be knowledgeable of and have experience in aspects of 
community development, Gitxsan social systems and caregivers 
issues. 
1 Must meet strict Criminal Records and Review guidelines. 
1 Must have a valid B.C. Driver's Licence, clear Driver's abstract 
s Must meet confidentiality requirements. 
'ursuant to Section 41 of the B.C. Human Rights code, preference 
nay be given to applicants of Aboriginal ancestry. 
f interested in this contract position, please submit a copy of your 
rsunie, a current and clean Criminal Records Check, current and 
:lear Driver's abstract and three references (one of which must be 
he last contract or employment position held) to: 
Acting Team Leader 
Gitxsan Child & Family Sedices Society 
P.O. Box 333, Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
Telephone 250-842-2258 Fax 250-842-2481 
Sexual Abuse Counselling 
Drug and Alcohol Abuse support 
Suicide Prevention 
and a reliable vehicle. 
leadline for applications to be received is  400 p.m. on Friday, 
i&uarv . 24.2006. 
has an immediate owning for a , 
COMPTROLLER 
REPORTING TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE 
COMPTROLLER WILL BE1 RESPONSIBLE FOR: 
Providing Financial Management information to Chief and 
Council and Administration; 
Financial Planning and forecasting, including cash 
projections and budgets; 
Supervision of the finance department including payroll, 
accounts payable, accounts receivable, and general 
accounting functions; 
Working with Program Managers to meet funding 
organizations, reporting needs and ensuring compliance 
with agreements; 
Co-ordinating preparatjon for the annual financial audit; 
Preparing, analyzing and explaining 'financial and 
management reports; 
Ensuring accuracy and compliance to accounting 
standards, procedures and internal control; 
Developing and maintaining cost findings and reporting: 
Recommending and implementing improvements to 
accounting systems and management practices; 
Assisting Executive Director and Chief and Council 
with the interpretation of financial statements, making 
recommendations to address areas of surplus or deficits; 
Other related duties as required by the Executive Director. 
CMNCNCGA designation or equivalent; 
Experience working with First Nations financial 
Experience with Excel, Word and accounting software 
Must possess a valid BC Drivers' license; 
Must be willing and able to pass a crimirtal record check. 
Salary is negotiable based on education, experience and 
references. 
Interested individuals should submit a cover letter, names 
of three references and the express permission for KVC 
to contact these references, as well as your resume to: 
Lynn Gould, Human Resources Officer 
Kitarnaat Village Council, Haisla PO Box 1 101 
Kitamaat Village, BC VOT 250 
Phone (250) 639-9361 
Email: humanresources@uniserve.com 
No later than 4 p.m., Friday, Marcti 3, 2006. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, 
only those short-listed will be contacted. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
administration an asset; 
- Xyntax and Accpac an asset; 
Fax: (250) 632-2840 
I 
Superior 
-. 
Bulk Drivers 
FORT ST. JOHN AND FORT NELSON 
1 
As a Bulk Driver you will be responsible to safely deliver, load and unload 
propane into bulk truck and end user containers. You will also be 
responsible for daily truck reports and inspection. You must be 
experienced and have a clean Class 3 license. If you are interested please 
apply to Mike Gray, Market Manager, by fax (250) 785-7485 or e-mail 
graym@superiorpropane.com 
These are union positions. The wage scale is $20.25 to sert and aher six 
months the wage is $23.45. After 3 months you will receive Medical and , 
Dental Benefits. Uniforms and boots will be supplied by Superior Propane. 
CranePicker Operator 
FORT ST.JOHN 1 0 
Reporting to the Regional Service Manager, you will be responsible for 
setting, installing and removing tanks from oil leases. Specific duties will 
also include equipment repairs. You have a clean class 3 driver's license 
with air endorsement and must have experience operating d pickerlcrane 
truck. You have good knowledge of the oil field and you must be detail 
oriented. You are in good physical condition, with the ability to safely lift 
heavy equipment. A valid gasfitter's license would be a strong asset. If you 
are interested please apply to Rhea1 Gousseau, Senrice Manager, by fax 
1-800-660-4622 or e-mail goussearqsuperiorpropane.com. 
This is a union posibon. The wage scale is $20.25 to start and aHer six 
months the wage is $23.45. After 3 months you will receive Medical and 
Dental Benefits. Uniforms and boots will be supplied by Superior Propane. 
~.superjorpropane.com 
AUCTPON 
SANRDAY FEB. 2!jlH @ 10 AM 
PRfVIEw:' FEB 24TH - 1-7PM 
3031 KOFOED,TERRACE, B.C. 
FURNIRIRE Sofas & Matching Chair 
QS Bed/hame/Dresser, Maytag Disl 
Washer, Stereo Equipment, Refrigerator 
Poang, Antique Wringer Washer, 
Drill Press, 5000 Wat Generator, Tablr 
Saws, Belt Sander, Hyd. Pipe Bender 
Router & Table, Battery Charger, Stih 
Weed Eater, Barricade Lights, EG 
Snow Blower, Lawnmowers, Golf Clubs, 
limited Edition Prints, Oil Paintings, 
Figurines, Organ, Swords, Foosball Game, 
Antique Banjo, Antique Bahy Stroller; 
Leather Bound Mirrors, New Adult & 
Children's T-Shirts, Collectables, 
PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE ... 
(Subject to additions and deletions) 
Tolkolndustries Ltd. isaforestproductscompanywith marketing,reswrce 
management and manufacturing operationsthroughwtWestem Canada. 
W e a r e c u r r e n t l y s e e W n g a M a i n ~ ~ S j ~ n ~ r  
progressive team at Tolko's Nicola Division, located In Msnm, BC. 
The Community 
The community of Merritt boasts a population of approximately 15,000 
including the neighboring area. Since the completion of the Coqulhalla 
highway system, the community's economy has grown and diversified, 
with the growth of tourism, recreation, transportation and new 
entrepreneurial talent. Residents are attracted by the lifestyle, reasonable 
housing costs, amenities and community potential. For country music 
enthusiasts, our community offers the world famous Merritt Mountain 
Music Festival! , 
Tire Opportunity 
In keeping with safety, quality, and loss prevention standards, the 
Maintenance SupewisorP/annefis responsible for the development 
and adherence to corrective, preventive and predictive maintenance 
processes, which will ensure maximum operating efficiencies for the 
mill.& well,the incumbentis responsibleforsetting upand maintaining 
a computer maintenance management program for the maintenance 
department and provides leadership in the execution of the functions 
of the computerized maintenance system. 
The candidate will possess certification as a Millwright and have 
experience working with Computerized maintenancesystems. Extensive 
supervisory experience working in an industrial production environment 
along with excellent communication, p~anningandorganizatiMlalskillsare 
required in orderto besuccessful in this position. Demonsbated working 
knowledge of lumber and manufacturing processes and experience 
maintaining large industrial machinery are required. 
All applications will be handled in confidence and should be forwarded 
by February 28,2lW quoting posting # 06-031 to: 
Ph. 6359452 Fax 635-4000 
www.marionauctions.com 
'THE BEST PUCE IN TOWN TO SHOP IS AT THE 
- STYROFOAM INSUIATION 
- 2'x4'x2.5" 6  NEW WINDOWS R12.5 $5.00 each. I Join a Winning Team! I 
7322 surrevnewandused.com I hours, great earnings, opportunities, Chilli& location: 604-792- $75 each. Highly sociable work environment. Flexible 1 - R 7 7 - K 7 l l - R 7 1 1  
9 Y . ,  V.  Y Y. YY. 
I training & development programs. I 
NW COMPUTER Recycling & 
Service. Sales of refurbished 
computers. Sales of used com- 
puter parts. Servicing of com- 
puters. David @ 250-615-0414 
CONSIGN YOUR 7 RV, Truck, 
boat, trailer, cars, etc. At your 
Consignment Co. Visit our web- 
site: www.unitedconcPnt?: ca 
I Alpenhorn Ristro & Bar 1261 Main Street, Box 3688, Smithers BC VOJ 2NO ' 1997 BEACHCOMBER hot tub, seats 6-7 adults, includes COV- er, cover lifter, immaculate con- 847-5366 
www.alpen hornbistro.com dition. $2,500 250-842-5705 j5p5) I 
Excavator Operator Training Heavy Duty Mechanic/ShoP 
Programs. 4, 5, and 6 week Foreman required for a busy 
programs. Advanced class logging truck shop. Must have 
One Driver Training. Jobs Wait- the ability to manage employees 
ing Now. Taylor Pro Training ' and have 5+ Years experience. 
Ltd. 250-860-7624. Toll free 1- Excellent wage and benefits 
877-860-7624. package available. Fax resume 
to: (250)747-1900 Quesnel, BC. 
MacCarthym 
MakCarthy Molars ( Terrace ) Ltd. m I Unique opportunity to own and operate 2006 Pete with zero down. You must ha' a minimum ONE YEAR flat de& highw, experience able and willing to r i  CANADA I USA and possess go( 
references. 
is recruiting a MacCurthy GM is seeking Q pdkssiond 
SALES CONSULTANT 
We invest thousands in training to make you successful. 
Training: We have on going training 
Management: We have the best management 
team in the country to assist YOU. 
Compensation: Commission, bonuses, spik 
Benefits: medical,"dental, retirement and MORE! 
At MacCarthy GM we've established a 28 year reputation of 
honesty, integrity and outstanding customer service - before and 
after the sale. With the hottest products on the market ond as the 
fastest growing dealership in our r 7 ion, we're adding o sales 
professional to help expand our mar et penetration and to help - our extremely loyal customer base., 
If you're currently a professional in sales, with a solid repeat 
and referral business, appl toda ! If you don't feel you're paid 
for someone who isn t working for you, send any sales history 
with iob history for the post bo years to: 
or treated as well os you s i3 ould e and you're tired of working 
Steve Nickolls MacCarfhy GM > ,  
5004 Hwy, 16 Fax West 25063569 Terrace, 15 B.C. V8G 5S5 
Email: steve-nickolls@yahoo.com 
All replies are strictly confidential (no calls please) 
City,of Terrace , t;;dl TERRACE CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
in each of the Interior, Northern, Fraser 
Valley,,Vancouver Coastal and Vancouver 
Island regions. 
~ The Facilitators will provide support to 
communities wanting to integrate the 
Healthy Communities approach into 
their everyday thinking and practice. 
The positions are oneyear renewable 
contracts. 
Application letter and resume must be 
received by February 24th 2006. 
See the UBCM website fo etails: http:// 
viww.civicnet.bc,ca (under Links/Job 
Qpportu ni ties) , or con tact bchc@civicnet. 
bc.ca for more information. 
$ 
Well established 1 
vacuum truck business 
for sale 30+ years 
same ownership. 
Three tandem trucks, 
one sin,gle axel. 
The City of Terrace invites expressions of interest from 
qualified consultants to pcovide ongoing consulting 
services in support of Council's strategic obiectives. 
These objectives relate to: 
Regional Health issues 
Re ional affairs 
" 
Community image 
Asia Pacific opportunities 
Airport lands develo ment 
In c f  ustrial and commerciul growth 
Intergovernmental re P ationships 
Qualified consultants will have extensive local 
experience in dealing with various levels of government 
including Federal, Provincial, Municipal, and  First 
Nations, and have a proven track record of successful 
intergovernmental initiatives. 
The deadline for submissions is 4:OO p.m., Tuesday, 
February 28, 2006. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Call Doug (evenings) at 
256-6384439 
BE COACHED to wealth for 
FREE1 Multiple sources of in- 
come. Serious entrepreneurs 
only, No joke. Call 250-951- 
2523. 
PIZZA CONCESSION Trailer 
$9,500 (250)961-8808 WWW. 
angelfire.corn/ok5/dream 
food Includes all equipment. 
FREE PUBLISHING GUIDE. 
Have you written a book? Pub- 
lish your book in weeks and 
have it available for sale world- 
wide. 1-888-232-4444 Ext. 
-
time LOCAL chambermaid. MOTEL now May hiring include, part:. 
otherduties. Do not apply if look-' 
ing for full time work. Drop od 
resume after 3 p.m. Wild Ducy 
Motel & RV Park. 4405 Hwy 16 
w. (8p3) 1 
RIVERSIDE NISSAN, Courte-; 
nay requires an experienced 
automotive sales person to join 
our busy salesdepartment. Min i  
MACHINIST WANTED for busy 
machine shop in beautiful Mer- 
ritt, BC. Competitive wage & 
benefit package. Available im- 
mediately. Fax resume at (250) 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: 
' Journeyman/HeavyDuty Me- 
chanic-Hydraulics Excavator 
experience an asset. Appren- . 
tice-Mechanic. Mechanic help- 
378-2239. c 
5053 or www.trafford.com/5053 
Established Panago Franchise 
resale opportunity now available 
in Smithers, BC. Join a proven 
market leaderwith Canada's Pre- 
miere Takeout & Home Delivery 
LOVE SHOP for home parties 
hiring consultants immediately. 
No financial investment. Now 
offering weekend training. Call 
Denise 250-562-8523 or WWW. 
fantasiacanada.com (8p3) 
EXPERIENCED-SALESManag- 
er, Penticton Auto/Dealership. 
Results oriented &customer sat- 
isfaction'very important. Com- 
petitive package & demo. Send 
resume to Box #358,2250 Cam- 
rose Street, Penticton, BC V2A 
8R1. 
Exciting Opportunity in the 
Black Hills of South' Dakota! 
Log Smiths Wanted for Post & 
Beam & Full Log Incentive Pro- 
grams Available Contact: 
chris@rlconstruction.com , 
Call Chris: 605-574-9550. 
ADVANCED CLASS One Driver 
Training Programs. Jobs Wait- 
ing. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. 
250-860-7624 or Toll Free 1- 
877-860-7624. Ask About our 
Heavy Equipment Operators 
Training classes. www.taylorpro 
' Mr. Ron Poole CAO 
32 15 Eby Street 
V8G 2x8 
I City of Terrace 
er. Painter helpedapprentice. imum of 2 years automotive: 
Steadv fulltime work. Benefits. sales experience required. We 
Fax: -(250)$93-8819. Email offer an'excellent compansatiorj 
Dave@prequip.com Mail: 1698 package, full benefits, demo 
Dartmouth Rd, Penticton, BC and operate with a maximum of 
V2A 488 4 sales representatives. Signing 
Looking for a Welder/Fabricator bonus available for qualified rep: 
for a busy shop in Merritt, BC. resentatives. NO calls or visits! 
Position - full time or part time. Please fax or email resume tin 
Requirements: confidence to Danny at: (250) - Minimum 5 years experience 338-7944 danny@ni=an+ 
less.com - Trade Qualified preferable 
- Competitive wages & benefits WANT A career in the yacht 
- Available immediately repair industry? Blackline Mar< 
- Blueprint knowledge ine is hiring permanent, full-time 
Fax resume to Alpha Design: staff tor our reDair and refinish-' 
1 
 the Terrace Standard has an immediate opening for 
a Re&l Commission Sales Representative. Reporting to 
the Sales Manager, you will be expected to develop and 
maintain a list of vital accounts, to plan telemarketing 
campaigns and the execution of promotions with a 
focus on improving revenues and yields. 
Terrace is located in the northwest comer of B.C. 1 - 
250-378-2239. ing departmeni. Check out out 
DELI MANAGER. North Van- website @ www.blacklinemar. 
couver Island Independent Gro- ine.com, then send your resume: 
cery Store requires an experi- to pamela@blacklinemarine! 
enced Deli and/or Restaurant corn or fax to (250) 656-1 971. 1 
Manager. Alert Bay, BC. A ICBC LICENSED Commerciaj 
25s000 sq.fi* Department store Instructor/GLP, Duncan, BC! 
with recent renovations to 2000 Must be a team player, good 
Wfi. Deli/Bakery/coffee Shop. sense of humor, enjoy challengi 
Accommodationavailable. Wag- es, punctual, meet industry de-, 
es negotiable. Email resumes mands. Send resume: sko; 
250-956-3915. LeaSeOppOrtIJn- WE ARE looking for a hard 
ity possible. working Class One driver to d6, 
WANTED ONE experienced Super Train flatdeck work with- 
log loader operator for the Kam- in BC & Alberta. Above average, 
loops Area, Fax resumes: 250- wage, tarping extra, benefits: 
549-1 225. Specified I units. Home m o d  
LIVE-IN FRONT Desk/Cham- weekends. 1-800-760-1 420 
bermaid. Accommodation pro- 7am-5pm.- Mon-Fri. After hour2 
vided, and wage to be negotiat- 
ed. Basic Office Skills. Great BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANT 
for retired or semi-retired per- for Foster Parents required by 
son/persons. Drop resume at Smithers Community Services 
office: 5422 Hwy 16 W. or fax: Association. Permanent full/ 
to: shoprite@telus.net or fax: lompar@shaw.ca. 1 
skiing-on Shames Mountain, located 1/2 hour west of 
town. Cross country skiing and snowmobiling are a large 
I part of the winter scene. Spring, summer and fall allow 
for some of the best fishing and back woods hiking, 
We arc'loohg for a person who has excellent 
communication skills,<can meet deadlines, can thrive in a 
competitive environment. A valid Class 5 drivers licence 
and a reliable vehicle are required. 
The Terrace Standard offers a comprehensive 
benefits package. Please send resume to: 
Brian Linhbach, Sales Manager 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R!2 
Fax: (250) 638-8432 
) Black Press 
www.bcnewsgroup.com 250-635-0822. time. Full details can be viewed 
at Job Opportunities in Bulkley, OWNERlOPERATORS 
Avg. $1.89/mi. pulling compa- Valley, w.interior-news.com 
ny trailer, Avg. $2.07/mi. with Speem Construction Inc. 
own trailer, Class-1 longhaul flat- IT'S ABOUT PERFORMANCE. 
u w  Dutv Mechanic deck USA/CAN from BC or AB. 
$3OoO Hiring Bonus. We require a full time heavy' 
Rick 1-800-663-0099. duty mechanic. Rate: $25.40/ 
INSULATOR for Residential hr. plus benefits. Fax resume: 
Contractor. Min. 5 Yr. ExD., (250)837-7173 Email: office@ 
~~~~~~ ~ ~ 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
CUTASC 
("CU Technical and Administrative Services Corp.") 
CUTASC, owned by Northern Savings Credit Union and Coastal 
Community Credit Union, provides technical and administrative services 
to client credit unions situated on Vancouver Island and on the northern 
coast of British Columbia. 
references, own car, full-time speersconstruction.com 
with Good wages. Fax resume 
incl. references: 250-554-0849. 
Email: yourinsulator@yahoo.ca 
Local Trucking Co. based in 
Chilliwack requires Drivers & 
Own. Op. for flat deck opera- 
I, tion. Minimum 25 vrs of age; CUTASC is seeking candidates to join our Information Systems 
Department located in Prince Rupert and Campbell River. These positions 
require strong organizational, documentation and communication skills 
and the ability to manage a variety o f  projects concurrently amid 
competing priorities. To be successfd you will need to be flexible while 
possessing strong analytical and problem solving skills. An attention to 
detail combined with comprehensive banking or credit union experience 
will serve you well in your role. 
Home regularly, Excellent Pay 8; 
Benefits. Must be able to cross. 
Border! Call 1-877-855-5077 or. , 
LOOKING FOR person@) for 
lawn maintenance or snow re- 
~ moval. To do by hand, snow-' 
blower, or bobcat, etc. Business 
adult or student. Must be moti; 
vated. 250-635-9191 (6p3) - 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
Resort is gearing up forthesum- 
mer Season. We are looking fot 
all Departments, Kitchen Cooks; 
House Keeping Staff, Front Desk' 
Clerks, and Bartender/Servers: 
Life Guards and Part Time/Full. 
Time Farm hands. Please Fax or, 
e-mail your resume to Minette 
Bay 1-250-632-591 1 or email 
minette2@telus.net. (8c3) 
PART TIME front desk posi- 
tion available. Resumes to 4828 
fax 604-858-5087. 
\ 
lntequip Mlning Sales & 
Service Ltd. 
is seeking employees for the 
following positions: 
TIRE VULCANIZER 
Min. 1 Year Experience 
repairing Mining Tires. 
Willing to train. 
WEU)ER/MECHANIC 
Position available for 
Nelder/Heavy Duty Mechanic 
with Shovel/Drill Experience 
CUSS 1 TRUCK DRIVER 
Class 1 Truck Driver needed. 
BC/AB able to  travel to US. 
Please include Driver's Abstract 
Please fax your resumes to 
(250) 828-7131 
i i  
We offer competitive Salary 
and Benefits Package 
Business Analyst: 3 to 5 years of retail or comniercial banking 
experience in the financial services sector, understanding of  the credit 
union system or additional familiarity with the Ovation or Wealthview 
Banking Systems. 
Developer: 5+ years experience in a senior development role within a 
MicrosoR based technology department utilizing MicrosoR C t t ,  SQL 
2000, OLTP methodologies or Fincentric application architectures plus 
retail or commercial banking experience in the financial services sector. 
Interested appl icah should submit their resume in confidence, by 6:OO 
p.m. Sunday, Mar 5,2006, to: 
Manager Information Systems 
CUTASC 
Suite 2,2204 South Island Highway 
Campbell River, BC V9W IC3 
E-mail: jobs2006@cutasc.com 
CUTASC thanks in advance all applicantsjbr applying; Itoii*evec only 
those short-listed will be contacted. 
Fa: (250) 923-3921 
Hwy 16. (7c2) 
PRODUCT ADVISOR/SALES 
. 
PERSON AND PARTS/SERY-' 
ICE ADVISOR Glacier Toyotq 
is expanding1 As a result we re- 
quire an additional full time Pro-' 
duct Advisor and PartdServicei 
Advisor. These energetic, posi-: 
tive persons enjoy a high paced. . .  
service and have good organi-. 
zational skills. If your long term 
goal involves the automotive in-. 
dustry this position is for you. 
Submit resume to: GlacierToyo: 
ta Attn: Scott Olesiuk Box 32201 
Smithers VOJ 2N0 847-9302 
REGISTERED NURSES re- 
quired for in-home care of child. 
with medical needs. Training, 
provided. Wages as per collec-2 
tive ageement. Contact Leanna 
@I Resource-Ability 1-866-763, 
6624 ext. 104. (8p2) 
needed for small forestry busi2 
ness in Smithers. Good wages; 
work conditions and minimal, 
camp work. Preference given4 
pay relative to experience, cer7 
tification, knowledge of survey, 
wizard. 250-847-9055. aetum-l 
(6P3) , 
SILVICULTURE SURVNG 
Transportation of Word Level 1 ,, Psychosocial 
hXlgefOUS Goods Mar 6-15 ' $169 Rehabilitation 
Feb 26 569 M o n N e d  630-9:30pm Principles' 
Tue 830-530pm Mar IO-May 27 $699 
WHMlS Mar 7-9 $100 Sat (b/w) 8:30-k30pm 
Mar 2 $50 Tur/Thu 630-9:30pm * register brfort Mar 1st. 
Thu 12:00-4:OOpm 
Forklift Mar 8 
Ink0 t0 Accounting Fri @/w) 630-9:30p111 
Childsafe Sewing It Right 
S89 $60 Mar 11 
Recertification Wed 6:30-9:30pm Sat 83o-k~op111 
'Don't miss the 
opportunityto ' 
getthese . 
employment 
'skills. , . I 
Register today! 
I 
Mar 4 $137 
Sat k30-430pm Building Service Cashier Training 
Worker Level 1 Mar 14-15 $100 
. -  
done@telus.net (8p3) 
SOUS CHEF wanted for fishind $199 Mar 14-26 
Tue/Thu 6:30-9:30pm 
Foodsafe Level 1 
Mar 4 $100 
8:30-5:30pm 
CAMPUS 1 lodae. Seasonal. starts A ~ r i l  1; 
Wa&! negotiable. Send resumtl 
to P.O. Box 982, Terrace B.cP 
V8G 4R2 or fax to 250-6387, 
0021 (6p3) 
I, ' . .  , .  
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, February 22,2006 - B9 
l WANTED: EX PER I ENCED 
Class 1 Log Truckx Drivers for 
1 Work in Vanderhoof/Prince , George area. Fax current driv- er's abstract and resume to 
250-567-3091 or call Jane at 1- 
877-567-31 22. (61333 
3 BEDROOM Townhouse close CHECK OUT this great two bed- 
to downtown. f/s,w/d. No pets. room rancher. Completely reno- 
$650/month. Available Feb. vated: new roof, new flooring, 
1/06. 250-635-0679 or 250- new bathroom with a spacious, 
bright and modern living area. 
Situated on a fenced 1/2 acre lot 
right in town (Southside), prop- j 
erty also includes two serviced 
out buildings and more. Asking ' 
price is $1 19,800. Call 250-635- 
6697 for an appointment. (7~3)  
GREAT LOCATION. 4 bed- 
room, 3 bath house on Bench 
near Uplands, 4906 Cooper. 
250-635-1 108. Leave message. 
Appointments only. ( 8 ~ 3 )  
ONE LEVEL three bedroom 
house with garage. Large lot 
and storage shed. Close to 
golf course. Tot park across 
the street, N/G furnace and fire- - 
place, new flooring, F/S, W/D, 
and DNV included. $124,900. 
250-61 5-2471 or 250-635-41 80 
( 6 ~ 3 )  
WANT TO save on Realtor fees? 
I'm looking for a 3+ bedroom 
house in the Horseshoe' area. 
Call 250-635-9191 (8p3) 
635-0479 (6p3) , 
2 BEDROOM basement above SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit 
ground within walking distance available March 1/06. Walking 
to school and hospital at 2712 distance to downtown. Working 
Tetrault. Included fridge, stove, couple preferred. 4 appliances, 
washer, dryer. $400/month. Ref- N/P. Rent $600/mo + security 
erences required. No pets. No 
smoking. Please call after 5:OO 
BASEMENT SUITE. Fully fur- 
nished, 2 bedroom, F/S, W/D, 
utilities, basic cable, N/S, N/P, 
suitable for working couple or 
single. $550 per month. D.D. & 
references. Ready mid Feb/O6 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
250-638-1 367 (6~3)  
250-635-71 5Z (7031 
deposit. References required. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, in 
250-635-6824 (7~3)  
11,600 sq. ft. SalesNarehouse, 6,000 sq. ft. " 
Includes 5,600 sq. ft. Cold storage 
& large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 4818 Hwy. 16 West 
900 sq. ft. Off ice/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
, (Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
I! 
NORTH CARIB00 Christian 
School in Quesnel, B.C. is look- 
ing for a full time intermediate 
grade teacher (various subjects 
from Grades 4 - 9) for Septem- 
ber, 2006. Teachers must be 
born-again Christians, and B.C. 
eertified. Contact Heidi Shopa, 
Principal at 250-747-441 7 or 
e-mail: nccs@shawcable.com 
250-635-7602 (45CTFN) 
Thornhill. F/s included. N/p. 
$375 For 1-2 persons only. Se- /q 
curity deposit required. Call 
250-638-7727 (8~3)  
, <, EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY 
VIEWS! WHISPER RIDGE 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
Gold Environment Award 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
CLEAN ONE bedroom base- services underground, paved 
ment suite, near college. In- HALL RENTAS. Terrace Kin roads. 160 Acre Private park 
cludes F/s, W/D and satellite. Hut, Capacity 120-160, kit&- Crhe Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
N/S 3475/month. Available April en and bar. Ideal for weddings, Vernon, 40 min. to 
Siiver Star Mountain. Home- 1.250-635-1 71 4 (8~3)  r>  anniversaries, reunions. Day sites from $1 35,500. www. 
whisperridge.com SMALL TWO Bedroom suite and evening rates. 250-635- 
in Horseshoe. HeaVhydro in- 7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 250-545-5472 1-800-493- 
cluded. No dogs. References Bartending Services available. 61 33 
WANTED WILL be in Terrace on .required. $350 250-638-8639 fCTFN1 
(5p3) Makh 7-13 to buy a home with 
TWCi BEDROOM basement acreage. Renting also an option 
and three bedroom upper suite 1 BEDROOM house in Thorn- if set up for horses. Mike and A,- 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, ' hill. Close to Schools, stores, 
laundry facilities on premises, etc. $400/mo. Economical heat 
no pets. $350.00 per month and lights. Cool in the summer. 
and $500.00 per month. Phone Newly renovated. 250-638-8052 
, 2 BEDROOM Log Home, 20 
acres, barn, corrals, outbuild- 
?rigs, 4 appliances. Available 
Feb. 28. Responsible pet owner 
2 TWO BEDROOM units. Electric Welcome. $750,250- 638-0760. 
heat, 4 appliances $475; fur- 15P3) 
nished units: 2 bedroom $600/ 3 BEDROOM house (upper 
month, 1-2 bedroom unit, wheel floor) with private storage/laun- 
chairaccessible with 4applianc- dry in basement. Close to town., 
es. $500/month. 250-638-1 755 $600/month includes heat. 250- 
or 250-635-6876. Cell 250-61 5- 635-6350 (6p3) 
8191 (6~3)  3 BEDROOM House. Many re- 
cent reno's, in Horseshoe close 
to schools and town. 4 applianc- 
es included. $650. Reference 
required. Available Mar. 1. Call 
Marc 250-218-1648 or Annette 
(7P3) > 
250-635-6987. (8~3)  
HORSESHOE AREA 3 bed- 
room, 1 1/2 bath, laundry room. 
W/D, F/S, Available March 
1 sV06. References requiried 
4725 Straume Averrue 250-635- 
4570 (6nc3) 
HOUSE FOR Rent. 2 bedroom, 
fenced backyard, available 
March 1/06. $630/month. Con- 
tact Janet at 2550-635-8898 
j6p3) 
HOUSE ON large fenced lot. 
Fruit' trees. two ,bedrooms. 
CNC MACHINIST SALMON 
ARM looking for Journeyman 
Machinist with extensive CNC 
experience. Great opportunity 
to relocate to the sunny BC In- 
terior. Email Resume to: sales8 
Bccessprecision.com 
GROUP OF Collision Repair 
Shops in Lower Mainland, V.I. 
fequire Painters, Body Techs, 
Apprentices, Detailers. PPG 
certification an asset but not 
(equired. Resume to: 604-888- 
7670, cjugroup@qualityassured. 
Ca 
GASFlmER or PLUMBER/ 
GASFllTER JOURNEYMAN. 
Wages up to $35/hr. All wag- 
es based on experience, Con- 
ktruction, service & bush work. 
Excellent opportunities! Ph. 1- 
5023 Fort Nelson, B.C. 
250-233-5033. Fax: 1-250-233- 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom TWO BEDROOM apartment 
apartments for rent. $400 $475. Available March 1/06. Security 
$550 Hot water included, ', Se- entrance, rec facilities. No pets, 
curity on premises. Please call no smoking. $495mo + securi- 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 ty deposit. References required. 
(4ctfn) Call 250-635-6824 (7P3) 
TWO BEDROOM ground level 
apartment located on Pine Ave. 
close to schools. Bus stop, no 
pets, reference required. Avail2 
able March 1. 250-635-3583 
VERY NICE 2 bedroom apart- 
ment, secure entrance, on site 
management, within walking 
distance to Wal-Mart and Su- 
@p3) 
OPPORTUNITYKNQCKS. Well ~ ~ ~ k ; , , ~  re// , 
established Neighbourhood Pub 
in Dease Lake. BC. Features 10 I your propehesir I 
unit Motel, Commercial Kitchen, CON us  first1 
160 Seats plus patio. $750,000. 
www.Propemr.com 250-771-4233/3361. 
1/2 bath. 5 amliances. fenced 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 8 2  
back yard, shed, 4714 D W  
excellent condition, $90,000.00 <:maIwm 
For,appointment to view, please d ~ ~ ~ m < ~ l s ~ ~ &  
' I 
I call 250-635-3908. (5p3) 5 6 3 5  kTRPS perstore. References required . 111 Phone 250-638-1 622 (6p3) 111 Clean, quiet renovated suites Bedroom suites 2OOO SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-71 71 
OFFKE & RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
524 h -reception & 3  o ices 
600 h2. reception L 2 offices L staff roam 
1000 h2 -will devide space to suit 
Ample parking . Laundry facilities . Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
No pets . References required I 
I PARK & CLINTON MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
apts. Bachelor units,one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
' swimming pool. One of the best 
maintained q t s .  in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
EPRINO SWEEPINO 
& LINE PAINTING 
Receive An Additional 
services offed 
Parking lot Sweeping 8, Detailing 
line Painting 8 Stencik 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
lawn Care 8, landscaping 
Building Maintenance 
PropertyMona ement : Monthly.learlykantracls Available 
Dust Conholled Sweeping Equipment 
10% Discount 
I , SECONDFLOOR 256 h2 - one office 956 h2- one bia office & 3 offices 
Summit Square 
Apartments ~, 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean . No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
. On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillmce . 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent 
close to town. No pets. Damage ' 3 BDRM Condo, 1 112 bath. F/ 1 1/2 baths, five appliances; 
depositlreferences required. s, WID, newly renovated Close blinds. Basement adaptable to 
Available immediately. 250-638- to downtown. #13-4714 Davis. bedroom. $650/mo References 
8874. $425/month including util- Available immediately. Utilities required. Available March 1 st. 
ities. (8031 not inclu'ded 250-635-3908. 250-638-1 553 mP31 1 <  
ON BENCH IN TOWN 
4402 Munroe'[ 
Short walk to Uplands Scho 
3 bedroom upper suite 
2 bedroom basement suite 
I Nice Quiet Location ? \  
Asking ,$ 1 37,9@0 
Call Rob at 638-7290 
- - - - - - - - - - - \-r , _ _  
SOUTHSIDE 3 bedroom house, 
1 bath, electric heat, utilities ' 
extra. $600/mO. $300 damage 
deposit. Available immediately. 
2 BEDROOM available March 250-61 5-6346 (7p3) 
I '  O . " ,  ' 
1/06. Couple preferred. Close ' 1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- SOUTHSIDE 3 bedroom house, 
to downtown, big back yard, hill, F/S, WID, Available im- 1 bath, N/G, utilities extra. $600/ 
separate entrance, no pets, no mediately, no Pets, $450 Plus mo. $300damagedeposit.Avail- 
smokinq, ref. req'd. $425 + se- damage deposit. 250-635-601 1 able immediately. 250-615- 
Call Ed at: 6 1 5-8638 
curity deposit. 250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Faces sunny south on South- 
side. Soriy, N/P, N/S, referenc- 
es, please. $400 250-635-5081 
j7p3) 
(1 P3) 
j8P3) 
2 BEDROOM UPPER ,-*-Tti~%nr 
6346. (7p3) 
THORNHILL2 bedroom. 1 bath- 
hill, shared washerldryer $5651 room, electric heat, utilities ex- 
month, utilities included or tra. Available immediately. $350 
$480/month without utilities. - $400/mo. 1/2 mo. damaae de- 
plus deposit No pets 250-635- 
5992 or 250-631 -3206 (6p3) 
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath, electric cated at 4509 Greig Ave. Hard- 
heat, $55O/month, utilites extra. wood floor in living room. Elec- 
$275 damage deposit. Available tric heat. Fridge, stove, washer, 
immediately. 250-61 5-6346 dryer $600mo. Call 250-638- 
(7p3) 8639 (5P3) 
3 BEDROOM apartment Close TWO BEDROOM house. Large 
to downtown. Utilities includ- yard, 5 appliances, all new. 
ed. $75CVmonth PIUS damage In Thornhill, close to schools. 
deposit. Available immediately. $55O/mo. Phone Rob 250-635- 
250-635-0554. Leave message. 
16~3) 
3 BEDROOM side by side du- 
plex in Thornhill. 2 bath, N/G 
heat, utilities extra. Available im- 
mediately. $650. Damagedepos- 
it $325 250-61 5-6346 (7~3) 
6 PLWONE Unit. 3 bedroom. 
F/S, W/D, Available immediate- 
ly. For appointment to view 250- 
61 5-6859 (7p3) 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom side by 
5652, cell 250-631 -9096 (8p3) 
2 BEDROOM trailer plus den in 
upper Thornhill. Sunken living- 
room, fridgdstove, w/d hook- 
ups. Storage room, shed and 
covered balcony, on lawe lot. 
Newly Painted. $650hO Plus 
utilities. Available February 15. 
Call 250-638-0355 (6p3) 
3 BEDROOM trailer with addi- , 
ISOUTHSID-E SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME Ask for Monica Warner Call: 635-4478 GET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad I! Credit? ' Bills? Unemployed? I Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
; own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneetwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. 
posit. 250-61 5-6346 (7p3 j 
T#REE BEDROOM house lo- 
COPPER MOUNTAIN EXTERI- 
ORS. We supply and install 5" 
continuous gutters, also vinyl 
siding, suffits and fascia. 250- 
631 -291 0 (6031 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE hD.  
Retired Male available, Busi- 
ness Background. Year Round 
separate accommodation. Info 
and references on request. Ray 
Laplante, 7732 Tronson Road, 
Vernon, B.C. V1 H 1 C5. 1-250- 
306-1 092. 
= PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily -scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in betyeen. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. side duples, 2 bath, finished tion on half acre lot in Copper 
basement, recently renovated, Mountain Subdivision. Newly 
hardwood floors, ceramic tile. renovated, $550honth. 780- 
All in new condition. Good ref- 882-8686 VP3) 
erence a must. Upper Thornhill FOR RENT 2 bedroom and 
Available Mar. 15.250-635-3756 three bedroom trailers. $350 
3 ROOMS $299. (Not including 
ceilings & trim) quality work. Ex- 
cellent references. 15 years ex- 
perience, seniors discount, free 
estimates. Call 250-638-1 935 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Winter interior, residential and 
Commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Frea estimates. Referenc- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-61 5- 
01 99 (3P3) 
j5p3) 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
One Bl&k from Kiti K'Shan 4606 Graham Avo. 
qewly renovated. Upstairs - 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, new car- 
)ets, laminate, ceramic tile entry, fireplace, 2 decks, six applianc- 
!s, paved driveway. Rent out bright, above ground 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Lot size - 5Ux157'. Readv to move in. 
Call 1-250-849-5463 evenings 
P.O. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
~ _ _  . ~ - - ~ .  
and $450. Located Kalum Trail- 
er Park. Phone 250-638-7903 
or 250-61 5-2532. (8p3) 
LARGE 2 bedroom, covered 
parking, laundry facilities, c6n- 
trally located, no pets, by ap- 
pointment. References required. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished, 
light and clean, $360/month. 2 
bedroom, $400/month Thornhill 
RESPONSIBLE LANDLORD 
seeks responsible tenants! Mod- 
ern, large side x side duplex, 3 
bedrooms 1 + 1 1/2 baths, car- 
port, W/D hookup, F/S, near 
0967 (e-photos available) (8p3) 
250-635-6122 (7p3) 
250-635-7623 (8~3)  
shops/schools. $700 250-638- 
lThe quality shows in every move we make!) m LIKE NEW '94 MRI. 2 bed- 
rooms, new laminate flooring, F/ 
S, W/D, on 10 acres in Jackpine. 
Storage shed, N/S, outside pets. 
$600/mo. 250-638-0052 07~3)  
1 BEDROOM. Separate living 
room and bathroom and, stor- 
age. Pets negotiable. Close to 
town, includes cable, internet 
and utilities. $375/mO 250-638- 
1009 or 250-635-9406 (6~3)  
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
635-2728 "-qml le Contcriner or van service! 
$1 49,060 
2 BEDROOM, appliances, 
clean, quiet, no pets, available 
immediately, on site manager, 
dose to hospital, $500/month. 
2 BEDROOM, F/S, WID Hook- 
up, non-smoker, couple or sin- 
gle person. $500. Available Mar. 
1. Clost to downtown. 250-635- 
7567 after 3 p.m. (8p3) 
A NEW 2 bedroom apartment 
suite 2 floors, very clean & qui- 
et area. Has covered parking, 
comes with fridge, stove, wash- 
er and dryer, No pets please!! 
Available immediately. Phone 
BRIGHT SPACIOUS 2 bedroom 
apartment. Three appliances 
j with storage room, balcony, 
! blinds and beautiful oak cabi- ' nets. Adult oriented, non-smok- 
ing, no Pets. $575 per month, 
Call 250-638-1477 after 6 p.m. 
1%O3\ 
250-635-0662 (5p3) 
250- 638-1 902 (i'p3) 
3BEDROOMJz1/2 bath on Moli- 
tor St.Terrace. F/S, blinds includ- 
ed, N/G heat, no pets please. 
Security deposit and referenc- 1 
es required. Bills not included. 
$650/month 250-639-0309 250- 
632-2261 (7~3)  
TOWNHOUSE, MODERN, 
Large, impeccably clean, 2 ex- 
tra large bedrooms with'' huge 
closets, oak and tile gourmet 
kitchen, 2 bathrooms, computer 
office area, 3 appliances, wash- 
er dryer hookup, loads of stor- 
age, efficient to heat, quiet ten- 
ants in well-managed comples. 
$690 250-638-0661 (8p3) 
I Employee Benefit Broker 250-635-6095 F a x  250-635-6532 NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
Wild Duck Motel 
& RW Bask 
5455 Fa& Rmd 
051.9 acres close to town 
*1500 sqi ft. house 
03 bdms, 2 baths 
'*Old timer and 
*5 motel rooms 023 RVsites 
050 & 30 amp *SXS duplex 
4400 sq.ft. owners accom. 
TURN-KEY OPERATION! , pasture areas 
WHITESAIL 
TOWNHOMES 
From $ 9 9 / m  (non-renovated) 
Al units are 3 levek w h .  
In-suite lnundry avoidable, mall pet ok ' 
I mi formerly of Hairwaves I 
- -  
ONE AND two bedroom units in 
Thornhill. Rent $275.month and 
$325/month. Not including utili- 
ties. Phone 250-635-7025 (8p3) 
2 bedrood3 bedroom w/2 both 
From $425/m (dixounts avodoMe) 
Call Lamy @ 250 632-441 1 I I _ _  -. 
.. @ @  - I 2000Yamaha 1. The War Amps pays libule 1 DISPERSAL BRED cows, 4 to 
7 year old, due late March and 
April, 40 Black BMI bred Black 
Angus and Char, 75 Reds and 
Red Angus x bred to Black and 
Red Angus, 30 mixed COWS due: 
June late Mav. Phone 250-567;- 
, FOR SALE 1986 Prowler travel 
trailer. 30 ft., new tires, excellent 
condition, clean unit. 250-638- 
1733 $8,500 (ctfn) 
2004 ARCTIC Cat. M-7 limited, 
‘ orange and black, 162” track. 
$10.000.250-638-0021 (6~3)  
14’x70’ 1978 3 bedroom mobile 
home on large lot in quiet park. 
12’x24‘ addition. 5 appliances, 
sell. Asking $17,000 060. For 
appointment to view call 250- 
6971 12 X 62 mobile home in 
Pjne Park. New furnace, hot wa- 
N/G heat, VGC. Moving, must 
ter tank and wld, newer siding, 
carpet, painting throughout, new 
storage shed. Asking $8,900.00 
1994 “ 14’x70’ mobile home. 
Excellent condition, located 
in quiet, we! maintained Ter- 
race Court, close to schools, 
hospital, town. 2 fully finished 
heated additions, 2 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, air conditioning, 
vinyl siding, skirting. Master bed- 
room has a walk in closet and 
full bathroom. 5 appliances, mi- 
crowave, some furniture, and 
dishes included. Sun deck with 
aluminum railings arid metal 
2 BEDROOM, 2 full bath,trail- 
er with new addition, sunken 
living room <with fireplace, dou- 
ble glazed vinyl windows, win- 
635-9609 (7~3)  
I Grizzly 600 4x4 $ 4 , 5 ~ ~ m ~ ~  
-- ,.-. 
obo. 250-798-951 1 (6ctfn) 
mPWPassat.1.8t,5spd,sun- 
roof, heated seats, NC, great 
stereo, 2 sets of tires. $19,000 
You’re Approved!! Do Not let 
previous Bad Credit stop YOU 
from owning a vehicle today. 
www. youcangetacar.net 1 -888- 
OB0 250-61 5-5408 (8p3) 
849-9718. 
NO BadClwllt + MOClitdit .;, PROBLEM!! 
, 
i‘ 
BEAUTIFUL ROrrWElLER X 
Puppies. 8 weeks old. Very intel- 
ligent. Excellent watchdog. 850 
to good home. 250-635-2595 
Please leave mew‘ de. (8pl) 
FOR SALE: German Shepherd 
puppies. 12 weeks old. 250- 
PUPPIES FOR sale. Chihuahua, 
Pomeranian cross. 4 females, 3 
males. Asking $350 each. Born 
New Years dav. Readv to ao 
842-0424 (5p4) 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks I 
Vans I Cars I SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complimentary deliv- 
ery. No down payment. Apply 
online, call anytime 1-877-513- 
9564. 
1994 THUNDERBIRD, 37 milel 
gallon Hwy. 86,000 original kms, 
remote command start, 4L V6. 
No rust, very nicecondition.Ask- 
ing $6,500.250-635-6128 (8p3) 
1990 FORD F150, 4x4, super 
cab, canopy, auto, loaded, ‘ 
180,000 kms. one owner. asking 
1997 SUZUKI Sidekick. Only 
131.000 km. 2 sets new tires, 
$3,500.00 250-632-481 0 (5p3) 20% OFF 
’ on all instock 
exc.’ condition: very fuel effi- 
cient, all service records. $6,600 
060. Call Kate 250-847-4426 ’ 
TRUCK FOR Sale. 2000 Dodge 
1500 SLT, 4x4, supercab, full 
size box, box liner, running 
boards. Asking $1 2,500 060. 
98p3) 
:Clothing 
- 
Feb. 25,2006 (8p3) - 
TO GOOD HOME sDaved h u s h  
shepherd cross, 3 ye&, loving 
and sweet. All toys, dishes and 
medical records. 250-635-2704 
mm: ”* Bank says’ NO! * We say YES! 
*Bankrupt? * No Credit? ’ * Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Wotk, You Drive! 
“0” Down 0.a.c. 
ARE YOU Looking for parts for 
Clark or Timberjack, from the 
former Double D Equipment? 
We have a great selelction of 
new and used parts at Coastal 
Pacific Equipment, Williams 
Lake B.C. 1-800-811-6811 or , 
392-7757 (7031’ 
ter roof, skylights, 4 applianc- 
es. Only 12 years old. Asking 
5 BEDROOM mobile, New 
10x32 adddition. 5 appliances, 
close to Thornhill schools. Mov- 
j n g  $19,900 OBO. Recently up- 
dated. 250-61 5-0066 (8p3) 1993 CASE 580 SK, 4 way front 
bucket, extend-a-hoe, 4 wheel 
drive, good rubber, drive train. 
Good for acreage. $19,000 250- 
624-1 190 (7p3) 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-961 -7022 
14 X 66 Modular home. Ready 
to-=@! Excellent structural condi- 
tion. Absolutely no mold. Origi- 
nal Deaked tin roof. $9,600.00. 
i 
i 
i 
Sport Hatchback 
SAVE... 
64 Ford F350 4x4 DieseI@@4@995 
Lariat wJMoonmf, Crew Cab, 45k ,-* 
03 Ford F350 4x4 Die~el-35~995 
XLT Trim Lona Box. Cfew Cab. 55 km - .  
0s Ford F150 “SUPER CREW” $29.995 
Subad WRX %TI’’ @@@se,bm 
25k. 300Hp Turbo 
64 Masda RX-8 GT $32,995 
Only 20k. Leather, Bose Audio, M. R. 
05Volkswa en Jetta *I 9,495 
Sunroof, HeatJSeats. CD. S p d  
05 Honda Civic $1 4,995 
2 Door Coupe 
0s Volkswagen Passat -*I 9,995 
GLS, 1.8T Leather 
0s Mazda Protege Wg $1 5,995 
Auto, Leather. Moonr6of 
Wolfsberg Edition, Sunroof, N C ,  PWRIW, Cruise 
9gVolkswagen Jetta *I 0,495 
0s Subaru Outback 
Auto, HeatedSeats, 18k 
69 Subaru Outback $23,495 
Auto, Fully Loaded 
0s Subaru Forester ‘C *16,995 
Auto, 125k 
0s Subaru Forester ‘S’ 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
0s Subaru Forester A W D e ’ I  8,995 
AC, Auto, P/W/L. 75k 
0s Mazda hibute LX AWD $1 9,995 
3.OL. V6, AC, Cruise. 25k 
01 §ubaru Forester ‘S’ $1 9,495 
5 Speed, Heated Seats, 78k 
01 Mazda hibute LX A W D e * i  6,495 
V6, AC, CD, Cruise 
00 Subaru Outback A.W.D. *I 8,995 
Only 75k 
Auto 
98 Jeep Chemkee Sport 
Auto, AC 
9&7 Subaru Forester ‘L’ 
Auto, 123k 
97 GMC Safari 
7 Passanaer 
5 2 1  9495 
99 Subaru Forester ‘S’ 59,496 
$9,995 
$9,995 
$6,995 
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To place your o I x 
Community Classified , ' 0  - 
' %  a) - call this newspaper or 
BC TIMBER SALES 
ICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS A 
5 
3 toll free 1-866-669-9222 classif ieds8bccomrnunitynews.com 
www.communitvclassif ieds.ca 
A general meeting will be held by the EC limber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 
for Road Constrbction and Road Maintenance Contractors. 
The meeting will be held on March 30. 2006 at'9:30 am. at the EC limber Sales 
Office. 2C0 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia. 
The purpose of the meeting is to inform suppliers about EMS changes, changes to 
Road Constmction and Maintenance contracts. changes in advertising for contracts, 
new legislation and topics received by Contractors fmm the questionnaire. 
Anyone who is intending on bldding on Road Construction or Road Maintenance 
contracts in the S k m a  Business Area should attend. 
Pm-registration is required. with a limit of two people per supplier. To pm-register. 
. 
I please contact the Receptionist at (250) 638-5100. 
I Y r R E A C H  2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FORS395 OR 11 MlLLlON READERS NATION-WIDE FOR$1,666 
/iMr..rmol 
BC TIMBER SALES 
CALLING FOR TENDERS - F m r n d @  I I ' ' CONTRACTNO.SDTSKO7TlF-209 
Sealed Tenders for the, following Logging Residue and Waste Surveys Conhct 
SDTSKO7TlF-209 will be received by the limber Sales Manager, EC limber Sales 
Office. Skeena Business Area. 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Tenace. Entish Columbia by 
9:M) a.m. on March 8,2006, a! whlch tme all tenders wll be opened in public. 
This contract is located In the Skeena and N a s s  limber Supply Areas within the Terrace 
Field Team Area. 
Viewing of lhis sne pnor to submMing a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibillty requirements as outlined In the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
condntons specified In the tender package. The lowest pnced or any tender will not 
nec8ssanly be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on 
EC Bid. For field enquires only, contact Trevor Shannon, Forest Technician at (250) 
638-5135. 
I -  w v l " . w ~ l . a l r P I I ( . "  _ _  _ .  . - .."..'--.-.,..a - - -  
locations. No franchise fees - consu l ta t i on .  Fo r  on l i ne  an-equa~oppoflunity employer* AT LAST! A n  iron filter that resume 1-866-765-1508 or 
earn dividends. Call TruServ application: www.canadadebt.ca. SCHOOL DISTRICT 46 requires works. IronEateri Fully patented amail mnawatarpnnndn pa nr 
Canada today - 1-800-665-5085 
www.truserv.ca. __ provincial aavemment (18 hrslwk). Experience working IU.l =..,,... . 
DeoDie need. 2 
Bonded and licenced by the a Physical Therapist, part-time 
WORK AT HOME ONLINE. 36 cni i m a ~ i n i  
. > ._._. c 
~ - 
PERSONALS with children an asset. Full manganese from well water. 
LYYYC. I WH 
EXPERT PSYCHICS ... Try us _---.-__. resume, including references and Since 1957. Phone 1 - 8 0 0 - ~ 1 ~  . .  ea irnrneatareiy. cam 
a part- or full-time Apply A NEW CAREER? Train to be a completed So 46 application IRON; www.bigirondrC@g.coE-- first! your future reiealed by your 
free online and get an ApartmentlCondominium form must be (see received www.sd46.bc.ca) by 4:30pm, AMAZING! NEW COMPUTER person$ psychic. Accurate 
wanager' Many jobs' Job Friday, March 3, 2006. Send plus cash in your pocket1 Poor genuine readings. Call 24 hrs ~ 
'lacement assistance* All to Personnel Dept., SD 46 credit accepted1 Got approved 1-900-561-2100. S2.9Wmin. 18+ 
l-A--l-;-~L-___I_- 
CITY OF TERRACE & 
PUBLIC NOTICE 'OF INTENTION 
DISPO$AL OF LAND 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, in accordance with the Communify 
Charter, the Council of the City of Terrace intends to lease the 
Following lands: 
To IWSO to Debbie Letawski (61 3632BCLtd.) for a 2-year term 
(with option to renew for up to an additional 3 years), a 300 
square foot portion of the George Little House building (legally 
described as Parcel A, DL 361 & DL 369, Range 5, Coast District, 
Plan 41 8 12, and more particularly known and described as 3 100 
Kalum Street in the City of Terrace, Province of British Columbia), 
for a monthly amount of Three Hundred Dollars ($300) plus 
apportioned utilities, for the purpose of monoging the George 
Little House operations. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 
26 OF THE COMMUNITY CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
Denise Fisher 
Corporate Administrator 
. . - -. -- - - - . - - - 
Certificate program endorsed by package' on-site training. Welcome Ford, _ _  ..I.--. ..-.-.-- _. , . , 23k97. 
^- ""?field, BC. 
&$ CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS 
I BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, an amendment i s  proposed to Council 
Proceedings Bylaw No. 1696-2000. 
THE INTENT: To outline the requirements for Council's 
participation in electronic meetings. 
BYUW INSPECTOON: THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT 
BYLAW AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at City Ha11,0321 5 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 830 a.m. and 430 p.m., 
each day until Monday, Morch 13, 2006, excluding Saturdays 
and Sundays. 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
poposed Bylaw Amendment moy do so in person at the Regular 
Council Meeting scheduled for 730 p.m., Monday, March 13, 
2006. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTIONS 94 
and 124 OF THE COMMUNITY CHARTER, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
Denise Fisher, 
Cor ;orate Administrator 
9347. 
f o r  o v e r  
, . _ _  _ _  ,-:opertles - 
* '  I -  
A1 FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY 
- 100% natural lawn care. Hlgh 
tech system, low investment, ' 
pressmen f 
operation. We are seeking Avoid bankruptcy. Contact us f i r  ~cloFri,  BC, V8Z 1124. 
pressmen with at least one year's 
' presses, who are looking to hone 
--- 
STRUCTURAL COMPANY 
C A R E E R O P P O R ~ ! ~ - -  
BAN F F A L B E RTA * T h e 
FIT EXPERIENCED BAKER Qoklng for structural and cladding 
needed f o i  %o m me'rclallfe ta 11' ; ~&id&me~f$f&j'i~ Rij-&igTuusi Fairmont Banff Springs is experience-on_Goss community. , .www.rnydebtsolution.com- or . , seekinig full-he housekeepers .. 
and dishwi 
a No-Cost Consultation. Online: 
Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500. n ,.> .^ ,,^ ". i- .I. -- - .. - -  . - * 
'z ow-oJo-f Jam. be creative & effic 
FOR SALE MISC. their skills & advance their 
..__-... LI and  compe t i t i ve  R E A C H  BEYOND your  commensurate to experience. careers. The Mercury is affiliated 
with ten printing plantsthrougtlout COmmunitYl Place a 25-word Resume and cover letter to: LOWER MAINLAND PAVING 
www.fairmontcareers.com, Canada. We are always classified in lo5 Bc Yukon Quality Bakery (d98l) Ltd., CO. seeks full-time experienced 
seeking energetic & talented newspapers for Only $395. Box 519. Invermere, BC, VOA Grader Operator - parking lots, 
press Operators who are looking this for 1 KO. Email qbakery9telus.net. subdivisions - with 
Io 
r t s '  
..,-,.ne ___. &!=re opportunities at 
' 
F a :  403-760-6056. 
to grow with our company. Or phone 1-866-669-9222' Fax (250) 342-4439. - JDI'Huber graders. Excellent I CAREERTRAINING _- -- _. YOUR LIFE STARTS HERE1 Wages www.community$assifieds.ca,_ ______  - 
College & graduate in months - Convert your logs to valuable 
not years1 Business, technology, lumber with your own Norwood 
health care a much more. We COMMERCIAL trailer 
have locations throughout 6 8  Sour ls  Avenue Nor th ,  Log skidders also available. and long weekends off.,Business mechanics for to 
Canada & classes are starting all www.norwoodindustries.com - Work on mobile truck. 2 WsFions 
the time! Call todav toll-free free information: 1-800-566-68gg' available. Phase fax resume to 
commensurate Jump start your career with 'Dl with FULL SERVICE AUTOMOTIVE union wageslbenefits. Fax 604- SAWMILLS from only $3,495.00 - qualifications & experience. I I mechanic required. 4th year or 
journeyman. Sunshine Coast, 
r t  a b I e b a d a i I 1 .  Powell River, BC. AII weekends 
established 28 years. Email 
doxauto @teius.net or phone 
294-3745. phone 604-294-3734. 
contact: The Estevan ~ e r c ~ i  
Estevan, SK, S4A 2M3. Phone 
306-634-2654, attn: Peter Ng, 
J u n e  s t a  
h n i i a l n n  % 
. .  
* I  :lent. Waae -.ne.. I 
1-800-561-1317. Publisher. ext4000T. 604-485-961 1, Bill or Mike. 
Pest Management Plan No: BCTC Facilitie 
British Columbia Transmission Corporation 
Suite 1100,1055 Dunsmuir St, Vancouver, BC, V7X 1V5 
G. Shrimpton, Manager Vegetation/Pest Management 
Tel: 604.699.7409 Fax: 604.699.7541 ,k 
Email: gwen.shrimptontabctc.com 
The purpose of the proposed Pest Manageme 
and electrical reliability in BCTC-manaqed fa 
Ian IPMPl is to control weeds and hazard trees that could impact worker safety 
s throughout British Columbia. The PMP applies to all Regional Districts in the - 
province except Central Coast and Stikine. For the purpose of this PMP, facilities [nean substations, switchyards, capacitor stations, 
cable termination sites, microwave sites, access roads, helipads, and control centres. These facilities usually consist of structures 
and buildings within a fenced area, and typically have no public access. 
Methods to control the weeds at facilities include mowing, hand pulling, weed trimming, gravel cleaning, grass-seeding, and 
herbicide application. Trees that present a hazard to the facility will be removed by slashing or girdliiig and herbicide application. 
The proposed duration of the PMP is from April 30. 2006 to April 30, 201 1. 
The use of pesticides is intended within the area to which the PMP applies. The trade names and active ingredients of th 
proposed for use under this plan include [active ingredient is followed by trade names in brackets]: 2,4-D 12,4-D Amine 500,2,4-D LV 
6001; 2,442 and 2,4-DP mixture (Desormone. Turboprop); aminopyralid [Milestone. pending full registration), chlorsulfuron ITelarl; 
clopyralid [Transline]; dicamba [Oracle, Vanquish]; dichlobenil [Casoron 6-41; diuron [Diurex 80WDG. Karmex Df; glyphosate 
[Roundup Original, Roundup Transorb. Roundup Weatherrnax. Vantage o r  equivalent, Vantage Plus, Vantage Plus Max]; imazapyr 
(Arsenal); metsulfuron methyl [Escort); picloram [Tordon 22Kl; picloram/2,4-0 mixture (Tordon 101, Grazonl; simazine (Simadex 
500 or equivalent, Simadex 80W. Simazine 4801; triclopyr [Garlon 4 ) .  Proposed manners of applying the herbicides include: 
pre-emergent techniques, foliar selective spraying, and foliar broadcast spraying, cut and treat and basal bark. 
www.bctc.com/the_transmission_system/vegetation-pest-management/industrial-pest-contro~ 
or in person at Suite 1100, 1055 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, BC. V7X 1V5. 
1' 
' 
* A draft copy of the PMP and maps of proposed treatment areas hay  be examined in detail at: 
. A person wishing to contribute information about a proposed treatment site, relevant to the development of the Pest Manageme 
I Plan, may send copies of the information to the applicant at the address above within 30 days of thetpublication of this notice. . 
i 
ritish Columbia Transmission ARD C 4) R P 0 RAT1 0 NTM 
www.bctc.com I 
321 0 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
638-7283 
1 
BClC is the Crown corporation responsible for planning, operating and maintaining EC Hydro's 
transmission assets, including managing transmission tines and rights-of-way. ECTC 06-71 
. .  
.................. _____ .__ .__ I_ . ,__ ,  ............ .... _- ..-.. ....... .-. ... ... -..-._._. .. 
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From Paue B5 L 1 
Score Board I I 
Northern BC Winter Games results rule’the court 
1 
ARENA BANQUET ROOM, 
March 3,  2006 6:30-9:00 p.m. 
March 4, 2006 1O:OO-2:00 p.m. 
Coach Dighton Haynes was pleased with his 
“They played very well. Nisga’a is ranked 
team’s performance. 
number one in the zone,” he said. 
I 
Utes of overtime. 
Skeena Grade 9 girls narrowly lost to Houston 
Nisga’a shellacked Kitimat 73-33. 
h (remace) 4907 Latelle 
Special curlers compete 
for first time in qualifier 
LOCAL SPECIAL OLYMPIANS make their debut in a 
regional curling qualifier here this weekend. 
“We’re really excited about this. We’ve never competed 
in a curling qualifier before,” says organizer Jo Buck. 
’ 
t Special Olympics.” 
Greenville, Kincolith, Kispiox, Terrace, Prince R~ipert, Git- 
segukla, KiFaat ,  Kitwanga, Hazelton, Port Simpson and 
others. For more info, call 250-633-2240 or 250-633-6803. 
8 a.m. Saturday. 
Y O U  PROBABLY WON’T UNPACK, Prince George to host 
PRINCEI’GEORGE 2008 BC has Seniors been awarded Games the privilege of B U T ,  AT LEAST 
Y O U ,  CAN RELAX.  hosting the 2008 BC Seniors Games. ’ “This is tremendous news,” said Prince George mayor’ 
The BC Seniors Games provide an opportunity for all BC 
seniors, age 55 and over,. to compete in an organized sport, 
recreation and cultural event that promotes fitness, mental 
The city has also hosted the Northern BC Winter Games 
three times, and organized the 1990 BC Summer Games and . 
1981 BC Winter Games. 
’ We know how stressful planning a winter getaway can be. Befoie you depart on 
your vacation, slay at the Delta Vancouver Airport Hotel, located jus1 minutes 
from Vancouver International Airport, and we’ll help you relax before you get’on 
your way. With our Bon Voyage Stopover package, which includes parking for 
[’ mMarch3and4 
The Qitwinksihlkw Youth Sports and Recreation Society 
hosts a youth basketball tournament for 17 and under boys 
and girls at the Memorial Centre in Gitwinksihlkw. For more I 
Bear Creek Contracting (A Event) Rudon Enterprises (C Even$ 
SaveOn Foods (D Event) Boys and girls soccer teams U12 to U18 
(New smaller zone boundaries: 
Queen Charlottes to Smithers) 
National Car Rental 
Nechako Northcoast 
Northern Hearing 8, Safety 
Remax of Terrace 
For more information or to apply, contact: 
Don Cobuan at 635-5427 
dcoburn@telus.n& Discounts, Services. Donehr and Grea 
.............. 
Saint John’s Ambulance 
Fri. Feb. 24th 6:30-9pm 
Sat. Feb. 25th loam-2pm 
Fri. Mar. 3rd 6:30-9pm 
Sat. Mar. 4th loam-2pm 
Everv Wednesday 
RUINS MEN’S DAY 
‘ 
Terrace ICBC Claims Centre 
Everv Saturdav & Sunday Fees: 1996 to 2000 $70 
1988 to 1995 $80 JUMPS & BUMPS ith the Shames Freestyle Club 
EVerV ist. & 3rd. Thursday 
ADULT SKI PROGRAM 
with Mike Ternes 
4544 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 4A2 
SnoPhone: 638-8754 Toll Free: 14778984754 
www.shamesmountaln.com Sincereb, Terrace Ladies Curling CIub ‘‘‘..v .. ............... - ............. - f -- .: ; .x-- 31c * 31c . - * . .G&&. * 
